
GUIDE TO THE WORLD’S BEST POT SEEDS 
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l id',i you bail enough ol ull ihoise mind numbing complicated 

Tired of pH Pens and Complicated Feed Charts? Amazing Bn 
System Uses New pH and PPM Technologies So You Can Tli 

red charts.. ^dieduLes. pH-PPM pens, meters, ditlerem I red 
mc< antE III I lauds t'l"oiIut hunt in ligure nut gud gels’* It's messy liN 
time-for'iiiiTiiTtu H's vinuitlly impossible l« figure on!, let alone eel it 

riL la. Plus, ill I tlu'se buttles ur citlibraiion solutions. p| Fuji, pH-uuwn 

chemical* and die tiny holes they bum into % our shirts and pads 

Ynuhe been frustrated asking: "Hey. will somebody just gn c roe a last, 
cosy and stipple (o use bigger yield getnng nutrient flowering system'*" 

VT. meet! Sulnems isterurd in eon I he inswer is yc* You I fmd 
out how in {use a minute, 

But lirsl a little about the charts, schedules and programs. Heck we 
invented Lite things to begin with, and ^ince then nil! the other mtthcnl 
cun ij.wmi.c-s have got n line jim.I followed (ike a shadow with lliesi own 
feed chans and lake on things This whole nutrient thing has gotten 
<nu of hard, and a whole lm more eomplicaied We never intended tor 
il. to get Lius w ay. We had created an mduwiv w ide immMui and had In 
make tilings right,.. because iluire hud to be an easier way. 

Mow You Have the Nutrient 
Flowering System You Asked For 

When we decided to civile the world x easie^i m use anti itk»i 
powerful flowL'ltnjj sjsLu-m+ it wua unpLuEum that we get it light- Su 
wc interviewed hundreds ol growers worlds wit. just like you. to find 
out exactly what you wanted from your hydroponics nutnents 

Viul ijiies'' wh.it" It vv.is back tn work we went We gathered up ihe 
team of 1 2 sdetui its wit Juhe i r army af reset!reh ussiSiams and1 ’w<>rke*I 
our buns ulT'iJvet the newt Y3 munlhn, reworking even thing from the 
gmund up mid made it purple-built to give you a cotiiiuuuu>l> biggei 
yield producing punch than ever before, streamlining your workload, 
i hat's why you'll certainly appreciate the Bigger Yields 1low wind, 
Svvtctn. h takes all iIil guesswork, lvul of you gening the higge.si 
yields., no matter what level of gardener you arc. 

Think about it. a Flowering System that will give you,.. 

Finally Someone Who Gets It 
N&vty* beirty one to get irt over my head, I've always fund of 

stuck with n base Nutrients two-part nnd a bloom booster My 
friertd sad Td see bigrcjer harvests using your System. But I 
was SLared it would make more, work for me. But when I looked 
ot your System I realized you guys really understand what its 
liII about and hove it all figured out. So I got two Bigger Yield's 
Bundles (Hobbyist nnd Expert) and put them together like the 
chert says, along with the new Sensi base. Nat only was mixing 
this stuff easier them ever, but I didn't have to pH it nnd I 
also found that the plants grew quicker and the bloom time was 
shorter but a Jnmer harvest. Your system worked better than 
expected Much fhanks for getting it right 

Mark, from Gainesville,, Florida 

*■5 New Breakthi 

pH-PPM 
PERFECT 

N o Mora pH & PPM 
Mitering or Adjusting, 

t't All Doit* for feu 

• Proven Bigger \ fold* 

• Pnlrnf. Ka*y Mi* & 

l m1 Formula* 

• Novi, Powerful, ih’lnwer 

Fattening; Formulas 

• Formulae That Wurk Together 

rnf Your Biggftl Yields 

• \ Driving Pusli Ilia I I Iiiiiltv 

Your Plants In Their 

True (rrnettc Puttmlhil 

• pH-PPM Prrfrct - 

Nil More Batiuieirig Your 

pll and PPM Fur \Eflinl 

From Hamburger Millionaires 
to Bigger Harvest Hydroponics... How You Can Use the 
Tim*-Proven-Power of a "SyslenV' and Get Your 8igg«r 

Yields Advantage '"Right Now' 

I vli w mulcted why s<> 
many savvy jXNipk sgKitiJ 
millions of dollars to buy a 

^ McOniwki \ franchise! 

I realize you're probably 
staying n> ynursdr righi ruiw, 
ivhuL i I ic 3 neck docs Lius have 
to du v, i tli me getting bigger 
yields'1 Jufil hung with me 
for a few moments and I will 
cspl.nri il all, 

II \ lycHiB1 Il v Met Xu ink! s 
system k ptmcrfU, conaiJiitHiU 
simple iirnl :ei wsiTiprdTensivdy 
dtccnve ihai o*Mling a 
MclXjredd >ihinLfitMC LsliiLTitlli a 

VA 

0 II 

Spn\\ Rk^m and Qow-Mian-Rbtir 

level with thp^e ^xtr^j products lr> ga 

I* 

^ * 

Jji b Ik vi we tu pi lij il v uiir oh n money, 

V ^ ,\iill ihul's uuL all,l'hti Iir>L- 
Y ^ time busings owners make 

Ol Sj big bucks I'utuiiiig ihc NfcDonald s system, Because the entire 
well being ol your business lus been thuughl out ond everything 
yov business nreds is taken care of for you. All you da is follow 
the system, und hurvesl your big piles nf cash 

'p\V|is*i (Fu'v ull ihiv base m <la h it hi v uu? The Bigger VicltN V low erine 
System provides a rix/k svilid eurnpLte. cmtsisLeul ,uid eamprehert^ive 
system that auumwtieaUy uke> care of your entire ptaxil lot you -li 
every stage nf growth, ifom its roois io the very top t>1 your Howcrs and 
CS k-ry; hm g ir> bclw'ecti 

Slrtp unit imugiftc wlijil El h riultl in van to inn lia walk in In iiuir 
i;ii ill'll and sec I lie kind ill eiups yuu've always kmmn n vie pusMlde 
anil alwais ilivainvU nf. 

Big File juicy liorvesLs hieIi loweiing buds, w* sw eet unJ suCCidenl lli.il 
when mher growers see pictures ol your crop they say ''dumn whas the 
heck did vou do" and wrhen your friends and cuslwiers look al vour 
finished produce anti Luke ihuse king mloxieuliug sinids . they'll have 
ihut liHik on sheer face, which savs il ull. 

Start Stacking your Bigger Yields Bundles for Even B 
Hobbyist 
Bundle 

Expert 
Grower Bundle 

Professional 
Grower Bundle 



?akthrough “Brain-Dead-Simple” Flowering 
irow A wav Your Pens and Meters Forever! 

Announcing: 
The Bigger Yields 
Flowering System™ 

Here's how the Biggei Yields $>slum will continually deliver xogr 
dream harvests..., 

Amped-Up Case Nutrients, Special 
Supplements and the Simples! Bigger Yields Flowering 

System Ever Devised! 

Ymh fnld us you wanted tu sjvaid even less, time and riiss in your 
garden while celling still bigger harxexi rewards. So we developed die 
System to have ;i hold and hruader range of mitneni a x,n I a hi lily than 
urn'll ever fiiut with any other company A nutrients 

How did wc do it? The Bigger Vldds Flowering System lujlrrenls 
ure euitlcd with rnulliple source* ui' unique and powerful compound*, 
causing your Macro rvnd Micro nutrients to become powerful 
micros* opte magnets atlraeled Jo your plants routs 

I he'se etwimcs giv e ymir nutrients tremendous flexibility id w-ork m an 
I'Mremely w ide pH range Opening up yvnir plants edlnkir fi nod gules in 
rapidly i uliuk-Cl ei> thing you fixul them >0 lliex 'iluadilx make I.li l-;lillI 
la 1 lei sUmer, lu give you bianch-bending bounties, 

Imagine Never Again Having to Check and Adjust pH 

1 el me he a bit more specific.~ 
rhe Higher Yields I lowering System 
has u pfCiprioluiy technology called 
pH PFM Pei feel font uutumulieally 
puis your nutrient solutions pll 
and PPM into the “weei spot" for 
optimum growth and flowering, 
□nd it's built into every growing 
level of the Bigger Yields Flowering 
System eliminating you having to 
IbnT with ptwkv pi I rncu'is.md Pp\1 
calculations 

Here's how Easy it is tf the 
w ater you use to jins your nutrients 
has a pl| (jetween 1,5 and H.J pH 
I and that s pretty much e very one Y 
water! linen you 11 never have to 
balance uiur pH or fur that mallet 
exei add a single drop uf pll Up ur 
down to your reservoir 

■Vnd littw a l»om ufvrr ajjajn having in remember emu plicated 
measuring and upplicatiioi data? 

Well, we heard you. All the base nutrients have been standardized 
ai 4 ml per lifer, so miMtig and use is ridiculously easy 

Now gel this, all the supplements have been standardized as well. 
You i*hK need 10 nnv 2 ml p,T liier In fact its this way I<*r nil the 
supplements Used in all fuui ul the growing leveH. Hobbyist, I spurt. 
Professional and Grand Master viith each level “stacking" on tup of 
each other, (hen you choose your base nutrients. and away you go, 
ihm's how the E Jigger Yields flowering System works incredibly 
simple, isn't it? 

Who Advanced Nutrients Is NOT For 

• \re f .{inking for C heap Nutrients ami t mild C are less YV hut 
Goes Into Hiem - Advanced Nulrieiitu cost more been use you gel 
mote: l licit quality and biggvi yields, lm 1 in oidci I'm us to give yt?u 
that it cost us a lot of money, We u$e premium ingredients and tun a 
lull blown research staff of 12 PhD's, full tech support and a IOd% 
Ltuammee nn m 11 produci* 

• Hiiii'l lake Pililf in Their C rup - If they don't can: ahont 
the quality, appearance 1,1 outcome of their harvest They can look 
elsewhere. Because everything Advanced Nutrients doc* is all about 
our pride in carefully crafting products fnr growers lhai do just that' 
Create oflf-thc-chftrt quality, pristine appearance and bigger yields, 

• Dfin'i Have Compulsion I or I hi1 Jr Frllnw Man If they’n 
mu willing to give a helping hand M people who are in need of 
their assistance or expertise, Then listen up: Advanced Nutrient* 
gives all the time. We've donated hundred* of thousands of dulluis 
m nutrient* and equipment over the year*. Obviously giving is ihe 
righi thing to tkt 

No Dinosaurs Allowed: 
Unleash Your Plant's True Genetic Potential 

and Get 9 Products for the Price of 4 

It’s now really easy for you to realize the fact that your grower 
friends aie stuck tn the “uld liatd way," furmiilus and charts that, 
well... quality as dinosaurs, Not you though because you'll lie using 
new sifuc-of-the-ari Dowering technologies and live brand new 
hydroponics industry brenk through* that like 1 world class athlete, 
will push your plants tn their line genetic potential. 

I van Better, you’ll save more money with the new Bigger Yield* 
I lowering System when you buy die all new 5 m I Scitsi Hlmitn nr 
(missAliao-Sioom base nutrient* along with the Hobbyist Bigger 
Yields Bundle1'1. Because tl‘s, exactly the same a* getting 9 product* 
Cur the price of 4. Seiun Bloom or Grow Micro- Bloom base nutrients 
now contain* and combine'; a higher level the award winning 
I'imuIucis 11-2, I--I, Wet Betty .nnl u special blend of ^mina Aeiik 
when you bu1* Lite Hubbyisl Bigger Yields Bundle which contain* 
Big BuJ+ Voodoo Juice, B-52 and Overdrive* you'll also get the 
Overdrive for Free, 

Actually wc do mean it when wo sa\ award w inning products and 
breakthrough technologies Let me explain, and these are absolute 
facts, wc re noi trying to brag or anything. Itkc that tvwil ok may be 
just a little), and hoeause you're probeWy not jwotc of those faetir 
and uf course they "re uupurtam. ones when you're buying the Bigger 
Yield* Flowering System. 

• Adxanci-d Nuliienl* has won twery major growing 
cum pith Ion In the wurld* no other imfricni company Jus even 
c«nio do*r to our cnntfnulitK sfrinj; uf victurle*. 

• Mhuiiccd Nutrient* is Ihe hydroponics industry's 
^trcfontifogicv leader^ responsible tn ito-re for II leetinohi^icnl 
hriakl9mio“hs ami palents lhai has elevated Ihe science nl 
h> drupuuics fur llit entire industry and niinJe y our gruwilig easier 
and murcpiuhtuhle. including the lit c new pin irecringtcd mu indies 
employed now in the Uiggcr Yield* Flowering, Sy sicnt* 

t )»r nulmonls nn.’ ectiamiy nm for cwiyone <unK grow or* who w'iinl 
h> sco :i diMorenco and take (heir gardens Lu lIic nevl lex cl. growers xslm 
want to really liter vase line quai lily n( their product arid get bigger xiddi 
Advfttnrpd Nutrients i> not the righi lit for those people who... 

Anyway, back to what I was sux mg. heieN the deal. At the Bxpert 
i irower Level yo 1 get final Phase for Free. I lie Professional Grower 
3 ex c| gjws you Sensi/ym fnr free anil at the Grand Master Grower 
Level you'lt rcceive your Rhinn Skin ibsohitefy free. 

igger Harvests and Savings 
Grand Master 

Grower Bundle 

So go right mow and ask the slore oxvtilt or one of lire staff in sliow 
ym ihe Bifjuei \ JcIlIs Ffowering System and tememlwi to ask lor 
ytmi Bigger Yields Bundle A* you luxe clearly discovered gelling 
bigger yields anti bigger savintt* has iiexcr ■ •• -■* ■ i\x L'njov 

To watch pH-PPM Perfect technology in action go to: 
www.advancednutrients.com/ph-ppmperfect 

1*1 

Arivanr^d Nutrients fl^f 
1625 Heritage Street. Suite 104 
Woodland WA. ^6674 USA 

Aalv,1 ovtidNunlents< iiwda: 
#109-31063 Wheel Avenue 
Abbotsford, BL Canada V2X 6H1 

Advanced 
Nutrients 

^LiotiAiiti 11 * i*^LiwmS d Vtftvwiai,i i Cwf*y»i-fi 



FlilCGS FIB \Mmi: IW= 
indoor / Outdoor 

indotn 

>* 

BC God1 Bud $9-0 
The* Pi itps $9fl 
BC Sweel C*wi $9fl 
The Buck $75 
EC F-fash Flam Wr. 
MtHTiK-fri Lmghh $/$ 

BC Mango $75 

BC Arctic Sun $7!? 

Blue Buddah $75 

BC Swcci Tooth $75 
BC Blueberry $60 

BC Champagne $60 
BC Kush $60 
Purple Afgam $60 
LdsqucliHdic $60 

t cmini/rd 

BC God Bud $125,00 
Original Blueberry $ llbOD 

BC Hash Plant $175,00 
BC Sweet Dreams $ m 00 
BC Skunk if I / Ml $ 17500 

.xfii 

HC Chronic $7$ 
(JBC Chemo $75 
Rf L ave I enure $ 75 

While WictoW $75 

Mervillc Biucberry $60 

BC Big Ehid $60 
Hi Albino Hhino $60 

indoor Mix $50 

Outdoor 

$ wee t IsUnd Sk unk $ 7 5 
Irjt^dU Tirnew^rp $ /5 

Saturna Sativa $60 

Redondo Wed Hair $60 

t ggm on t Outdoor $60 
BK Purple $lai $60 

Outdoor Mix $50 

i ~r •| 

*^1 
ifi i; - 

• ■- ■ V* 

OW DO ORDEI 

1) we accept cash or *blank money orders: 
GFS Industries 
Suite #65, 
Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 86 
1012 SE Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 

2) By telephone 011-31*64-465-3362 

3) Secure online shopping! Visit 
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The latest in our 
line of Cannabis 
Cup award 
winners! 

As smoked and tele- . ^ ^ /v I 
b rated by Jemmy Chong ... _ >J JL 
and hrs fellow affioona- 
dos the Pufps wrJIcata 1 

■ ^ -r- . 
pull you to a realm of »■ -\ \ 
Purple Euphoric] With a 
soaring zero-burnout high and a deep purple flavour 
this connoisseur s delight is a must for every garden. 

A newly-stabilized BC8D seed release, Lins black 
beauty ts an epic yaelder with a pleasing flavour 
and a potent narcotic stone, it is fast becoming a 
favourite addition to gardens large and small, 

ACQUISITION OF live CANNABIS SFFRS. I* I! 1 F G A c IN T’l F UNITED >T AT F S RATABLE IN US HOllARR FROM ANTWHFRE IN THE WOfllD 



THE COOP SEEP 
How grows it, faithful readers! 

One of the most popular questions we in the cultivation department of HIGH 
TIMES get asked is “Who should I purchase my pot seeds from?” Internet, mail 
order and seed shops (in countries lucky enough to allow them) provide so many 
varied choices in gentic material and this important decision can overwhelm the 
potential bean buyer. 

Two years ago (HT Oct. ’07), with this exact dilemma in mind, I founded the 
HIGH TIMES Seed Bank Hall of Fame in order to highlight those seed companies 
that, through excellence in product and longevity in business, proved them¬ 
selves worthy of praise. Five defunct yet highly influential companies were 
inducted as Esteemed Seed Bank Pioneers and ten existing companies were 
chosen for the inaugural class. Now, the time has come to induct ten new com¬ 
panies into this hallowed Hall (p. 52). 

Many factors determine what makes a great breeding outfit; potency and 
flavor of product, consistency of growth and germination rates, attention to cus¬ 
tomer service - the list goes on and on. Rest assured that we’ve tested and re¬ 
tested the genetics to ensure that cannabis connoisseurs and pot aficionados get 
their effort and money’s worth. 

We’ve also scoured the globe to find the best information for cannabis con¬ 
sumers, researchers and activists. Witness Steven Hager's Big Bhang Theory 
exploring the connections between cannabis and the variety of religious experi¬ 
ences and Nico Escondido’s breakdown of cutting-edge European growing 
strategies. Along with that, our cultivation correspondents reveal how to beat 
the heat this time of year and keep your garden running all summer long. On the 
cultural front, Bobby Black runs down our Annual HIGH TIMES Doobie Awards 
for music and interviews Lifetime Achievement winner Johnny Winter. 

All that, plus the best in marijuana music, culture and news ensures a pot- 
packed issue full of stony surprises. 

Enjoy and keep on growing! 

Danny Danko 
Senior Cultivation Editor 
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www.liqunder.com 

vee\ Goocy 

Mood Enhancing 
Herbal Bud 

From Ugf»3Kie 

Go to 
UQUNDER.com 
and buy direct 

Free Standard Shipping! 

Actual Size 

DESK^ER T'S 

Call 917.528.0233 
to order or visit 

www.liqunder.com 

This is not Marijuana 

There is NO THC 

NO free samples 

ViSm Ktrad MV ftin Add Tai 

Citvr£iT*:a'2ipced* foul 



34 BONGS, BUDS, BEER & BBQ 
With two stages, 10 bands and free beer, the 2009 Doobie 

Awards was all set to be our best SXSW party yet. But when 

the nefarious number 13 throws a cosmic monkey wrench 

into the works, can Bobby Black keep the event from going 

south? Plus, check out Austin’s best strains (all 13 of 

them!) at the Second Annual Cowboy Cup. 

40 EURO GROW 
HIGH TIMES sent the Cultivation Department across the 

pond to check in with our European counterparts and see 

what’s new in the EU. Turns out what’s new is a return to the 

old-school, with a revitalized seed trade in Spain and an 

influx of new (and seedy) ideas! Nico takes a closer look at 

the seed-vs.-clone debate and uncovers a few quirky sur¬ 

prises along the way. 

52 SEED BANK HALL OF FAME: NEW 
INDUCTIONS! 
The HIGH TIMES sensi strain-testing facility has been hard 

at work compiling 10 new company profiles to add to our 

illustrious list of the best pot-seed breeders on the planet. 

Danny Danko breaks down the latest entries and finds out 

how and why they smoke the competition. 

66 THE BIG BHANG: departments 

HOW CANNABIS SHAPED THE 
WORLD’S GREAT RELIGIONS 
BY STEVEN HAGER 

What was the role played by pot in the development of Hin¬ 

duism, Taoism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity and 

Islam? 

72 THE HIGH TIMES INTERVIEW: 
JOHNNY WINTER 
BY BOBBY BLACK 

06 page six 

12 highwitness news/buzz 
EDITED BY DAN SKYE 
Asher Roth & reefer; Tobacco vs. pot; “Please tax 
us!” protest; Ashcroft high jinks; 420 cat; Weed 
Wolf; NuggBrand clothing; Hot hemp products; 
Stoner drummers; Kottonmouth Kings; Lady Sov¬ 
ereign; Bonnie "Prince” Billy; Reviews; Unsigned 
Band of the Month; Vaporella; Almost Infamous; 
Brain Damaged. 

81 groworld 
EDITED BY DANNY DANKO S NICO ESCONDIDO 
Pix of the Crop; Cannabis Clinic; Munchies; 
NORMLizer; Dr. Mitch; Freedom Fighter; Beat 
the Heat: Keeping Cannabis Cool; Gear/Hot 
Products; Jorge’s Rx and August Calendar by 
Jorge Cervantes. 

110 next month 

116 pot 40 

For over half a century, guitar genius Johnny Winter has cover: Kent sea strain: strawberry cough centerfold: .ochfoot strain: diablo 

entertained audiences with a legacy of soulful, lightning- 

fast blues and rock music. HIGH TIMES talks to this leg- HIGH TIMES August 5009 Issue »403 (ISSN»0362-630X), published monthly by Trans-High Corporation, 419 Park 

endary performer about his life and career, and honors Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Periodical postage paid at New York, NY, and at additional mailing offices, 

him with our 2009 Doobie Award for Lifetime Achievement. POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to HIGH TIMES, PO Box 410, Mt. Morris, IL 61054. 
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STONES aid ycMJi water in the cooling 

process. Each- babble at smoke released 

by yrmr dnwnstem is repeatedly mnrte 

smaller riM il Ifavels upward Utmugll Mte 

STONES Pvt STONES In your m 1w a 
smoother, mofe refreshing smoke. 

NEW DIGITAL EDITION 
ROCKS! 
This is the perfect format for me. 

The very reason I haven't had 

HIGH TIMES delivered is that the 

area I live in is a bit too closely 

knit. Most people know what 

everyone else is up to, even 

before that person knows. I love 

you, HIGH TIMES-we are old 

friends—and I’m glad you can 

come to me right on my comput¬ 

er. How discreet is that? One 

more thing: Toss your seeds to 

the wind, folks. This plant can lead the greatest 

revolution ever. 

Major Bud Burnswell 

VANSTERDAMAGED 
I am a Californian with a cannabis prescription. In 

five days in Vancouver, I was unable to obtain my 

meds or get hold of a single speck of marijuana. 

Having been to Amsterdam twice, I found no simi¬ 

larity whatsoever between "Vansterdam” and the 

real thing. Even the best BC bud I observed from 

smokers in the Amsterdam Cafe would be what 

we’d classify as B-grade in California. Tourists 

and visitors with prescriptions from the US should 

fax all of their documentation to the local Vancou¬ 

ver dispensaries to get approved before leaving 

the States—and even then, you may encounter 

some other resistance. We found it to be a very 

strange and unfriendly place, to be honest, and I 

couldn’t recommend it as a destination for fellow 

migraine sufferers. You may end up, like us, going 

five days without any cannabis whatsoever. 

J.B. 

THANKS, GOD 
Would you believe that I never heard about pot 

until after I turned 21 ?! But now that I’m married 

to a medical-cannabis grower, I feel lucky. I’ve 

been developing a deep sense of love for ganja, 

and learning about it is not only amazing but 

undeniably enlightening. I just want to say thank 

God for ganja, and thank you, HIGH TIMES, for the 

very awesome magazine, as well as giving me 

inspiration for a future career move. 

Little Moma 

GO GREEN! 
I have to applaud you for your 400th "Green” issue. 

It’s high time we took stock of where we are and 

where we’re going as a species. I’ve found 

cannabis to cause a heightened sense of environ¬ 

mental awareness in myself, and your May issue 

spoke to that part of me. I hope to see a lot more 

articles that highlight how our favorite plant is 

doing its part to help us repair the damage that our 

thoughtlessness has caused to our environment. 

Logos 

very disappointed with the 

results. The second-place winner 

had a beautiful piece with your 

magazine’s name at the top, a pic 

of Bob Marley on one side and 

Jorge Cervantes on the other. 

The first-place winner, on the 

other hand, was a beautiful, 

naked girl with some very basic 

pot-leaf outlines going down her 

side. There wasn’t any "real” 

artistry in her design, and it was¬ 

n’t even colored. I felt bad for the 

guy who gave his back to HIGH 

TIMES, only to lose to her tattoos—were you judg¬ 

ing the art or the canvas? I love the Miss HT con¬ 

test, and the women in your mag in general, but it 

was sad to see the better art passed up. 

Dubs 

MARIJUANA ON THE COUCH 
I was slightly disappointed that you gave no spe¬ 

cific indication that pot could be used as therapy 

for psychological disorders in the article in your 

May issue. In 2007,1 was hospitalized for anorex¬ 

ia. I had never smoked marijuana before then, but 

I’ve become an avid smoker since, and have come 

to the conclusion that I get relief from my 

unhealthy thought processes while under the 

influence of cannabis. These days, it’s a real 

blessing when I can sit down and smoke a bowl. 

Olivia 

GLASS IS NOTART 
I recently read that you were considering two 

"glass” issues per year. I would absolutely say no 

to this. Water-pipes/bong art or whatever you call 

it is a commercial/retail marketing tool and noth¬ 

ing more. Smokers don’t need that crap and have 

better things to do with their money than pay for 

overpriced, breakable glass. 

D.K. 

LEGALIZE IT ALREADY! 
Longtime observer, first-time reader. I found your 

"Hemp and Ignorance Get Licensed” article in the 

April 2009 issue really intriguing, and it sparked 

my thought processes (while I was toking up and 

enjoying your fabulous centerfolds, of course). We 

all know that the US is in a deep recession, and I’m 

sure I’m not the only one to say this, but: LEGAL¬ 

IZE IT ALREADY! As your article points out, mari¬ 

juana is a multi-billion-dollar cash crop. You 

would think that under our first black president, 

this nation would be ready to accept such "radical" 

change—after all, how many people are there who 

still find the idea of legalizing and regulating mari¬ 

juana just like alcohol or tobacco to be completely 

beyond the pale? Just imagine how great life 

would be if marijuana were legal—and then you 

could toke some up to make it even better! 

D. 

WRONG TATTOO? 
I’ve been a loyal reader of HIGH TIMES for many 

years, and I have never had anything to complain 

about until now. I was curious to see who won the 

tattoo contest in your May issue (#400), and I was 

Send your letters to: Feedback c/o HIGH TIMES, 
419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 
10016. Email: hteditor@hightimes.com. 
We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity. 

STONES 
DIFFUSION 
WWW,STONESDIFFUSION,COM 





Finally, the human race has a distraction from worrying about the world 

economy. In April, news of a possible pandemic of the H5N1 bird flu and 

HI N1 swine flu viruses was reported. 

To the rescue came Cannabis Science, a new pharmaceutical cannabis 

company based in San Francisco, which reported that its whole-cannabis 

lozenges have anti-inflammatory properties that may present an effective 

and non-toxic treatment the swine flu. According to Cannabis Science presi¬ 

dent and CEO Steve Kubby: “Our lozenges appear to down-regulate the 

body’s excessive inflammatory response to the influenza virus, which could 

reduce the deadly consequences of an infection into something that is more 

like a common cold,” says Kubby. “If a swine or bird flu pandemic emerges— 

and everyone seems to think that it is just a matter of when, not if—there is 

simply no time for the usual bureaucratic process. With emergency govern¬ 

ment approval, we can legally access the huge supply of medical cannabis 

available in California to produce millions of lifesaving doses within a rela¬ 

tively short period of time.” 

Provided the growers remain in good health. 

i Linn: 
cummins 
Fresh off the smoking-hot 4/20 release of his 

debut album, Asleep in the Bread Aisle, Asher 

Roth spent a little quality time with his fa¬ 

vorite periodical, inviting the HIGH TIMES film 

crew to a private shindig held at an undis¬ 

closed location overlooking the bright lights of 

New York City. Discovered on MySpace in 2006 

by record exec Scott "Scooter” Braun, Asher 

hit the hip-hop scene harder than Tommy 

Chong on a gravity bong, particularly after his 

hit single "I Love College” emerged as the of¬ 

ficial party anthem and "torch song” of Spring 

Break 2009. But don’t worry—Asher tells 

HIGH TIMES that he’s smoking plenty of po- 

Kush to keep his focus. 

"Smoking marijuana brings me back down 

to earth,” Asher explained to HIGH TIMES 

senior cultivation editor Danny Danko, after 

complimenting him on the local produce of 

the Baked Apple. "Some people think it hin¬ 

ders your thoughts—but for me, it just kind of 

straightens me out.” 

Check out our exclusive video with Asher at 

hightimes.com/asher, and stay tuned for his 

feature interview in the October 2009 issue. 

What would America's 25 million regular marijuana consumers do with $14 bil¬ 

lion? How about pay taxes—gladly? That’s the message that the executive director 

of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) delivered 

on April 15—better known as Tax Day—during a press conference on the steps of 

the General Post Office in New York City, along with an oversize check for $14 bil¬ 

lion made out to the US Treasury. 

That figure is a conservative estimate of the total costs to taxpayers every year 

for maintaining marijuana prohibition. According to the report “Budgetary Impli¬ 

cations of Marijuana Prohibition in the United States” (available at prohibition- 

costs.org), taxpayers shell out some $G billion annually on marijuana-related law 

enforcement. Taxing and regulating the production and sale of cannabis like alcohol 

or tobacco products would eliminate these costs, while raising an additional $8 bil¬ 

lion in new tax revenues annually. And just in case you’re wondering whether those 

figures are kosher The report was endorsed by the late Milton Friedman, a winner of 

the Nobel Prize for Economics, and over 500 other accredited economists. 

“On a day when so many Americans lament having to pay state and federal 

income taxes, we're representing America’s millions of otherwise law-abiding 

cannabis consumers, who're ready, willing and able to contribute this huge sum 

to our struggling economy, while providing truly ‘green’ jobs and allowing police 

to focus on more important priorities," said Allen St. Pierre, NORML’s national di¬ 

rector, while presenting the check on the steps of the iconic post office in mid¬ 

town Manhattan. "All we ask in exchange for our $14 billion is the right to enjoy 

pot responsibly and in peace.” 
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THEIR LIES 
Cannabis consumers who also smoke 

cigarettes have a higher risk of develop¬ 

ing chronic obstructive pulmonary dis¬ 

ease than do individuals who smoke 

cigarettes alone, according to a study 

published in the April 14 issue of the 

Canadian Medical Association Journal. 

COPD refers to a variety of lung diseases 

characterized by a narrowing of the air¬ 

way, including emphysema. 

Investigators at St. Paul’s Hospital in 

Vancouver, British Columbia, surveyed 

878 people, age 40 and older, about their 

respiratory history and use of tobacco 

and marijuana. Researchers concluded 

that the concurrent use of tobacco and 

pot was associated with an increased 

risk of COPD. 

Cigarette-only smokers were ap¬ 

proximately two and a half times more 

likely than nonsmokers to develop symp¬ 

toms of diseases like chronic bronchitis 

or emphysema, while those who smoked 

cigarettes and pot were approximately 

With the Big Apple suffering from the same dismal economic climate as everywhere else, so-called "sin taxes” 

have been hiked, bringing the average price of a pack of cigarettes to over $10. Let’s estimate that the average cig¬ 

arette smoker goes through a pack a day, while the average pot smoker needs an eighth of an ounce weekly to ful¬ 

fill his needs. Currently, the price of a primo eighth in New York City stands at approximately $70—which means 

that, right now, smokers in both groups are bearing strikingly similar costs to indulge their habit. 

It’s equality of a sort, we guess. The irony is that one of these two products is a black-market commodity traf¬ 

ficked by criminals. But with politicians scouring the bushes for revenue and cigarette smugglers doing a lively 

business in the Empire State, it’s getting harder to tell which one that is. 

DRUG LORD WINS HONORS 
When Forbes magazine releases its annual list of the world’s billionaires, you expect to find a ros 

ter of business tycoons and moguls involved in legitimate enterprises. This year, however, Mexi¬ 

can drug lord Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman Loera, the head of the Sinaloa cartel, came in 701st on 

the list with an estimated fortune of $1 billion. Apparently, his ability to pull himself up by his 

bootstraps after escaping from a Mexican prison in 2001 merited his inclusion as a “self-made” 

billionaire. Mexican Attorney General Eduardo Medina Mora blasted Forbes for “comparing the 

deplorable activity of a criminal wanted in Mexico and abroad with that of honest businessmen.” 

Maybe Forbes is merely having trouble distinguishing the difference these days. 

Cheba Hut, with 10 franchises across the Southwest and four more in development, 

flourishes for one simple reason—the fabulous food. But faithful customers also 

know that Cheba Hut makes no secret of its support for marijuana issues. The menu 

says it all: sandwiches of distinction with names like "The Kind,” "Afghani” and 

"Kush.” In fact, Cheba Hut’s whole business style revolves around cannabis, right 

down to the prominent pot leaves featured in the logo and the interior decor, which re¬ 

flects an affinity for marijuana and free-speech issues. 

There’s nothing illegal going on here, but Municipal Judge Robert Frick of Greeley, 

CO, decided otherwise and denied the franchise a liquor license at its new location, 

even though Cheba Hut has liquor licenses at its other Colorado locations—and, 

moreover, no police citation of any kind has ever tainted its good name anywhere. 

But Cheba Hut’s good name is precisely what ticked off Judge Frick, who stated: 

"This restaurant is founded upon the principles and theme of the illegal drug marijuana and incorporates other 

illegal-controlled-substance-related themes.” He also cited Cheba Hut’s absence of a substance-abuse policy 

for employees as a reason for denying the license. 

But that didn’t stop the new Greeley store from holding a grand opening celebration on 4/20. "Basically, peo¬ 

ple agree with our theme,” says Cheba Hut owner Scott Jennings (whose personal record is also spotless). "We’ll 

win on our appeal—Frick not only violated my First Amendment rights, but everyone else in Greeley. People are 

upset over the ruling. It’s certainly gotten me media coverage. All I know is, we aren’t breakin'the laws—we’re 

makin'the laws!” 

Visit chebahut.com. 

Scott Jennings of Cheba Hut. 

three times more likely to develop these 

symptoms. The researchers noted: “The 

risks of respiratory symptoms and of 

COPD were related to a synergistic inter¬ 

action between marijuana and tobacco.” 

But media reports on the study 

largely ignored the other finding re¬ 

ported in the journal: "Smoking only mar¬ 

ijuana was not associated with an 

increased risk of respiratory symptoms or 

COPD" (emphasis added). 

This finding was affirmed in an ac¬ 

companying commentary by UCLA pul¬ 

monary investigator Donald Tashkin, 

who wrote: “Given the consistently re¬ 

ported absence of an association be¬ 

tween use of marijuana and abnormal 

diffusing capacity or signs of macro¬ 

scopic emphysema, we can be close to 

concluding that smoking marijuana by it¬ 

self does not lead to COPD.” 

Tashkin, arguably the world’s fore¬ 

most expert on marijuana smoking and 

lung function, has investigated this issue 

for over 30 years. In 2006, he oversaw 

the largest case-controlled study ever to 

investigate the respiratory effects of 

marijuana smoking. It found that pot use 

was not associated with lung-related 

cancers, even among subjects who re¬ 

ported smoking more than 22,000 joints 

over their lifetime. 

“We hypothesized that there would 

be a positive association between mari¬ 

juana use and lung cancer, and that the 

association would be more positive with 

heavier use," Tashkin explained to The 

Washington Post. "What we found instead 

was no association at all, and even a sug¬ 

gestion of some protective effect” among 

pot smokers, who had lower incidences 

of cancer compared to those who had 

never used weed.—Paul Armentano 



THIS PURR-FECT STORE 
We’ve all been there. Your cable system features 420 channels and there’s still 
nothing on TV—except the cat. But Vinnie tuned into his favorite show during 
stoner prime-time. He flaked out on a warm cable box, exactly at 4:20, after a 
day of prowling the Hollywood Hills. Maybe this is all TV is good for. 

from pot.. 
SEES! 

f J 
Usain Bolt, who won 

three sprint gold medals 

at the 2009 Olympics, 

told the German news¬ 

paper Bild that he tried 

pot as a kid: “When 

you’re a child in Jamaica, 

_ | you learn how to roll a 

joint. Everyone here has tried it.” 

But a week later, Bolt was contrite: “I want 

to apologize to the Jamaican people if at any 

time it may have come across that all young 

people roll a joint.” He went on to warn budding 

athletes to stay away from all drugs, as they 

are “not of any value to them or the sport you 

participate in.” 

Especially if you win—because then you’ll 

be forced to apologize and malign your earlier 

pot use in order to hold onto your corporate 

sponsors. 

Down on mi farid 
London cops pulled over the 

car of Jamie Waylett, who Po“er star 9* PWed- 

plays the bully Vincent 

Crabbe in the Harry Potter 

movie series, because he 

was behaving suspiciously. 

You might, too, if you had 

eight bags of pot in your car, 

as Waylett did. Upon search- 

ing his home, the cops also discovered a 10- 

plant hydro operation in his bedroom, which 

they promptly termed a “cannabis farm.” 

Farm? If 10 plants constitute a “farm," it 

logically follows that the War on Drugs is a 

holocaust. 

B.I. fPOUTf BI 
In April, Britney Spears 

halted a Vancouver con¬ 

cert for nearly 30 min¬ 

utes because she felt the 

audience was smoking 

too much weed. The 

arena announcer cau¬ 

tioned the crowd that it 

was unsafe for Britney 

and her dancers to per¬ 

form in such an environment. Apparently, there 

was also concern for crew members working 

high above the stage, because the smoke could 

have caused them to be working, well, high 

above the stage. The show did resume, but when 

it was over, Britney hollered at the crowd: "Don’t 

smoke weed!” 

Then, as she exited the stage, she shouted 

one more suggestion: "Rock out with your 

cocks out!” 

We’re so thankful she’s made a full recovery. 

OPERATION DICKHEAD HUNTER 
Yes, that’s former US Attorney General John Ashcroft not so 

proudly posing with that nice-looking glass bong—not un¬ 

like the "drug paraphernalia” that his Justice Department 

targeted when it mounted Operation Headhunter and Oper¬ 

ation Pipe Dreams in 2003, busting the owners of parapher¬ 

nalia websites and headshops in a nationwide sweep. 

Trevor Trittman is the intrepid citizen who turned this 

"Bong Hits for Ashcroft" photo op into a photo reality. "I 

am not what you’d call a marijuana enthusiast,” Trittman 

says. "However, I strongly disagree with how the Justice 

Department under John Ashcroft harassed people and 

threw people in prison for questionable reasons. Ashcroft 

was scheduled to speak at the University of Texas. After¬ 

ward, I got his attention and asked for a photo. Then I 

quickly pulled out the bong while my photographer 

snapped the picture. Ashcroft saw what I had done and 

yelled, 'Get your marijuana equipment outta heref I told 

him politely that I did not agree with his drug policies and 

quickly left. Success!” 

Get the full story at trevortrittman.com. 

WEAR YOUR NUGGS! 
Finally, a clothing company has taken nugs 

out of the closet and hung them in your 

closet. Check out the cool duds from Nugg- 

Brand, a clothing company based in Miami 

Beach, FL—every piece of their apparel 

celebrates the nug. Whether it’s a full ren¬ 

dering of a robust bud or the simple word 

"FADED” on a T-shirt (pictured), Nugg- 

Brand is devoted to creating casual cloth¬ 

ing with an unabashed message. Take 

their pullovers, for instance: Instead of the 

Izod alligator or Ralph Lauren’s horse and 

jockey, NuggBrand polo shirts are adorned 

with a stylish bud icon. Check out the full 

line of NuggBrand high-fashion designs, 

all created by top Miami artists. 

Visitnuggbrand.com. 

WEED WOLF ON THE PROWL 
New viral street art is popping up all 

over in places like Chicago and Den¬ 

ver. Look around town and you just 

may spy a decal with a snarling wolf’s 

head superimposed over a pot leaf. A 

heavy-metal-like logo identifies the 

predator as the "Weed Wolf.” As art 

goes, it’s a howling success, espe¬ 

cially in the pot community. Shepard 

Fairey and his "Obey Giant” iconogra¬ 

phy can step aside—the Weed Wolf is 

at the door! 
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DISCOUNT HYDROPONH 

Lighting Systems 
Hydroponics Systems 
Climate Controllers 

C02 Controls 
Grow Mediums 

Nutrients 

Timers 
Odor Control 
Pest Control 

IN THE LA. AREA? CHECK OUT OUR 18,000 SQ. FT. WAREHOUSE AND SUPERSTORE 

Call for our NEW catalog or visit our Webstore @ www.discount-hydro.com 

Lowest Prices Guaranteed! 

Discreet Packaging 
Confidential Transactions 

We are the Mail Order Professionals! 

DH Warehouse St Superstore 

4745 Hiers Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92505 

(951) 689*4575 

(877)-GROW-IT-7 
(877)-476-9487 



Some of the best hair care products, hemp or non-hemp, hands 
down! This new company has dedicated itself to eliminating the 
use of petroleum-based products and plastic in landfills. All of 
their packaging is biodegradable. Just as important, your hair 
will look terrific with this comprehensive line of hair products, 
made with Certified Organic hemp seed oil. which includes 
moisturizers, volumizers. conditioners, serums, and sprays. Visit 
prestoncosmetics.com. 

MEGAFOOD 
Searching for a way to reduce your appetite and cravings and 
maintain healthy weight management? Isn’t everybody? The 
High Hemp Fiber Shake from MegaFood will satisfy your 
hunger and aid digestion. In cocoa, chai. vanilla, and berry 
vanilla flavors. Visit megafood.com. 

NATURE'S PATH 
Go to naturespath.com for a fascinating account of how a respon¬ 
sible. eco-minded food company comes to be. Then, get healthy 
on a full menu of Nature’s Path hot and cold cereals, granola, 
snack bars, waffles, toaster pastries, breads, and cookies. Their 
Hemp Plus granola and oatmeal will make you rise and shine. 

Finally, the notion of legal, taxable marijuana is being taken seriously. But 
mainstream hemp products are already here-tangible evidence that a new 
era of prosperity, fueled by the cannabis plant, is possible. By Ban Skye 

The extraordinary momentum that the legal pot 

debate has experienced has been stoked by our 

debilitating recession and California’s marching 

marijuana economy, as well as President Barack 

Obama’s infuriatingly dismissive attitude toward 

tokers. More and more legislators, political ob¬ 

servers and Washington insiders—liberal and 

conservative alike—are examining the logic of 

ending the war on marijuana and reaping the tax 

revenues that legal sales would generate. But 

amid the clamor, the issue of legal industrial 

hemp has been drowned out. 

It’s hard to fathom why hemp—a plant with 

deep roots in American history, and one that pos¬ 

sesses indisputable health and environmental 

benefits—remains a pariah. Even weirder is the 

fact that a federal law enforcement agency, the 

DEA, holds sway over an agricultural crop. If a 

state passes legislation allowing hemp cultivation, 

farmers must ask the DEA for permits. And since 

its inception, the DEA has issued exactly one—in 

1999, for an experimental crop in Hawaii. 

Things are admittedly better in Canada, where 

hemp is legal. But farmers there are still man¬ 

dated to jump through all kinds of government 

hoops in order to grow, including licensing, contin¬ 

uous testing of THC content, and maintaining ex¬ 

pensive security measures—all for strains of 

Cannabis sativa that cannot get you high and are 

specifically bred for industrial use. The final brick 

in this house of mirrors is the fact that the US ac¬ 

tually allows businesses to import raw hemp fiber 

and seed for use in products. There’s a touch of in¬ 

sanity in all of this. 

But if activists have inadvertently given indus¬ 

trial hemp short shrift, the exploding green econ¬ 

omy hasn’t. According to the Nutrition Business 

Journal, consumer sales of nutrition products grew 

an estimated 9 percent in 2008, to more than $100 

billion—and foods containing hemp seed or hemp- 

derived nutraceuticals are among the hottest cate¬ 

gories in the natural-products industry. 

Why? Because hemp foods have great flavor 

and gourmet appeal. Plus they’re a nutritional 

powerhouse: Medical evidence continues to accu¬ 

mulate proving that Omega-3 fatty acids are essen¬ 

tial to optimum health. And nutrition experts swear 

by hemp’s balanced concentration of Omega-3 and 

Omega-6 essential fatty acids, strong digestible 

protein profile, plentiful fiber, and abundance of vi¬ 

tamins and minerals—to say nothing of an overall 

protein content that is comparable to soy beans 

and higher than that found in nuts, meats, dairy 

products, fish, poultry and other seeds. Hemp’s po¬ 

tential benefits are associated with the prevention 

or attenuation of many of the leading health threats 

to people in North America, including diabetes, 

cancer, lupus, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, hor¬ 

mone imbalance, depression and hypertension. 

Industry research shows that over the past 

three years, sales of hemp milk grew 162%, 

shelled hemp seed 44%, and hemp protein pow¬ 

ders 21 %. Health-sawy consumers are also well 

aware of hemp’s nourishing seed oil, commonly 

found in modern body- and hair-care products. 

Only when the shackles really come off this 

plant can we transform our economy—by relying 

on a renewable plant to produce our paper, 

clothes and other commodities, and by using biol¬ 

ogy rather than geology to provide for our fuel 

needs. In the meantime, the companies that have 

made a commitment to the growing field of hemp- 

related business can rightly be called our most 

stalwart group of activists—those whose very 

livelihood depends upon the eventual global ac¬ 

ceptance of cannabis in all its forms. ^ 
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DR. BRONNER'S 
One of the most progressive, activist companies in the hemp marketplace. Dr. Bronner's can hold its head high, not only for its tireless 
commitment to honest business and charitable works, but because their company turns out super-duper hemp soap and a spanking 
new line of USDA-certified organic personal care products. Wash, shave, and shampoo with a clean conscience. Visit drbronner.com. 

ALPSNACK 
Next time the munchies hit. grab an Alpsnack from Switzer¬ 
land. It's nutritious organic, vegan, gluten-free, and coated 
with scrumptious hemp seeds. Frankly Natural Foods has 
partnered with Dr. Bronner's to bring Alpsnack to America. Be 
careful, they're addictive. Visit alpsnackinc.com. 

FARM GENESIS 
In order to sustain farm growth, this company bands farm communities together under 
one agricultural umbrella to develop, promote and sell outstandingly produced and pack¬ 
aged protein powder, seeds, and oils. Hemp Moo hempmilk. their newest product available 
in three flavors, will have you grazing happily. Visit farmgenesis.com. 

MANITOBA HARVEST 
Founded in 1998. Manitoba Harvest Hemp Foods & Oils is the largest vertically integrated 
hemp food manufacturer in the world, producing cold pressed hemp seed oil. shelled hemp 
seed, hemp seed butter and a line of hemp protein powders at their new. certified organic 
state-of-the-art facility. They also produce Hemp Bliss, an award-winning, first-ever line 
of non-dairy organic hempmilks. Visit manitobaharvest.com. 

NAVITAS NATURALS 
Reintroducing organic foods 
from ancient cultures that in¬ 
crease energy and enhance 
health is the mission of Navitas 
Naturals. Their vast array of power- 
food powder can be mixed into 
smoothies, yogurt, juices, salads, and 
just about anything else. Available in 
over a dozen food varieties like acai. 
camu-camu. goji berries, flax. and. of 
course, hemp. Enjoy their outstanding 
hemp protein powder and raw shelled 
hemp seeds. Visit navitasnaturals.com. 

TEMPT FROM LIVING HARVEST 
"Tempt" is an outstanding product name choice because "non-dairy frozen dessert 
made with hempmilk" is way too clunky to describe this delicious ice cream-like 
treat from Living Harvest Foods. Tempt comes in 5 sinful flavors and it's a great 
vegan choice. Check out other tasty products at livingharvest.com. 



Trans-High Market Quotations (THMQ) reports pot prices by the ounce, strain 
and location. To submit prices, go to the THMQ link at hightimes.com. 

CURRENT US PRICE INDEX: $345 (last month: $381; YTD: $373) 

CURRENT KIND INDEX ($350+ PER DZ): $428 ($434, $446) 

CURRENT MIDS INDEX ($150-$349 PER OZ): $262 ($258, $267) 

CURRENT SCHWAG INDEX ($1-$149 PER OZ): $85 ($92, $90) 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

ARIZONA Phoenix Organic Bubblegum $360 

CALIFORNIA Long Beach Lavender $400 
Mendo Purps $400 

Sacramento Trainwreck $350 
Bubba Kush $350 
Candy $280 

San Diego OG Kush $300 

CONNECTICUT Waterbury Snow Cap $450 

FLORIDA Sarasota Mr. Nice $320 
Super Skunk $350 
Bubba Kush $400 

GEORGIA Atlanta Purple Kush $550 
Afghan Goo $400 

Lawrenceville Granddaddy Purps $400 

HAWAII Waipahu Sour Diesel $550 

ILLINOIS Quincy Trainwreck $400 
Super Silver Haze $400 

INDIANA Lawrenceburg Diesel $230 

KANSAS Dodge City Schwag $70 

MARYLAND Baltimore White Widow $750 
Bowie Sour Diesel $500 

MASSACHUSETTS Brockton Mango Bud $425 
Granddaddy Purps $500 

MICHIGAN Grand Rapids Northern Lights $340 
Holland Pineapple Trainwreck $400 

Sour Diesel $350 
Bubble Hash $700 

MISSOURI St. Louis Green Crack $470 

NEW JERSEY Jersey City Violet Wreck $500 

NEW YORK Albany Kush $400 
Blueberry $420 

Buffalo Granddaddy Purps $360 

NORTH CAROLINA Elizabeth City Afghani $350 

OHIO Lakewood Bubblegum $550 
Willoughby Sour Diesel $450 
Wilmington Super Silver Haze $300 

SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson Blueberry x Bubblegum $420 

TEXAS Limestone County Schwag $35 

VIRGINIA Charlottesville Mids $200 

WASHINGTON Kent Kush $280 
Vancouver OG Kush $400 

WISCONSIN Lodi Peacemaker $360 
NewGIarus Skunk $400 

INTERNATIONAL (prices in Canadian dollars and Norwegian kroner] 

CANADA 

ALBERTA Edmonton Lemon Sour Diesel C$230 

NEW BRUNSWICK Saint John AK-47 C$200 

ONTARIO Barrie Juicy Fruit C$220 
St. Catharines Island Diesel C$225 
Toronto White Shark C$300 

Kush C$220 

NORWAY Oslo Blueberry Kr 4,200 ($B20 US] 

MARKET ANALYSIS 
We have a tie! Kush and Purps finished with the same number of submissions in 
August, resulting in the first-ever tie for the top pot spot. While unprecedented, it’s 
appropriate that the two most popular strains of the year thus far should share this 
honor. The top five submitted strains of the month (with average price) were Kush 
($403) and Purps ($408), Diesel ($415), Trainwreck ($383) and Haze ($367). 

Index Watch: Are pot prices beginning to reflect the rotten economy? It certain¬ 
ly appears that way-all indices, with the exception of Mids, were down from both 
their previous month and year-to-date averages. 

HIGH TIMES wants to know what you’re smoking. Submit your strain information, 
including location and price by the ounce, to thmq@hightimes.com. 

CANDY-$280 
Sacramento, CALIFORNIA 
“The name says it all: a Blueberry-Haze 
#2-California Orange Bud cross. So 
crystal-coated, the organic buds 
appear as if they’re dipped in pow¬ 
dered sugar-and they taste like it, 
too. Soaring saf/i/ahigh with hints of 
citrus and berries in these fluffy, 
bright green nugs. A NoCal-only strain, 
so good luck finding it anywhere else.” 

SOUR DIESEL-$500 
Bowie, MARYLAND 
“Ah, that Sour Diesel—it’s one of my all- 
time favorites. It has such a unique, 
potent smell and a taste that just 
screams, ‘I’m an elite strain-smoke 
me and you will be stoned!’ One of the 
best highs I’ve encountered in my 
days of connoisseurship.” 

AFGHAN GOO - $400 

Atlanta, GEORGIA 
“Best bang for the buck. Super- 
fragrant and sticky when bro¬ 
ken up, with a great head high.” 

WHITE WIDOW-$750 
Baltimore, MARYLAND 
“I didn’t get ripped off—I swear 
this was worth every fucking 
penny, and I’m a veteran toker 
since the’70s. Dankest. Buds. 
Ever.” 

BUBBLEGUM - $550 
Lakewood, OHIO 
“This is some killer stuff. A pun¬ 
gent aroma leads to a surpris¬ 
ingly smooth toke. The high is 
very cerebral, with a narcotic 
body buzz.” 

IB HIGH TIMES 
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Hoi/u do you get two drummers to play in time? Shoot one. 
How do you get a drummer off your porch? Pay for the pizza. 

Ahh, the lowly drummer—the most maligned of all rock creatures. They seem to be 

the most replaceable member of the band (something that This Is Spinal Tap famously 

lampooned), even though it’s another rock verity that a band's only as good as their 

timekeeper. Drummers are caricatured as oafish and lazy, hidden away behind the rest 

of the band (hence the drum riser). They’re not as flashy as the singer or lead guitarist, 

though they do okay with the ladies. Drummers are also known, to a lesser extent, for 

being great stoners. The guitarist may have good weed, but the drummer has the con¬ 

nection. Whether we’re talking a rock-steady beatsmith like Ira Elliott, a compositional 

drummer like Erin Tate, a mind-blowing pounder like Zach Hill, or a sensi-scientific 

skinsman like Lou Dog, drummers all share an appreciation of herb. By duis Parker 

smells the 
flowers. 

Nada Surf drummer Ira Elliott got an early start as a stoner— 

by playing one as a 17-year-old in an ABC “After School Spe¬ 

cial,” Stoned, starring Scott Baio. 

“The funny part is that I had to play a stoner, but I had no 

idea what that meant,” Elliott recalls with a laugh. These 

days, he’s a lot happier in front of crowds than a camera: “Act¬ 

ing is a lonely, sad, desperate career. It’s a hard job—drum¬ 

ming is much easier.” 

Elliott’s career as a drummer and stoner goes back at 

least a decade before he hooked up with indie-rockers Nada 

Surf. In his early twenties, he beat the skins for ’80s New York 

garage revivalists the Fuzztones. Eventually, he got a gig as a 

Smithereens roadie, and he got high for the first time when 

someone passed a joint around the tour bus. “I got a little 

stoned, and it was like, ‘Oh, I see now!”’ Elliott recalls. “The 

great thing is, they were listening to a lot of their favorite 

records. They kept putting on Live at Leeds, the first Elvis 

Costello album, the Jam—all this stuff that I loved, too." 

By the time Matthew Caws and Daniel Lorca asked him 

to join Nada Surf in '95, Elliott was a full-fledged stoner, 

“making up for lost time now in my extended adolescence.” 

Asked to explain his style, Elliott says: “I play very sim¬ 

ply and stay out of the way. It’s not even math—it’s really 



Erin Tate plays drums because his brother was older and wanted to play guitar. Tate fell in love with 

making music and planned to move from Minneapolis to Seattle in ’99 with his brother’s band, Kill 

Sadie, but then his brother bailed. Undeterred, Tate went to Seattle anyway and kept up the band 

through a variety of lineups for a couple more years before Minus the Bear—which had started as a 

side project—began to take flight in 2001. 

Poised between post-punk, math rock and dream pop, Minus the Bear sand the corners of their 

jagged rhythms with icy, luxurious textures as their songs trace a circuit pocked with sharp turns and 

tight curves. The musical intricacy is a lot work for Tate, to whom drumming has never come naturally. 

“Some people just get it; I do not,” he says. “I have horrible eye-hand coordination. I’ve been play¬ 

ing drums almost 20 years, and it’s taken me a long time to get to where I am now. I pretty much write 

out all my parts in my mind—any given night on tour, you can see us play three times and, unless I 

fuck up, I’ll play the song exactly the same, from every little hi-hat hit to every fill and cymbal hit." 

Though Tate started smoking occasionally in high school, it wasn’t until he turned 21 that he began 

in earnest. The timing was no coincidence—in a new town and suddenly old enough to drink, he was 

downing a 12-pack of beer and a bottle of whiskey every night before some friends intervened. 

“The first day I quit drinking, I found a bag of weed, went home and smoked it. Then I smoked 

more of it, and over the course of three months, though I didn’t drink, I was like: ‘You know what? 

Pot is for me. I feel fucking incredible—food tastes better, drinks taste better, sex feels better, and 

movies are better whether they’re funny or more dramatic.’” He adds with a laugh: “I went from 

being a total drunk to being a brutal pothead.” 

“I’m definitely 1 
prone to working 
on things and 
making music, 
then at the end 
of the day 
smoking and 
checking it out.11 

1011OOH/KOTTONMIIUTH KINGS “k6 
The Kottonmouth Kings’ Lou Dog isn’t your typ¬ 

ical drummer or smoker, but rather someone 

who’s taken both pursuits to new heights. He 

plays a personally customized drum kit that 

features more smoking apparatuses than your 

typical headshop: 30 pipes, a hookah, a twin ty¬ 

phoon-chamber bong, a core condenser and 

even a vaporizer, all built directly into the set 

and enabling up to 35 people to get stoned at J 

the same time. (Daily sessions are as de 

rigueur for the punk-rappers as their pot- 

themed songs.) Another of Lou’s kits—this one 

made in cooperation with Phoenix’s 

Chameleon Glass—resembles a chemistry ex¬ 

periment with all its hoses and glassware. 

Pimped-out drum kits are just one of Lou 

Dog’s many creative projects. He also enjoys 

turning bikes into thematic drum trikes at 

the rate of about one a year for the last 13 

years. Snoop Dogg and Sheila E. are already 

proud owners of Lou Dog’s colorful mobile percussion 

kits (you can see them on his site, LouRider.net), and 

he’s currently designing one for Madonna drummer 

Brian Frazier-Moore. 

Everything came together for Lou Dog when he was in 

junior high. “I stumbled into marching band,” he recalls, 

"and everyone knows the drum line is where the party is 

at. We were in the back of the bus, on our way to pa¬ 

rades, partying with the cheerleaders, smoking weed 

out of apples. That’s when the light went off in my head: 

drums, weed, chicks and road trips.” 

Lou Dog suffers from ADD and credits his daily pot 

regime with keeping him “relaxed, focused and in the 

zone onstage.” Though he enjoys catching a buzz while 

on his kit—and often with his kit—this practice is not 

without its dangers. At a recent show, former HIGH TIMES editor Steve Bloom passed Lou a joint 

while he was playing, then accidentally set his big ’fro on fire while lighting it. “With drumsticks in 

hand, I smothered the flame in between beats—like smother, beat, smother, beat. It took three to 

four whacks, but I got the flame out—and boy, did the stage stink," Lou Dog laughs. 

When not on the road enjoying the kind(ness) of strangers—the band travels "light” for legal 

reasons—Lou Dog always has new projects cooking. These days, he’s looking to create a "green” kit 

made entirely of recycled materials—and having seen drums made from bamboo, he envisions a set 

made from hemp. There’s apparently no limit to Lou Dog’s THC-inspired creativity. 

Insert drummer joke here. 

Witnessing Zach Hill play drums is a lot like watching 

Animal from the Muppets covering King Crimson: It’s a 

wondrous ballet of complexity and primal, wall-shak¬ 

ing power coalescing in a tsunami of sound bridging the 

distance between pattern and chaos. Ever since Hill 

met guitarist Spencer Seim as a teenager, the two have 

been making music together, briefly in the quartet 

Legs on Earth, and then as the noisy experimental- 

rock duo Hella. 

Hill met Seim after he ran away to the mountains, 

blowing off school to pursue his muse. Completely 

self-taught, Hill developed a unique style and an un¬ 

usually tuned set, abetted by odd, often broken cym¬ 

bals stacked together. A natural-born drummer, he 

found that his mind was ahead of his body at first. 

“I literally just had this weird insight with drums— 

not necessarily physically of how to do it or how it works, 

but just in my head I had this feeling of being able to 

grasp what was happening from just listening,” Hill re¬ 

calls. “When I play, I get pretty possessed, or just go to 

a different place. I’m not even aware of what I’m doing 

.... It’s definitely a lot on the subconscious level, and 

that’s why I think I’m not able to comprehend what ex¬ 

actly is happening unless I’m doing it—it’s much more 

in my body and muscle memory than in my brain.” 

While Hill wouldn’t characterize himself as an 

everyday smoker like Elliott or Tate, he does frequently 

partake—after all, he lives in Northern California, and 

most of his friends have scrips. “I’m definitely prone to 

working on things and making music, then, at the end 

of the day, smoking and checking it out,” he says. “It 

can offer me a different perspective on what I’m doing, 

or give me a title or an idea." k 

One of ^ 
Lou Dog's 
custom kits. 



Kottonmouth Kings rockin the 
glass (from 1 to r): Lou Dog. 

Pakelika. Johnny Richter, 
Bobby B. D-Locand Daddy X. 

‘It’s always 
cool to 

smoke bud 
with cops.’ 
you guys have smoked with? 

D-Loc: Snoop! Snoopy... ha ha. 

Daddy X: Snoop Dog, yeah, ha ha— 

no, just kidding. Eddy Lepp is pretty 

funny. You know, I don’t know, re¬ 

ally; we’ve got to smoke with so 

many wonderful people over the 

years. It’s one of the greatest parts 

of the job—going to the Cannabis 

Cup in Amsterdam and stuff. 

D-Loc: Probably cops. It’s always 

cool to smoke bud with cops. 

Do you guys get a lot of police ha¬ 

rassment while on tour? 

Daddy X: I wouldn’t say a lot, no... 

but if you look on YouTube, Kotton¬ 

mouth Kings had a big pot bust 

that actually got captured on film 

when our van got pulled over. That 

was a pretty funny bust—it didn’t 

quite go the way the cops planned 

it. That was in California. I mean, 

obviously everyone here has 

probably caught a ticket here or 

there. We’ve had our busts—so, 

yeah, all that stuff has happened. 

I mean, we know we’re a high- 

visibility target in these towns, so 

we really try to travel smartly. 

hit the road on the'"Brin., th. Moize" tour featurma 

wifli dfn Dog of Cypress Hill. HIGH TIMES theiasl lO^ar^ ift timeto getoffyourass,sparkupa joint,and treat 

*** - b» Ma*Macpherson photos bs Danns Danko 

Daddy X goes 
— ’**• for seconds. 

- 

When did you guys realize it was the 

real deal and you were making it in 

the industry? 

Daddy X: I think we still trying to 

make it. Probably, though, when we 

put our first record out and got it in 

stores and our video “Suburban 

Life" on MTV. At that point, we were 

like, “We’re really doing this shit!” 

First time on a tour bus touring— 

that’s when reality hit me. We 

haven’t got off the bus since, and it’s 

been 13 years. 

D-Loc: Yeah, I can remember... the 

first time I was driving in my jeep by 

myself years ago and hearing our 

song on KROQ and shit, just out of 

the blue. Fuckin’ crazy. We were 

knee-deep—no turning back then. 

With over 1,500 shows played, the 

question everyone asks: what state 

has the best weed—and the worst? 

Daddy X: That’s pretty easy—Califor¬ 

nia for sure has the best weed. 

Wouldn’t you agree? Consensus, 

please? 

D-Loc: Oh, yeah—for sure! 

Daddy X: What was the worst weed 

we smoked, Bobby? 

Bobby B: Mississippi bud ... 

Daddy X: Ha ha ha—Mississippi bud! 

D-Loc: Yeah, fuck it, throw it out 

there: Mississippi bud! Ha ha ha. 

Who’s the most entertaining person 

What was your worst job before 

concerts, music and Kotton¬ 

mouth Kings? 

D-Loc: Selling fucking pot... 

slingin’ at the McDonalds 

drive-thru. 

Daddy X: Carl’s Jr., for sure—I 

lasted two weeks. 

Any future video releases 

coming out soon? 

Daddy X: There’s a new song 

off The Green Album called 

“The Kottonmouth Song.” We just shot 

a video for that. We also just did one 

for “Pack Your Bowls.” We also have 

something called the Hidden Stash se¬ 

ries, and it’s all the songs that don’t 

make the albums. So we’re getting 

ready to release our fourth volume of 

Hidden Stash— it’s got 40 songs and a 

full-length DVD called The Lost Ad¬ 

ventures of the Kottonmouth Kings. 

It’s pretty much us telling stories of 

being on tour, the Cannabis Cup, and 

just going all over the world, 

For more information on tour dates 

and locations, visit www.kotton- 

mouthkings.com. 
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High Lumens, 
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the SUPERNOVA 
The only one of its kind in the world* the Supernova provides 

incredible output and efficiency for extraordinary growth potential, 

independently adjustable spectrums Set you fine-tune the light to your plants. 
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Lady Sovereign takes on the straight world. By John Fortunato 

It’s a snowy Tuesday evening 

in New York City, and Lady 

Sovereign is holding court at a 

conference room in Chelsea. A 

devilishly perky, green-eyed 

pixie, Lady Sovereign ranks 

high amongst her male-domi¬ 

nated British "grime” cohorts. 

Grime, a minimalist, punk-in- 

fluenced, hip-hop-informed 

underground music culture, 

has been all the rage in Eng¬ 

land and elsewhere, occasion¬ 

ally even reaching MTV’s 

airwaves. 

Growing up poor in South 

London’s tenant-housing sys¬ 

tem, the "vertically chal¬ 

lenged” Lady Sovereign (born 

Louise Harman) became in¬ 

spired by ’90s jungle and 

drum-and-bass artists. A self- 

described tomboy, she was 

soon taking on the guys at 

their own game. Her playful, 

adolescent sass invigorated 

the fabulous faddish fodder, resulting in the kind of universal club approval 

that headier, combative grime guys like Dizzee Rascal, the Streets and Badly 

Drawn Boy only dreamt was possible a few years back. 

After some snippy onstage comments by frail pop tart Lily Allen fueled 

her ire, Lady Sov found herself involved in an overblown feud that grabbed the 

tabloid headlines. It seems Lady Sov accused her doe-eyed foe of gaining 

fame merely because her comedian dad, Keith Allen, had industry connec¬ 

tions. But these are just the mischievous antics of a fully independent 23- 

(COUMTRY 
For almost 20 years, Will Oldham has 

been singing and performing under sev¬ 

eral monikers, including Palace Music. 

Since 1998, he’s gained quite a follow¬ 

ing with his latest incarnation, Bonnie 

“Prince” Billy, showcasing his unique, 

country-tinged sound (Johnny Cash cov¬ 

ered his song “I See a Darkness” in 

2000). Known as a reluctant intervie¬ 

wee and a reclusive character, Oldham 

nonetheless sat down with HIGH TIMES 

to discuss his ethereal music, perform¬ 

ing live on psychedelics, and how he 

builds an apple pipe on the road. 

What do you think of this Sour 

Diesel? 

I’m a very adolescent pot smoker—I 

like to yield as completely as possi¬ 

ble to it. I like to have a lot of child¬ 

ish fun and be 4 years old. 

Do you find marijuana to be inspira¬ 

tional to your musical experi¬ 

ments? 

Yes. On this last record, I think 

everybody enjoyed smoking—every 

24 

‘I like the sticky stuff. 
Skunk weed’s the best 
marijuana experience.’ 

year-old artist with a modicum of 

worldwide celebrity who’s happy to 

trade barbs for kicks. Her wonder¬ 

fully kitschy ’06 debut, Public Warn¬ 

ing, draped ditzy ditties like the 

hilarious Eminem-ian snub "Love Me or Hate Me” across Salt-N-Pepa-style 

rhyme schemes like the dubby tribal rant "Random.” And now Lady Sovereign 

has returned—this time left to her own devices and freed from exhausting 

label interference—on the maze-like gem, Jigsaw. 

Regarding her elementary rap prowess, Sovereign says: "It’s quite basic 

and fun—I like to tell stories and ad-lib bits that are interesting. It's whatever’s 

on my mind. I like music in general, but one strong influence is ska and old 

reggae. I don’t know how much of that comes out in my songs.” 

As we chat, Lady Sov turns down an invitation to light up, complains about 

soapy English hash, and candidly admits to smoking weed with her father. 

Without hesitation, she confesses: "I like the sticky stuff. Skunk weed’s the 

best marijuana experience.” 

Just don’t expect her to toke up during a performance anytime soon. She's 

more into blazing a joint of some "awesome homegrown” privately these days. 

"I like to get stoned by myself while listening to music—I’m able to con¬ 

centrate more and figure out some beats,” she says. "But it’s not for everyone. 

I find it doesn’t harm me when it’s done in an intimate setting. But I could get 

paranoid as shit. I’m not self-conscious, but one night I was mad drunk and 

someone threw me a joint onstage. So I sparked it up. Mixing alcohol and 

weed really wiped me out—I had to stop the show halfway through.” 

Before heading home, I jokingly ask her whom she’d rather get stoned 

with: comedian Woody Allen or faux-nemesis Lily Allen. Lady Sovereign 

seems royally amused as she considers the question and says, "Probably Lily. 

I have no problem with her—she’d loosen up a bit.” 

Ultimately, the girl just wants to have fun. And these days, her moniker 

seems prophetic: Lady Sovereign’s now a dignified independent artist, benev¬ 

olently but firmly ruling over her own creative future with a warped sense of 

humor as she pursues her libertine dream free of record-label outsiders foul¬ 

ing everything up. ^ 

An interview with Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy. By Danny Danko 

song but the title song was recorded 

high. We’d plan everything out dur¬ 

ing the day, and everybody would 

smoke right before playing. Be¬ 

cause time seems to slow down, we 

feel that we can make micro-deci¬ 

sions that greatly affect the out¬ 

come of the whole. It’s like singing 

and playing in slow motion. 

What’s the weed scene like in 

Louisville? 

I have a friend whose father lives in 

Southwestern Kentucky, and he 

grows plants that make it up to the 

city in the form of small gifts. And 

that’s really good. 

There’s a history of bootlegging 

there as well. 

Right, a certain anti-authoritarian 

streak. The unofficial word is that 

marijuana remains the largest cash 

crop in the state. 

You’ve also been quite open about 

psychedelic use. 

Yes—I traveled through Europe with 

mushrooms in my pants. 

What is it about psychedelic mush¬ 

rooms makes you want to eat them? 

Aside from the taste? [Laughs] They 

give me a momentary free space 

away from unpleasant things—an 

overwhelming new set of emotions 

fora brief time. 

Has performing live on hallucino¬ 

gens been a positive experience? 

After the first time? Yes, without a 

doubt. Madison, Wl—an outdoor 

show by the lake, very windy, and 

all these things in competition. It 

was the first time realizing you had 

to pick and choose the stimuli that 

mattered. I felt like I was on a 

tightrope the whole time. 

Where have you found the best pot? 

The Pacific Northwest—Oregon, 

Washington, Northern California. 

Is it a common gift from fans? 

Yes. It’s nice—a wonderful way to 

connect. 

Tell us about the apple pipe. 

This one is very nice—nice filter and 

good moisture content. I didn’t have 

anything to smoke out of, and in the 

lobby they had a big bowl of free ap¬ 

ples. I used the wine corkscrew for 

a spiraling effect. ^ 

Learn more about Bonnie "Prince” 

Billy at bonnieprincebilly.com. D
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Largest Selection. Lowest Prices. Fastest Shipping 
Selling brand name products you know and trust. 
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Budget Systems 

400 Watt MH/HPS Light System $ 156.9? 
600 Watt HP5 Light System $184.99 
1000 Watt MH/HPS Light System $ 189.99 

Hydro Room Complete 4X4 $999.99 
Hydro Room Complete 4 X 8 $ 1899.99 
Hydro Room Complete 3X3 $899.99 

Organic Grow Room 4X4 $699.99 
Organic Grow Room 4X8 $1299.99 
3X3 $659.99,2X4 $599.99,2X2X4, $549.99 

-JUST PLUG AND GROWI 
1000 Watt Economy HPS System 5179.99 
1000 Watt AIR COOLED HP5 System $254. W . 
1000Watt MtyHPS Electronic System $359.99 FREE GrOWDVD Wltll tflC NldlM Ofa (01^ ffiln! 
AIR COOLED MHUPS Elec&onic System $399.99 

* All SYSTEMS COME WITH A BUIE 
1 I^K>lASFAOiW’riyB?PO(?St5.99 

DONT FORGET A LfGHTHANGER! $24.99 
HPS Bulbs lOOOw- 549.99, AOOw- $59.99, 400w- 524.99 

168 CFM, 6’ 33 Can Filttr/Can fjri COMBO 
(Roods 10 i 10x86 Under) $399.99 

3 CFM, 6" 50 Can Filter/Can far 
|Eoons Ui 15131 Uncer, $409.99 

Fan Combo $ 139,99 Includes Systems, Light! Fan, Carbon Filter, Timers. YoVos, 
Pots, My/ar, Mini Clip Fan, Temp/Humidity Gage, and Setup 
DVD. Purchase Nutrients & Media separately. 
Upgrade your light for just a few bucks moref 

HUGE5TCO OF NUTRIENTS • Advanced Mmtl Botenicare, Bro Biia Dutcfi Master, Fat Farm. 

General Hydroponics, House & Garden, And Many Wm.... 

'SalesTax Free (excep t. inGAf 

17.5 #rX 175"x28" 
Visa, MC, and Money Orders accepted. 
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ISIS 
Wavering Radiant 

(Ipecac) 

^ ^ ^ 

BLACK MATH HORSEMAN 
Wyllt , V 
(Tee Pee) 

^ ^ 
Rock music ain’t what it used to be. In the 21st century, rock has become 

so fragmented that, if regular heavy metal cheeses you out, there are sat¬ 

isfying subgenres like “post-metal” to explore, where elements like sig¬ 

nature changes and psych are more vital than repetitive aggression. 

The chief purveyors of post-metal would be Isis, the LA band named 

for the Egyptian goddess worshipped well into Greco-Roman times. 

Isis received some long-overdue exposure opening for Tool’s 10,000 

Days tour, which led to a guest appearance by Tool guitarist Adam Jones 

on the band’s new album, Wavering Radiant. Isis is fronted by conceptual 

singer/guitarist Aaron Turner, whose vocals generally alternate between 

black-metal guttural and dulcet melody; on Radiant, the latter style is 

generally more compatible. Another Aaron—this one a drummer sur- 

named Harris—executes the band’s complex percussion requirements. 

Epics abound on Wavering Radiant: “Hand of the Host” exhibits some 

of Turner’s strongest singing, while the richly complex “Stone to Wake a 

BMP -H *7 If Serpent” has some truly bong-worthy 

■S' ** i i $ 1r Jtt > ' ' jamming. “20 Minutes/40 Years” isn’t 
quite as long, and the fury eventually gives 

way to the blissful retreat of "Threshold of 

/| Transformation”—a proper denouement 

for a band dabbling in occult themes. 

If the sacred-feminine vibe of Isis res¬ 

onates, you should also peruse fellow 

Angelenos Black Math Horseman and their 

6 female vocalist/bassist, Sera Timms. BMH 

dollop more overtly psych ingredients into 

their post-metal stew on Wyllt, which fea¬ 

tures many of the same elements as Wavering Radiant, though without the 

high-profile connections. And while Wyllt isn’t as quite as elaborately tex¬ 

tured, it too rewards repeated listens. 

Opener “Tyrant” swirls about, building steam before locking into a 

progression reminiscent of Isis and providing a first taste of Timms’s 

ghostly (though sometimes too hollowly produced) vocals. On “Deerslay- 

er,” drummer Sasha Popovic recalls Nick Mason’s flowing style. "Tor¬ 

ment of the Metals” fails to enthrall until some much-needed conflict 

emerges in the form of a chugging hook that leads down far more inter¬ 

esting rabbit holes. It takes about as long to puzzle out the title of album 

capper “Bird of All Faiths and None/Bell from Madrone” as it does to lis¬ 

ten to the 11 -minute epic closer. Jagged with sonic alternations of speed 

and descent, this offering to the prog gods climaxes in the stand-out jam 

on the LP, an indulgence that the Horseman usually frown upon, but 

thankfully not here.—Mark Miller 

MILLIONS 
Gather Scatter 

(Seventh Rule) 

4 
It’s my belief that a crucial 

element in digging a band 

is the ability to either (a) identify with at 

least one of the band members, (b) wish 

you could be one of the band members, or 

(c) wish you could get down to hot business 

in the back of a 79 Mustang with one of the 

band members. Chicago’s Millions have got 

none of that going on for me, but after lis¬ 

tening to their debut album, Gather Scatter, 

I’d have to say I definitely don’t give a fuck, 

because this is one badass bunch of songs. 

Seventh Rule boss Flaster twins the 

angular, complex guitar style for which his 

old band, post-hardcore heroes Small 

Brown Bike, were known with the metallic 

crunch of Cory Lyons’s axe, and the results 

are brutal. Flaster and Lyons share vocals 

with bassist Mark Konwinski; I have to say, I 

had a little trouble deciphering the vocal 

differences between these guys at times, 

but that definitely didn’t detract from my 

enjoyment of this album, as all three are 

out-of-the-ballpark screamers. Standout 

tracks include "View from a Sinking Ship”; 

"Lest the Professor Catches Fire,” in which 

Konwinski and drummer Patrick O’Shea 

especially shine; and “We Make Poor Deci¬ 

sions,” which, with its jagged, heartfelt 

lyrics about the desperate longing (and 

perceived inability) to escape a soul-dead¬ 

ening job, unfortunately resonates with just 

about everyone I know. Hey, there it is: cru¬ 

cial element (a), the ability to identify. 

Pwned!—Polly Watson 
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m JADAKISS 
The Last Kiss 

(Ruff Ryders/ Roc-A-Fella/Def Jam) 

With its suggestive title, some 

may think the LOX frontman’s 

latest album, The Last Kiss, is indeed his last. 

However, the Yonkers, NY, native has made it 

clear that it’s merely the last of a trilogy of 

albums, all of which have the word "kiss” in 

their titles. The album also marks Jadakiss’s 

first solo release under Roc-A-Fella Records 

since inking a deal with his former rival Jay-Z 

in 2007. Swizz Beatz, the Neptunes, the 

Alchemist, the Inkredibles and Neo Da Matrix 

are several of the album’s much-touted pro¬ 

ducers. Meanwhile, the lineup of collaborators 

includes Lil Wayne, Ghostface Killah and Raek- 

won, Young Jeezy and Nas, along with R&B 

crooners Mary J. Blige, Ne-Yo Faith Evans and 

Jazmine Sullivan—not to mention the late, 

great Luther Vandross. 

One thing that’s far from lacking on this 

album is quality lyrical content (along with a 

fair share of marijuana metaphors, of course). 

On the hook of the adrenaline-infused intro, 

"Pain & Torture,” Jadakiss labels himself "the 

author of slick-talk pain and torture” and 

boasts, "I twist honeys and puff piff.” He also 

reminisces on the times he spent "smoking 

outdoors” on "Things I’ve Been Through” and, 

in the unrepentant "Can’t Stop Me,” declares: "I 

stay high, I ain’t gotta get my buzz back... First 

things first, the jars of broccoli/I treat the rap 

game like a large monopoly.” 

With some emcees, the passage of time 

takes its inevitable toll on their storytelling 

abilities, but The Last Kiss proves that Kiss’s 

magic hasn’t vanished.—TRu 

Sleepwalking Through the Mekong 

(M80) 

Directed by John Pirozzi 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
The first time I heard the snake¬ 

charming songstress Ch’hom 

Nimol of Dengue Fever, I quickly found myself on the 

Nung River in a patrol boat, dropping acid with Lt. 

Lance B. Johnson on our way to see Colonel Kurtz. 

The sound of Nimol’s voice is so enchanting that a 

bent note or two carries you away to the jungles of 

Southeast Asia, complete with lotus flowers floating 

on muddy rivers. Similarly, the documentary Sleep¬ 

walking Through the Mekong transports its viewers 

to Cambodia and exposes them to a story of its peo¬ 

ple not usually told. 

The sound of bands like Dengue Fever had it 

roots in the Vietnam War, when the Cambodian 

people first heard the music of American soldiers 

on their local airwaves. Embracing the unfamiliar 

sounds of surf guitar and psychedelia, they used it 

to back their own Khmer lyrics. The resulting 

Cambo-pop revolution of the ’60s and 70s was 

short-lived, once the Khmer Rouge took power and 

Pol Pot launched his cultural genocide. The albums 

and tapes were mostly destroyed, but many Cam¬ 

bodians sustained the music in their hearts, while a 

few actually risked their lives to harbor the illicit 

reels from the regime. 

Once the Khmer Rouge’s tyranny drew to a 

close, the music was re-released, and a new gener¬ 

ation of listeners fell in love. Zac Holtzman, a found¬ 

ing member of Dengue Fever, was one of them. Just 

as the Khmer people mimicked the sounds of Amer¬ 

ica 40 years ago, so Americans are reinterpreting 

their music today. It’s a reincarnated sound that 

refused to rot away in the killing fields. Sleepwalk¬ 

ing Through the Mekong is the story of a music 

unwilling to die.—Roller Girl 
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Ever wish you could work at HIGH TIMES? Well, here’s your chance! 

HIGH TIMES UNSIGNED BAND OF THE MONTH: PASADENA 
Back in 2007, Pasadena were featured as an HT.com 
Unsigned Band of the Week. This year, the six-piece out¬ 
fit hits the pages of the mag after winning HIGH TIMES’ 
cyber battle of the bands for August. 

Pasadena’s music is the kind you want to listen to on 
the long drive home from work, or on a hot summer 
night with your favorite girl and a 40. It’s basically music 
for everyone: thugs, gangstaz, hippies, skate kids, punk 
rockers and, of course, you. 

Hailing from the Pasadena area (in Maryland, not 
California), the band was formed in 2000 by lead singer 
Joey Harkum and drummer Ben Cowdery. Pasadena’s 
members believe in freedom of expression, and by com¬ 
posing and performing original music, they seek to pro¬ 
vide a release, for themselves and their fans, from the 
inevitable struggles and conflicts of life. Pasadena’s 
popularity has grown as they’ve progressed from play¬ 
ing small bars to sold-out clubs. Thanks to the heart and 
soul they pour into each and every song, they’ve inspired 
the allegiance of an ever-growing fan base. 

Combining acoustic rock and hip-hop-influenced 
lyrics with a sweet, laid-back beat, smooth-flowing bass 

HIGH TIMES 
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Hardly a day goes by 

that we don’t receive 

an email or letter 

from some idealistic 

young pot smoker 

saying, "You have the 

coolest job ever! How 

did you get it?” or 

asking, “How can I 

get a job at HT? I’ll do 

anything—I’ll even 

mop the floorsF’ It 

seems like stoners are willing to do 

just about anything to land a gig here. 

After much consideration, we’ve decid¬ 

ed it’s high time for us to pay it forward 

and give someone out there the oppor¬ 

tunity to step up and prove their worth. 

So this fall, we’ll be recruiting one 

lucky stoner to become an honorary 

HIGH TIMES Editor for a day—and it 

could be you! 

head of that issue alongside the rest 

of the staff. How’s that for the bigger, 

better deal? 

Want to know how to enter? Of course 

you do. It’s simple: just email a resume 

and sample of your writing (it can be an 

essay, article, report or short story that 

is marijuana-, psychedelics- or HIGH 

TIMES-related, between 500 and 1,500 

words), along with a scan of your driver’s 
lines and a captivating horn section, Pasadena are a 
breath of fresh music here on the East Coast. Keep an 
eye out for them in your town! 

For further info, including downloads and tour dates, 
check out www.hightimes.com/pasadena. 

vaporella’s hit of the month 

I have to admit, I love showing my solidarity 
to weed through my clothing without being overtly pro¬ 
pot. I'll don pot leaf shoes on an airplane or wear dime- 
bag earrings to a Yankees game. I like to know who the 
potheads are and want them to find me in return. There¬ 
fore, this necklace is my new favorite piece of jewelry. 
Not only does the tiny silver hand look interesting 
enough to garner random comments and compliments, 
but it gives me the opportunity to respond, "and...it's a 
roach clip." Opening up what I hope will lead to a conver¬ 
sation about my favorite subject—smoking weed. Want 
one? Contact designer Michael Saiger at miansai.com. 

If chosen, you’ll be invited up to the 

HIGH TIMES offices to meet the staff 

and see firsthand what it’s like to 

work behind the scenes at the world’s 

most notorious magazine. You’ll also 

walk away with a one-year subscrip¬ 

tion to the magazine, copies of our 

Swimsuit, Grow and Cannabis Cup 

DVDs, and whatever other goodies we 

can dig up for you. 

Excited yet? Well, hold on—I 

haven’t told you the best part yet! 

As any of you who follow my col¬ 

umn know, being on the staff of HIGH 

TIMES isn’t just about hard work—it’s 

also about living the BBD. So in addi¬ 

tion to your other duties and prizes, 

you’ll also score yourself (and a guest) 

an all-access pass to our historic, invi¬ 

tation-only HIGH TIMES 35th Anniver¬ 

sary party this fall, where you’ll get 

the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 

meet and mingle with top stoner 

celebrities and leaders of the marijua¬ 

na movement. 

Then, when it’s all over, you’ll 

write your very own story about the 

experience, which I’ll edit and publish 

as the next issue’s Almost Infamous 

column. Plus, your name will be list¬ 

ed as an honorary editor in the mast- 

license or passport and two photos of 

yourself, to bobbyblackOhightimes.com 

by August 1,2009. In addition, you have 

the extra-credit option of submitting a 

self-promo video by posting a link to it 

on 420.com with the letters “BBD” 

somewhere in the headline. We will 

then sift through all the entries and pick 

the individual who we think displays the 

most potential and enthusiasm to be 

our honorary editor, and announce the 

winner at hightimes.com/bobbyblack on 

August 15. To qualify, you must be 18 

years of age or older and live in the 

New York City area, or be willing to 

make your own travel arrangements 

and accommodations (HT will not pay 

for your travel or living expenses). Oh, 

and you’ll have to fail a drug test so we 

know you’re legit. 

All right, Blackolytes—this is your 

big chance to show us what you’ve got, 

so you’d better bring it! Who knows—if 

you have what it takes, you might even 

become our next big pot star! 

Be sure to pick up our October issue 
to read about more of the world's 
coolest pothead professions in our 
special upcoming “Top Stoner 
Dream Jobs" feature! 

fit hik 



7/10 Las Vegas. NV (Primm) - 7/11 Irvine, CA - 7/12 Santa Barbara, CA - 7/14 Albuquerque, DM 
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Manifesting the Mind is a 
broad look at psychedelics. 
Whu are psychedelics so 
brutally suppressed in our 
culture? What exactly are 
some of the psychedelic 
plants and chemicals and 
how can they benefit us? 

With philosophy and insight 
from Dennis McKenna. Daniel 
Pinchbeck. Alex Grey, and 
many others, this film is 
not to be missed by anyone 
interested in psychedelics 
and shamanism. 
With: Alex Grey. Dr. Rick Strassman, 
Daniel Pinchbeck. Timothy fake Peter 

Gandy. Clark Heinrich. Nick Herbert, John 
Major Jenkins. Dr, Dennis McKenna, 
Terence McKenna, and many others 

Jimi Hendrix reinvented 
the national anthem. 
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August marks the 40th anniversary of the Wood- 

stock Festival. Along with 400,000 others, I was 

on a countercultural pilgrimage that weekend. I 

was wearing my yellow leather fringe jacket for 

the first time; in one of the pockets, there was a 

nice little stash of LSD. If you happen to be brand- 

name conscious, then you’ll want to know that it 

was Owsley White Lightning. Each tablet con¬ 

tained exactly 300 micrograms of excellent acid. 

The soundtrack was live and the Hog Farm 

commune provided meals, servicing the largest 

bed-and-breakfast in recorded history. Actually, 

they’d been hired to provide security, but to Hog 

Farm leader Hugh Romney, "security” meant 

cream pies and seltzer bottles. He planned to 

wear a Smokey the Bear costume to warn peo¬ 

ple about putting out their fires. This wasn’t 

merely a three-day outdoor concert—it was a 

Martian convention. Or, as Yippie co-founder 

Abbie Hoffman called it, Woodstock Nation. 

The political contingent was ensconced in a 

huge red-and-white-striped tent christened 

Movement City (not to be confused with Port-o- 

Potties). In the afternoon, a mimeograph 

machine was churning out flyers proclaiming 

that the outdoor concerts should be free. At 

night, several young festival-goers were busy 

unscrewing the wire fencing that had been 

installed during the day. Yippie Roz Payne was 

among them: She helped remove the "No Tres¬ 

passing” sign and put up one that read "Peo¬ 

ple’s Bulletin Board” in its place. 

One afternoon, Abbie, Roz and I took a stroll 

down Merchants Way, which led to a stage that 

was still under construction; they yanked down 

the "Merchants Way” sign and replaced it with 

one that read "Ho Chi Minh Trail.” Lights hadn’t 

been strung up along the path yet, and as it got 

darker, we kept walking and stumbling until we 

got lost in the woods. After a couple of hours, 

we saw a light through the trees, realized that 

we were right back where we started, and 

laughed ourselves silly. 

Abbie would get serious later on, though- 

egged on by his sense of justice, and fueled by 

the tab of White Lightning that we had each 

ingested. As the Who were performing, Abbie 

went up onstage with the intention of informing 

the audience that John Sinclair, the manager of 

the MC5 and leader of the White Panther Party, 

was serving 10 years in prison for the posses¬ 

sion of two joints. This was really the politics 

behind the music. 

But before Abbie could get his message out, 

Peter Townshend transformed his guitar into a 

tennis racket and smashed him on the head 

with a swift backhand. He’d assumed that Abbie 

was just another crazed fan storming the stage. 

(When the Who played the Fillmore East the 

previous week, a plainclothes cop had rushed 

onstage and tried to grab the mike. He meant to 

warn the audience that a fire had broken out 

next door and the theater had to be cleared, but 

he was able to do so only after Townshend had 

kneed him in the balls.) 

My favorite musical moment at Woodstock 

was Hendrix’s startling rendition of "The Star- 

Spangled Banner.” His electric guitar wailing 

our national anthem brought me to tears. It was 

a wordless version that I interpreted to mean: 

“It’s not that we hate America; it’s that we feel 

the American Dream has been betrayed, and we 

will live our alternative.” And over the last four 

decades, there has been a linear progression 

from Jimi playing "The Star-Spangled Banner” 

at Woodstock to Aretha Franklin belting out the 

famous opening words of "America” [My coun¬ 

try, 'tis of thee...) at the inauguration of Barack 

Obama. ^ 

After Woodstock, Hugh Romney changed his 

name to Wavy Gravy and proceeded to become 

a Ben & Jerry's flavor. Paul Krassner changed 

his name to Rumpleforeskin and proceeded to 

become a syndicated columnist for the under¬ 

ground press. Visitpaulkrassner.com. 

BO HIGH TIMES 
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Still The Original! Still The Best! 
Grow Your Own with a Phototron! 

Free Seeds! Free Seeds! 
100% Guaranteed! 
100% Service-Backed! 
Shipped Fully Assembled! 
Prompt Delivery Guaranteed! 

A Fully-Integrated Plant System that 
Promotes Rapid Growth in 21 Days! 

For More information 
or To Place Your Order 
Call Today, Toll-Free: 

1-800-651-BUDS 
1-800-651-2837 
Fax 1-310-352 4370 
Pyraponic Industries 

w w w.ph o tot ro n. go m 
Email: sales@phototron.com 

Every Phototron Includes: 
• Light Bulbs 
• Reflective Panels 
• 2 Bags of Sphagnum Moss 
• 2 Botttes of Plant Nutrients 
• Complete Step-by-Step Instruction Package 
• Plus more—call or log on for more detail. 

Choose from one of four models: 

The Phototron VI 
18,900 Lumens 

5429.95 

The Phototron VII 
26,000 Lumens 

$479,95 

Bigger & Brighter! 
30% Increase in 
Growing Space 

The Phototron VIII 
30,000 Lumens 

$599.95 

The Phototron IX 
36,000 Lumens 

$629,95 
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a 
Earthless guitarist Isaiah Mitchell 

Age oV Reason 
from Las Vegas 

* 

Blower’s Boobs McGee 
and Doug Evans. 



THE 20D9 DOOM! AWARDS 
Folklore has it that the number 13 is to arrive by Thursday, and it was now 

cursed—an omen of bad luck. So Friday afternoon and there was still no 

when I realized that this year would be HIGH TIMES’ sign of ’em. So much for shooting the trophies with the 

13th annual party at SXSW, I guess I should’ve taken weed.... But take a wild guess how many strains we 

heed. But I’m not much for superstition, and consider- happened to end up with forjudging? Yep—13. 

ing last year’s party was such a huge success, I figured I got to the club around 11 a.m. on Saturday, fired 

hell—why not go bigger this time? After all, it’s Texas, up a joint and got to work. Banners went up, free beer 

right? I decided to put together a must-see show that was arranged, and the crowd was starting to file in. 

would have the entire convention talking— a sorta Texas NORML had already set up their booth outside 

stoner rock Clash of the Titans. So I reserved both near the stage. Next to them was HT senior editor 

stages at Red 7 and booked a lineup of 10 bands, Dave Bienenstock, signing and selling copies of The 

topped by all-stars like SoCal psych-rockers Nebula, HIGH TIMES Official Stoner Handbook. And most im- 

low desert punk Brant Bjork and the Bros., and godfa- portantly, Justin arrived from Vegas just before show- 

ther of stoner metal Wino. time with the trophies—safe and sound. High noon, 

I reckon I got a bit cocky. That’s when Fortune high times, and all was well, 

stepped in and started kickin’ my ass. Graveyard BBQ got the show off to a blazin’ start, 

Just a couple weeks before the show, both Bjork cranking out some serious reefer riffage. This was the 

and Nebula were suddenly forced to cancel their last show of their first cross-country tour, and their 

tours. I began scrambling for new headliners, and dis- enthusiasm was obvious. For their last song, they 

covered that Montreal’s Priestess would be in town. even called me onstage to sing along with their cover 

One of the best new heavy bands to come out in recent of AC/DC’s “Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap.’’ 

years, I’d met and smoked out with them a few times, Next up, gearhead glammers Blower (who played 

so I got in touch—and, luckily, they agreed to play al- last year’s party too) hit the stage and premiered their 

most immediately. I received their confirmation email brand new weed song, “Get Up, Get High, Get Off,” 

that Friday... Friday the 13th. which frontman Doug “Dijit” Evans said they’d written 

Rounding out the bill were Year Long Disaster specially for the show. By this time, a thick cloud of 

(featuring Dan Davies, son of Kinks bassist Ray smoke had formed above the crowd, Age oV Reason 

Davies), Black Water Rising (Doobie Award nominees had just kicked off the indoor stage, and everything 

for Best Alternative Rock), Teepee Records’ jam seemed to be flowing smoothly. Of course, that’s ex¬ 

metal masters Earthless (up for Best New/Under- actly when things started going to hell, 

ground Artist), Age oV Reason from Vegas, Boston’s First, the club’s manager informed me that the 

Graveyard BBQ, an up-and-coming psychedelic band free beer we’d bought for the crowd—all ten cases of 

called Radio Moscow, and foxy funkstress Kim Man- High Life—was already gone. Next, I learned that just 

ning (of Parliament Funkadelic) and her band. With after delivering the trophies, Justin had had some sort 

the lineup finally set, I grabbed my cowboy hat and of paranoid freak-out and took off. From what I could 

headed to Austin. gather, he apparently got it in his head that I’d ordered 

The first order of business was putting together security to beat him up or something. Then things re- 

the Cowboy Cup (see sidebar), so I could secure my 

necessary stash for the party and photograph the Doo¬ 

bie Awards with lots of weed. This year’s trophies 

were the coolest yet: 11 inches of black bong with 

clear trim and a spinning propeller inside, mounted on 

a black, engraved square base—all masterfully 

crafted by Justin and Glass Mantis of Two Kings Glass. 

Only problem was, I’d told the guys that I needed them 

ally started to get interesting. My buddy Rich from 

Year Long Disaster came up and told me that they’d 

accidentally double-booked themselves and couldn’t 

play at 5 p.m. as scheduled—they’d have to play by 

two. So I had to give them Radio Moscow’s slot, move 

Moscow into Black Water’s slot, and move Black Water 

up to 5 p.m. Then I lost another headliner when 

Priestess from Montreal. 

Boston’s Graveyard BBQ. 
Year Long Disaster. 
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Wino—who was slated to play an 

acoustic set at 3 p.m. (and to win the 

award for Best Stoner Rock Artist)— 

apparently got pissed off about 

something during his sound check 

and, just like Justin, suddenly walked 

out without a word. After almost an 

hour of trying to reach him, I gave up, 

took a deep breath (and an even 

deeper hit off my joint) and headed to 

the stage for the awards ceremony. 

Our celebrity presenters this 

year included Miss HT 2007 Sarah 

Newton and Kim Manning (for Best Reggae/World 

Music Artist), Dave Bienenstock (Best Jam Band), 

and Cannabis Castaway Jet Baker (Best New/Un¬ 

derground Artist). “Kop Busters" Barry and Kandy 

Cooper presented the award for Best Hip-Hop Artist, 

after which the former Texas state trooper turned 

cannabis crusader announced his candidacy for 

Texas attorney general. King’s X singer Doug Pin- 

nick presented the award for Best Alternative Rock 

to Black Water Rising for their debut album, Brother 

Go On. (A few months earlier, BWR had a record re¬ 

lease party for that album at a bar in Brooklyn. The 

name of that bar? Lucky 13.) 

Also on hand were Austin natives the Sword, 

who’d just gotten home from a triumphant national 

tour with Metallica. Guitarist Kyle Shutt 

had been a judge at our Cowboy Cup the 

day before. Today, he brought the rest 

of the band, who accepted the award for 

Best Metal Artist. They also presented 

the award for Best Local Artist to 

Blower, who were so drunk they didn’t 

hear their names being called (guess 

we know where all that free beer went). 

Other celebs of note who stopped by 

were former Kyuss/Queens of the 

Stone Age bassist (and Doobies alumni) 

Nick Oliveri and stoner comedian Doug 

Benson, who walked in just in time to catch our big 

420 countdown, which we celebrated onstage by 

christening Graveyard BBQ’s Best New/Under¬ 

ground Artist trophy. 

With the awards over, the only thing left was to 

enjoy the last band of the day. Priestess closed out 

the show with possibly the finest set I’d ever heard 

them play. I stood at the front of the stage and let the 

smoke and music wash over me, cleansing away the 

last of the bad-luck vibrations. Despite all the day’s 

stresses and snafus, everyone walked out of there 

stoned and smiling, and it was still the best damn 

party I’d been to all year. 

When it was all over, we headed down to 

Ironworks for a big BBQ dinner, a few cold ones 

and a much-needed smoke session. As I made 

my way upstairs to our table with my BBQ combo 

platter, I slipped on the top step and watched my 

Lone Star slide off the tray and spill down the 

stairs ... all 13 of ’em. 

Just my luck. 

Thanks to our sponsors, 420 Science and Gravit- 

ron/SmoCo smoke shop; Justin and Glass Mantis 

of Two Kings Glass; the staff of Red 7; and all of 

the performers and presenters. For the full list of 

nominees, as well as pictures and video from the 

event, go to hightimes.com/doobies. 

THE 2nd ANNUAL COWBOY 

King’s X vocalist Doug Pinnick presents 
the Doobie to Black Water Rising. 

% I 

THE 2009 HIGH TIMES 
DOOBIE AWARDS ROUNDUP 

BEST HIP-HOP ARTIST 

THE ROOTS 

BEST REGGAE /WORLD MUSIC ARTIST 

MICHAEL FRANTI & SPEARHEAD 

BEST JAM ROCK ARTIST 

MY MORNING JACKET 

BEST ALTERNATIVE ROCK ARTIST 

BLACK WATER RISING 

BEST STONER ROCK ARTIST 

WINO 

BEST METAL ARTIST 

THE SWORD 

BEST NEW / UNDERGROUND ARTIST 
GRAVEYARD BBQ 

BEST LOCAL ARTIST 

BLOWER 

POT SONG OF THE YEAR 

"MY MEDICINE" - SNOOP DOGG 

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 

JOHNNY WINTER 
(SEE INTERVIEW ON P.72) 

Trainwreck, Purple Star and SS Paradise. It was 

far more weed than we could ever hope to 

smoke- but hell, that didn’t stop us from tryin’, 

-1 With a spread of vegetarian munchies, a cou- 

Jluckvyi-je from IujJ: liie Cuvyjjuy pie cases of Shiner Bock, a few Weedoscopes and 

X'jMp|j a box of Doobies stash jars (courtesy of 420 Sci- 

‘ i" ence), the VIP judges got to work studying and 

sampling the afternoon’s menu. Guests included 

members of Texas NORML, Matt from 420 Science, Temple Dragons Jet 

Baker and Donna Will, Miss HT 2007 Sarah, the Sword’s Kyle Shutt, the band 

Radio Moscow and several other local stoners. After nearly five hours of 

deliriously diligent deliberation, the judges cast their votes: In third place, 

with three votes, was the late entry Green House Trainwreck; in second 

place, with four votes, was the Bambu Buddha; and the winner of the 2009 

Cowboy Cup, with six votes, was... the Starfruit! 

Thanks to all those who donated their time and herb to make the party 

The afternoon before the Doobies, ~ 

the HT crew and our tightest buds |K^ 2 

gathered in a clandestine location I JPA *30 

on the outskirts of Austin, TX, to VQJ 1 uflnk 

judge the best strains that the lo- | 

cals could wrangle up. It’s a pri- I BT nftj 

vate tasting party of the chillest Irfl " Jr ^B 

proportions—a tradition we began JB 

last year that we like to call the imt^w 

Cowboy Cup. L_lit._^ 
Back then, we had just six entries, and all in very small amounts. This 

year, however, we ended up with a staggering 13 varieties of herb (see next 

page): Austin Lights, Dank#1, Dank #4, Mystery, Starfruit, Sour Diesel, such a blast. Seey’all next year! 

Cowboy Purple, Da Bounce, Purple Hindu, Bambu Buddha, Green House Limited-edition 2009 Doobies jars are still available at 420science.com. 
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SATURDAY JULY 4TII, 2009: RALLY - HIGH NOON - LAFAYETTE PARK 
PARADE - 3:00PM LAFAYETTE PARK TO LINCOLN MEMORIAL 

CONCERT - 2:00PM - 9:00PM - 23RD & CONSTITUTION AVENUE NW 

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS HITMAN RIGHTS* <IIR OF THE HAH RRATNS) 
SEK-I • CHRISTOS - TKLESMA * THE PACKAGE - THE OM8TEDER6 
J.U. BEVERLEY A Nil TIIE WAYWARD DRIPTERS * 13J BUKDUOOM 

CALL 202-286-5580 OR VISIT WWW.SMOKE-IN.ORG 
FOR MORE LNFOMATION AEOUT ROW TO DONATE OR VOLUNTE 



1101 MB 
2m ANNUAL COWBOT CUP 

1) FIRST PLACE: Starfruit 
2) SECOND PLACE: Bambu Buddha 
31 THIRD PLACE: GH Trainwreck 
4) Dank #4 
5) Dank#1 

6) Cowboy Purple 
7) Purple Star 
8) Purple Hindu 
9) Mystery 
10) Da Bounce 
11) SS Paradise 
12) Austin Lights 
13) Sour Diesel 
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LOWRYDERlM THE REVOLUTION STARTED FROM HERE. 
AUTOFLQWEPJNG STAAiNS GO OIREC TlY FROM THE SEEDUNG TO THE 
’iUWEfllMti SlACif INDOOR, 1 ME Y ELIMINATE THE NEED TO INDUCE 
FlQWFfllNG BY REDUCTION OF DAY-LIGHT HOURS OUTDOORS THEY, 

CAN EASILY Bi KEPT CONCEALED BECAUSE OF THEIR SIZE AA|D EARLY 
l: LOWERING, WHETHER PLANTED IN FIELDS. IN GARDENS. ON PATIOS Oft 

EVEN ON WINDOWSILLS, WHEN PLANTED IN THE SPRING, THEY WALL 
PRODUCE RIPE BUDS FARMER THAN ANY AVAILARIT VARIETY 

R INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: WWW.VU-DU.COM 
WF ACi EFT CASH Oft '-ILANK' MONEY ORDERS- SFNO TO Tf SSIER-ASHPQQL SRL ■ VIA GRAND! 15 ITALY 

THE NEW LOWRYDlfi^l FEMINIZED 
(WruuAM-s wohi'E* f NORTHERN lights NO. a y Mexican rudeaaus) 

IS THE SJ-+OH TtST AUD FASTEST C ANlYABtS I LAN I ON THE flLANf T 
12/16 INCHES IN % Days from SEED ansj an incredible taste 

DO YOU REMEMBER 
LOWRYDER#1 ? 

NOW WE HAVE IT 

FEMINIZED 

D states i payable in * THE, WOPlD 
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GSL- GROW SCEflE IflUESTIGHTIDH 

Seeds, Clones and Strains of Southern Europe. By Nice Escondido 

There is a revolution happening in Spain. 

Indeed, all throughout Europe, a debate 

has ensued that spans the entire longitude of 

the EU. Particularly in the south of Europe, in 

areas like Spain, Portugal and parts of Italy, 

cannabis growers share some distinct differ¬ 

ences not only from their North American 

counterparts, but also from Dutch and other 

northern European growers. 

Large outdoor, commercial-style grow 

operations are less prevalent here than one 

might expect, given the mild Mediterranean 

climate. With small indoor grow ops on the 

rise for both medicinal and recreational use, 

growers in Spain have increasingly turned to 

seeds instead of clones as their preferred 

method of propagation. There are several rea¬ 

sons for this. For one thing, cannabis seeds 

happen to be legal in Spain; for another, ob¬ 

taining and transporting genetics in seed 

form (versus, say, a rooted plant cutting) is 

always a much easier task. 

It is often said in Spain that seeds better 

match the lifestyle of the Spanish grower. 

With a more laid-back atmosphere prevail¬ 

ing in many Spanish cities, the need to rush 

into a garden is nowhere to be found. 

Whereas obtaining a clone means that the 

grower is now on a set timetable, using 

seeds allows growers to begin at their leisure. 

And in the south of Europe, leisure is always 

an attractive idea. 

Of course, we all know that in Holland, 

massive commercial setups dominate a mar¬ 

ket that has legal cannabis purveyors on 

nearly every corner. In their growrooms and 

fields, Dutch farmers utilize large-scale in¬ 

dustrial techniques such as "sea of green” 

(SOG), where clones are the only way to go. A 

major benefit of this (aside from a shorter 

grow cycle) is that cloning requires no guess¬ 

work in sexing the plants, as clones will al- 

ways be a female replica of their mother. 

Still, southern Europe has quietly latched onto 

a new market in feminized seeds that helps 

eliminate this problem as well. And, in turn, 

the rise in the popularity of feminized seeds 

has boosted a market for breeders not only in 

Spain, but throughout the rest of the EU. 



New and creative strains are 
only part of the allure in the 
Spanish grow scene... Here 
Plutonyum (G13 x Yumboldt). 



THE PMIWZID liED ERffTE 

Once the seed fad was resurrected in southern Europe, a natural 

byproduct was the rise in demand for feminized seeds. Feminized 

seeds are seeds that have been manipulated to ensure that they germi¬ 

nate only female plants. Obviously, for growers who aren’t concerned 

with breeding, feminized seeds are a very alluring option. Although 

these seeds are usually more expensive, they make figuring out the sex 

of a plant a non-issue, eliminating any chance of missing an early 

male plant that might pollinate (and thus seed) an entire garden. 

The Dutch Passion seed company created the first feminized seeds 

in Amsterdam circa 1999. Ever since then, there’s been a growing de¬ 

mand for these seeds, forcing the other big seed companies to follow 

suit in order to keep their clientele happy. Unfortunately, the process by 

which breeders must alter the genetic components of plants to obtain 

feminized seeds often requires the use of chemical additives, which 

turns some seed companies off. Recently, though, even the few breed¬ 

ers left in Amsterdam who had refused to go this route—preferring to 

keep their seeds as close to organic as possible—have given in to popu¬ 

lar demand (and the need to keep up with competitors) by releasing 

their own lines of feminized seeds. 
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Chameleon Glass 
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Why should YOU TypftOCW? madl: in rhB aaH -y « 
Five reasons.., 1: Rotation ■ Specifically engineered air directors on the sides of each TwhounChamfer cause 
the smoke to vortex, 2: IjiUul>ion * As the smoke spins, ambient air mixes with your smoke thru the directors; 
3- Cooling - The distance traveled by the smoke is three times longer in its cyclonic path. 4 Clean - Centrifugal 
force spins & deposits combusted tar and ash to stick against the glass instead of in you resulting in a much softer 
smoke, and finally, 5 - An awesome swirling smoke show! 

WT^f>hoo(^s arc s< if your local Qhz 



HOW'S IT MffCJFP 
So how is it done? Well, the process 

of creating feminized seeds has to 

be done without using a male to 

pollinate. In some instances, there 

isn’t even a same-strain male avail¬ 

able to make regular seeds, and 

using a different strain’s male 

would result in a hybrid strain (i.e., 

a mix of two different types of 

cannabis). 

So what breeders must do is 

stress out a female plant to the 

point where she turns hermaphro¬ 

dite. They do this by using a com¬ 

bination of chemicals and harsh 

conditioning. The most commonly 

used compound is silver nitrate 

(AgN03) carefully diluted with 

water. Spraying this solution onto a 

female plant early in the flowering 

cycle forces the female to start pro¬ 

ducing small male flowers within 

the premature buds. The male 

flowers in turn pollinate the fe¬ 

male buds, and the plant begins 

forming seeds. 

However, the seeds from forced 

females aren’t the most ideal can¬ 

didates for germination, as they 

have come from an abused parent. Rather, breeders take the pollen 

from the male flowers on these plants and use it to pollinate other, 

healthy female plants that have been chosen as strong mothers and 

that have not come into contact with any chemical solutions. 

Once a room of flowering mothers is pollinated, a seed crop will 

begin to grow. The seeds from these plants will be 99% female when 

germinated. Some problems have been known to arise, though: Femi¬ 

nized seeds will sometimes produce hermaphrodite plants or females 

with less vigor than usual. This is why it’s usually a good idea to buy the 

larger packs of feminized seeds. 
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GROW YOUR OWN PLANTS, VEGGIES, AND HERBS 
WITH FULLY AUTOMATED HYDROPONIC CROW BOX SYSTEMS! 
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■ Real Plant maximizer is a SUPER GROWTH ENHANCER. 

Real Plant Wateb revises and revi tauzes water by restoring the 
■ BENEOOAL NEGATIVE HYDROGEN IONS. 

I By restructuring the water at a molecular level, 
HEAL PLANT WATER 

flj * HYDRATES ON a CtLLULAft LEVEL 

|i * Increases nutrient assimilation Cm 
H * Aids in photosynthesis 

• Safe for use on both indoor and outdoor plants 

* Complements & enhances any plant water additive 

- Recommended for use during au growth cycles 
(Cloning, Vegetative and Flowering) 

ED 

L-. 

Real Plant Water 
Dritributed by 
LL Distributing 

IGJ9 Rethjvillc Hd, 

Litttx.Pa, 17f41 
I -077-407-7 lli 

www.riMlw.itcrui.c am 

TYPICALLY YOU CAN EXPECT UP TO 50% FASTER GROWTH 
AND RECEIVE UP TO 30% BIGGER FRUIT YIELD. 
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This Island Sweet 
Skunk (from Next 
Generation) was 
recently made 
available in 
feminized seed 

greenlifeseeds.com. 

This Thai bud in week 3 of flowering 
has just received her pollen for seed 
production. She will go a little longer 
than the standard 8 weeks. 

This Spanish 
breeder's garden is 

about as big as it 
gets indoors in Spain. 

AUni-FUIWbHIl 1b E I HAHVb 
Another trend in southern Europe that varies significantly from other 

major grow centers is the marketability of auto-flowering strains. These 

are strains that require no "trigger” for flowering: They simply flower 

automatically whenever the plant senses that the time is right. This can 

be for a variety of reasons, including plant height, root-ball size or tem¬ 

perature change. 

Again, the reason these strains appeal to certain growers is because 

they fit in well with a low-maintenance lifestyle choice. Simply letting 

plants grow on their own with little worry as to when or how to switch 

light cycles is just one more attractive option for carefree growers. But 

like anything else that is easy, there are drawbacks. 

Auto-flowering strains come from a species of cannabis that most of 

us have never even heard about. While we’re all familiar with sativas 

and indicas, there’s a third, lesser-known type called ruderalis, a hardy, 

hempy variety that is usually found only in the wild. When farmers culti¬ 

vate ruderalis, it’s usually for its strong fiber, which can be used indus¬ 

trially to make rope, paper, clothes and other products. Marijuana 

growers generally stay away from ruderalis because of its very low THC 

content, and the fact that its auto-flowering properties prevent them 

from being able to grow plants to a desired height. This results in 

smaller yields of less potent buds. 

Breeders, however, have used ruderalis in their projects because 

these genetics can produce the shorter, squatter hybrids more suitable 

for indoor growing. And since ruderalis is a hardy wild variety, it is more 

resistant to molds, diseases and pests. In short, once breeders were able 

to add potency to these strains via hybridization, some growers found 

them to be a suitable and attractive enough option for ganja growing, ik 
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The Invisible Guardian 
for Odor Control! QDO 

PRO 

brt OdV Cfltdwu fciir 

ona 
<W> 

Professional Grade, 
Extreme Odor Control, 
Leaving Nothing Behind. 
Guaranteed! 

ONA PRO Gel is powerful 
odor control and is all you 
will need to eliminate, 
the strongest odors. 

Use ONA PRO todayl 

cjj^yjissssa 

aimtfsL 
Compact. Light. 
Efficient, The 
Finishing Touch for 
Odor Control. 

Destroy Odors. 
Anywhere. 
Everywhere. 

New- 1. 
The Ultimate Cleaner °na 

— OMA Bloucli is OtQQQfj 
L & safe far you and ™ ^ 

your plants ■ easy to flusft with 
no tiarmful residual. Removes 
biofilm, dissolves hard water 
deposits, and all undesirable 
organic & inorganic maner 

Get il al your hydroponics 
slote today! 

Winner of the 
2002 Stash Award 

"Best Odor 

AT HWIIOMN IK SMMS EVWWK " *Pl71 C ****** 

jj'jy jJ.DJ}tirjj}\)nb:.'j;Lifn 
OtiA i-a rdeal for bprlrMim, bathroom'., cflrs. cJoSels lhir«nwnl». 

ona 
odor neutralizing egenl 

THINK BIG! 
Proven to grow ttie biggest plants! 

a groun of expert growers from cotomdwprciiessionpiiv tes¬ 
ted 12 f seed vurlettee tOm u major Oulch Steed compdrws 
Th« 1f»[s 3 nTtxNMng wnaltai war# nil from [ H SBSHfe Tl fly 
also noted that Ihe T rl. Seeds varieties were the easiest to 
manicure, hie moel Dense and contained the mo$i resn*. 
ter<H4N1 ty Inman ij_wf>*aVI CrToii'-i ill wv*v 

NOW AVAILABLE: 
++ Nnw pndknglng 

++ Feminized yorleiies; 
Mk-UJIra , 5. A G.E. A-ftam 

Burmese Kush' ana Kuatuge 

T.M.Seeds Amsterdam l (0) 20121176? mfa^Hisetris com 

Check for your local distributors online at www.rtiseeds.com 
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SEEDS VS. CLONES COMPARISON PROS CONS 

SEED5 Genetics can be easily stored and trans¬ 

ported due to the small size of seeds. 

Germinating seeds and/or waiting for 

seedlings to gain vigor can increase the time 

of a grow cycle. 

Seeds properly stored in a cool, dry, Seeds may produce unwanted males in the 

dark place can remain viable for several garden and require careful attention when 

years, allowing growers to set their own sexing plants in the early flowering stage, 

timetable for propagation. 

Feminized seeds can take the guess- Some seeds may never germinate, and ex¬ 

work out of sexing a garden. pensive feminized seeds may produce her¬ 

maphroditic plants. 

Guaranteed female plants, as clones are 

the exact genetic replica of their mother. 

Once a cutting is taken, the grower is on a 

set timetable—better have your room 

ready! 

No fear of mutant phenotypes or unsta¬ 

ble genetics; growers know exactly what 

they’re getting and will have uniform 

plants throughout their garden. 

After multiple generations of cloning, cer¬ 

tain strains may start to lose vigor. 

The possibility for a shorter grow cycle 

exists: Cuttings generally root in 10 days 

Any genetic flaw (i.e., susceptibility to 

pests or diseases) will be passed on from 

and can be sent into flowering within a generation to generation, 

week of that if the grower desires. 

Southern Europe is home to a long list of distinguished growers, including HIGH TIMES’ 

very own cultivation guru, Jorge Cervantes, who lives in Spain. Among the network of ex¬ 

pert growers in Spain, you’ll find an extensive base of knowledge, passion and camaraderie 

between people. Some of the best Spanish growers opened up their grow ops to give us a 

small glimpse of what’s happening along the Mediterranean, on the edge of the EU. 

These growrooms all showed a certain affinity for classic strains from around the 

globe. Among some of the rarities we found were Critical Mass, Oaxacan Gold and an old- 

school Yumboldt. The Spanish growers, although simple in their approach, are able to use 

their green thumbs to produce new and very different varieties from what might be seen in 

North America. One Spanish seed company, Barcelona Seeds 

(www.bcnseedscompany.com), took the flavor of the original California Yumboldt and 

crossed it with the omnipotent G-13 to create an enterprising new strain named 

Plutonyum. A little further south, in the areas surrounding Valencia and Malaga, growers 

were producing small outdoor crops of 

Edelweiss, a popular local brand. All throughout Spain, there are patches of farmers who have kept such strains 

alive for years—another advantage of the art of cloning. 

But don’t think that Spanish gardeners are greedy growers who hoard their prized genetics. In fact, it’s just the 

opposite, with many making efforts to spread their knowledge and genetics beyond the borders of Europe. Many 

helping hands have been extended to farmers located even farther south than Spain, to cultivators in Africa. Coun¬ 

tries in northern Africa such as Morocco and Tunisia have been the beneficiaries of a genetic dissemination of sorts. 

Because these countries are heavily involved in the hash trade, it makes sense that the better genetics they have, the 

better hash they'll be able to make. 

A lot of Spanish growers would love to boast that the marijuana fields being grown to make fine Moroccan hash 

are populated with their very own strains. Many breeders—including Elite Seeds from Spain, Next Generation Seeds 

from Canada and Green House Seeds from Amsterdam—have brought their genetics to African countries for this 

very reason. But when you’re dealing with massive outdoor crops, you need seeds that number in the tens of thou¬ 

sands. This is one situation where using clones would be a much more tedious process. And, of course, with the ad¬ 

vent of feminized seeds, the need for taking cuttings by the thousands really makes even less sense. 

In the end, however, all the growers agree on one thing: It doesn’t matter so much how a crop is started; what 

matters most is how it finishes. In Europe, the final product defines a grower—and in that regard, when you find 

something that works well for you, don’t mess with success! 

Jorge Cervantes inspecting 
a garden at Barcelona 

Seed Company. 

*•- 
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The Official Stash Jar 
Don’t aet stoned without it. 

420 Science is offering n imited edition 
fiarmabus Cipp Jar fra the Mil year in a row, 
We only made 420 nl llnsai )ms real unrig 
tne Rasta Lionel me 21st annual Carmans 
Cup, 

Order yoor eemnnemwatfve jar onitoe at 
42GScienCe.cam wtiile they last. 420 Jars 
won trie 2QOB Stasn Award for Best Storage, 
so you know inese jars are designed tu keep 
your stash fresh 

And Da sure to pick up a 120 Scope, lha Pi 
handheld microscope m the industry Use it 
to check out ihe trichomcs and compare 
different strains. 

i lie wno use Maraetipt; eorawety 
Id ynur cnmoulqr and nitaws flu 
Lu capLie pietuss ard /> i*j d 
flur (MUttfljl iricNsrrss 
Fealunrv20-2DDbtflK?in 
capahinesand i eOOi 1200 
wsruunon ni"L*rs 2 nwoacdHifir this 
is :fie best distal nuenssram for your money 
rieu Wrtkws wfhrtrt ir* 'iiderJ 

Visit our site tor 

nttr Man 

-vuwiu* St videos 
emailed specials 

*•9 

420 Science 

w.420Science.com 
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Sr ml! ihiv form nr on x separate pircc i»f paper. 

J ih hide the product mi me, ijimniilv, item price 

xnd order lotiiL Include |nr menu in the form of 
fash or UL.WK Money Order to: 

V.M.H. 
ti§\ #60-1100 Princess Royal Ave. 

Nanaimo, BC Canada 
V9S 5K 5 

tme+i-4*tr *,'xw^plpra,A 

We ship VS or Id VVidf DhtreellvJ 

Sllihf uT;il 

sxh 

Pros |nee 

Country 

TOTAL _ 
I'lk« u c iijiliifl 4, ft" itwlt pi pvk. 
Q I it . lu.Hr 1IG I-.ii rbul4 I Mafaitir t JJ, Thh^ihI ThiT 

^VhK ai| |ijniM C-unmi 'w\j| oimiujvip wn||up \n jno otiipmtk jii pp.ipiii pup sojouiie j .vipfumjixv-su 'jj punuinp pun punuiit 

VancouverSeed.Com 
World Class Genetics 

Award Winning Breeds 
mail order seeds a wn'tY.vaiicauverseed.cnm 

GSPOT Burmese 

British ( uJumhkm 

Fn1 Blue .SSH 

I7licking Incredible ... Si 40 

Vancouver Island Seed Company GSPOI 

Black V elvet 
Blackberry 

flr 

British Cuhimhiuit 
Bud Lite 

Burmese 
Bush Bud 
('aiiadiau. 

Memer\ 

[Midnight 
Mystic... 
Nuclear >. 

Liberlv Seeds 
Passiuiiifruii 4 Mother ,*..*„.* 

■ Steal lb 
*S I iid> Liberty 

1 Infinity . 
r Justice ... 

Copperhead .**, 

Bubble Bubble 

UtpiKiimn oflivo riinniitiis srttk is illcjpil in Mu/'.l 

Product Nil me Quantity Suhlnlni Total 



HR & V 
L 

K -xJHtk|. 



Introducing the newest members of HIGH TIMES’ hallowed list of the 
world’s best and most consistent seed companies. After extensive test 
ing and research, we’ve identified the finest bud breeders and honored 
their contributions to ganja genetics by enrolling them forever in our 
sanctified sensi shrine. The seed companies listed here, in no particular 
order, have been providing some of the best beans available to cannabis 
connoisseurs and pot aficionados worldwide. By Danny Danko 

BC Bud Depot 
The BC Bud Depot was formed in the late 1990s by a hardy 

band of breeders, cultivators and connoisseurs creating pre¬ 

mium cannabis in their coastal British Columbia. Their un¬ 

surpassed skills and love for the plant quickly set them apart 

from the rest, and they garnered high acclaim for providing 

compassion clubs and medical-marijuana users with access 

to their buds and genetics. Trying to keep it low-key, but al¬ 

ready icons in their homeland, it wasn’t until 2004 that the 

BC Bud Depot finally triumphed on the world stage, winning 

first place for Best Indica at the Cannabis Cup with their God 

Bud. This award was followed by several others in recent 

years, including a third-place finish for Best Sativa at the 

2007 Cannabis Cup with the Purps. Despite some growing 

pains that resulted in a number of disgruntled customers, 

the boys remain committed to rewriting the history books 

and developing high-quality marijuana strains for the 

cannabis community, both in Canada and abroad. Plus, Matt 

insists that all customer-service issues have been dealt with. 

"The BC Bud Depot is very proud to have been inducted into 

the Seed Bank Hall of Fame. We’d like to thank all our 

friends and customers who, for so many years, have been 

enjoying the fruits of our labor. Our mission is to create the 

very best and most flavorful marijuana genetics for the good 

of the marijuana gene pool and mankind. From this higher 

calling, we will never waver.”—Matt and the BCBD Team 

Contact: bcbudontine.com 
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Big Buddha Seeds 
Founded in 2004 in Birmingham, England (the birthplace of 

Ozzy Osbourne), Big Buddha Seeds have quickly become 

one of the biggest winners on the cultivation landscape. 

Breeder Milo burst onto the sensi scene by making avail¬ 

able the legendary UK clone-only strain Cheese, whose ob¬ 

vious Afghan heritage and uniquely pungent aroma won it 

first prize for Best Indica at the 2006 HIGH TIMES Cannabis 

Cup. Since then, BBS have specialized in potent, flavorful 

indicas available in feminized seeds, establishing them as 

an integral part of the new wave of modern breeders. Their 

latest creations, Cheesus (Cheese x BC God Bud), Bubble 

Cheese and the Woody (named in honor of buddy Woody 

Harrelson), ensure the continued success of this formida¬ 

ble seed-breeding outfit. 

“Big Buddha Seeds humbly accepts its induction into this 

prestigious Hall of Fame. We would like to thank all of our 

supporters and friends who have made Big Buddha Seeds 

what it is today. We always say, ‘You’re only as good as the 

people you work with’—lucky for us, they’re brilliant! A big 

thank you to Martin at Avalon, Justin at Basil Bush, San at 

Tangy Gifts, Susana & Thomas at Planta Sur (Spain), Matt & 

Danny at HIGH TIMES, Phil at Weed World Magazine (UK), and 

all of the retailers around the world who have pushed the 

message of Big Buddha Seeds. We wish we could ship to the 

USA!’’—Milo and Andrew 

Contact: bigbuddhaseeds.com 
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J 
Hall of Fame Esteemed Seed Bank Pioneers 

(inducted in HIGH TIMES issue #381, Oct. ’07) 

Sacred Seeds/Cultivator’s Choice 

The Seed Bank 

Super Sativa Seed Club [SSSC] 

Lowlands Weed/Seed Company 

Positronics 

Original 10 Members of the Seed Bank Hall of Fame 
(inducted in HIGH TIMES issue #381, Oct. ’07] 

Sensi Seeds/Sensi Seed Club, sensiseeds.com 

Paradise Seeds, paradise-seeds.com 

Flying Dutchmen, flyingdutchmen.com 

Reeferman Seeds, thcfarmer.com 

Serious Seeds, seriousseeds.com 

Soma Seeds, somaseeds.nl 

Green House Seeds, greenhouseseeds.nl 

Sagarmatha Seeds, highestseeds.com 

TH Seeds/CIA/KGB, thseeds.com 

Legends/DJ Short, legendsseeds.com 

\ _r 

Barney’s Farm 
Barney’s Breakfast Bar, known for many years as one of the best places 

for food, weed and hash in Amsterdam, has inspired a seed company 

called Barney's Farm. Owner Derry has scoured the planet for high-quality 

seed stock, and many of their strains have already become legends. Now 

he’s leading a team of experienced breeders to develop such strains as 

their G-13 Haze, Laughing Buddha and Top Dawg. Barney’s focus is on fla¬ 

vor, potency, germination rates and stability of genetic traits. Their new 

Amnesia Collection highlights female breeders and their unique energy 

and pot perspective. Cheers to Derry, Sissi and all the Barney’s family for 

providing top-quality pot without compromises. 

Contact: barneys, biz 

Delta 9 Labs 
Another of the influential seed companies founded in the early 2000s, Delta 9 

Labs seeks to make truly medicinal marijuana available to the general public. 

Harry and Ed have traveled the world looking for the best breeding stock, with a 

special emphasis on soaring sativas like their Brainstorm Haze, one of our Top 

10 Strains of 2008 (HT, Dec. ’08). Delta 9 Labs produce all of their seeds organi¬ 

cally, and they’re one of the few companies to use “born-on” dating to ensure 

proper germination rates and healthy seedlings and mothers. Their Canna 

Sutra, Mekong Haze and Super Star are available to try at the Rokerij Cof- 

feeshops in Amsterdam, and they stand behind all of their strains 100%. 

Contact: delta9labs.com 
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DNA Genetics 
Since being founded in 2003 by breeders Don and Aaron, DNA Genetics 

have won or placed in every cannabis competition that they’ve entered. The 

two had been growing since the late ’80s in their hometown of "Holly- 

weed,” CA, so it’s no surprise that strains like LA Confidential, Chocolope, 

Martian Mean Green and Cannalope Haze have firmly established DNA Ge¬ 

netics as a force to be reckoned with. Despite their laid-back demeanor, 

these boys mean business, constantly putting their reputation on the line 

and challenging all the other companies to step up their game. They’ve 

even started a boutique offshoot called Reserva Privada to showcase some 

of their favorite genetics from the Southern California area, where they 

first put down roots. Based out of Amsterdam these days, DNA Genetics 

have altered the industry and lit a fire under other breeding outfits. 

“We pride ourselves on quality and uniqueness. DNA would like to thank 

all the growers around the world who have done what it takes and grown 

our strains worldwide! Being chosen for the HT Hall of Fame is an honor 

and a pleasure. Thank you, HT, for your continued support, and also for 

producing a counterculture magazine for more than 35 years! Growers 

around the world agree: DNA is connoisseur-grade genetics!"—D. ’n’ A. 

Contact: dnagenetics.com 

Vancouver Island 
Seed Company 
A grower named G has been 

collecting seeds since 1975, 

breeding hundreds of dif¬ 

ferent varieties while keep¬ 

ing notes and gathering 

knowledge and experience. 

By 1991, he was producing 

seeds for numerous grow¬ 

ers both indoors and out; 

placing an emphasis on fla¬ 

vor and potency as well as 

yields, he’d earned a repu¬ 

tation as a reliable supplier 

of gourmet cannabis with 

the motto "Breeding Fine 

Cognacs for the Mind.” 

By 1998, G had a part¬ 

ner, Kat, and an official 

seed-company name, as well as ads in Cannabis Culture. VISC went on to 

win a number of BC competitions, and their aptly named Fucking Incredi¬ 

ble became one of our Top 10 Strains of 2008. 

“It’s a great honor and a longtime dream for VISC to have been nomi¬ 

nated to enter the HIGH TIMES Seed Bank Hall of Fame. Since the early 

70s, HIGH TIMES has offered knowledge, encouragement and inspira¬ 

tion to marijuana growers, both novice and expert alike. Literally, for as 

long as I have grown, HT has grown alongside us, often providing the 

only benchmark by which a grower could measure the success of their 

endeavors. This recognition of VISC’s years of work and dedication in 

producing ‘Fine Cognacs for the Mind’ is something that, as a young man, 

I could only dream of. In the near future, I believe that together we shall 

achieve the goal of cannabis legalization—something else that, when I 

was young, we could only dream of. Grow and you help the world grow, 

too. Thank you!”—G, Kat and the VISC crew 

Contact: vancouverseed.com 

VISC's G-Spot exemplifies 
the Canadian wilderness. 



Next Generation Seed Company 
This company from the Great White North was founded in 1997 to pro¬ 

vide hardy plants that would thrive under tough growing conditions. 

Jay, the main breeder at Next Gen, has been growing and crossing 

strains for years, and his patience and excellent eye for quality genet¬ 

ics have created some real standouts on the BC scene. Now the secret 

is out, and growers all over the world are turning to strains like Ro- 

mulan, Bonkers, Timewarp and Island Sweet Skunk whenever they 

need a strong, mold-resistant plant that has been bred to survive 

harsh climates like the one on Vancouver Island. But these Next Gen 

varieties truly shine when grown in milder conditions, as many a 

Spanish grower has been finding out recently. Plus, their Dynamite is 

one of the strongest indicas I’ve smoked out of the Pacific North¬ 

west—and that’s saying something. 

Contact: greenlifeseeds.com 

Dutch Passion 
A longtime stalwart of the Ams¬ 

terdam scene, Dutch Passion- 

established way back in 

1987—has celebrated over 20 

years in business as a pioneering 

pot company committed to po¬ 

tency, flavor, quality and excep¬ 

tional germination rates. In 1999, 

Dutch Passion was the first to de¬ 

velop feminized seeds, and they 

continue to redefine the industry 

with such legendary strains as the 

original Skunk #1, Ortega Indica, 

Super Haze, Holland’s Hope and 

Durban Poison. 

A new auto-flowering strain 

called Taiga, as well as one dubbed 

Jorge’s Diamonds #1 —their seed-y 

tribute to HIGH TIMES cultivation 

expert Jorge Cervantes—all but 

guarantee that Dutch Passion will 

remain a landmark on that scene 

for a long time to come. 

Contact: dutch-passion.nl C
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Introducing 

A New Bloom Booster sga 
Finally a Strain-Specific Bloom Booster 

That Makes Your Kush Plants Yield Larger, 
More Potent Buds 

Io California's medical marijuana community, Kush 

is Cannabis Kill”. And now the most successful Kusli 

growers arc using u Kush-sped lie bloom booster to satisfy 

patient demand for premium-grown Kush medicine. 

"I get incredible prices for my Kush." explains David 

R.r a grandmaster Humboldt Conn tv medical marijuana 

cultivator who only grow s Kush. "I am gelling more from 

my grow room using this Kush booster tliut makes mure 

harvest weight and medicinal potency " 

how nutrient inputs and other supple mental inn affects 

Kush yield, potency, taste and aroma 

The good news is that Advanced scientists learned the 

precise combinations of phosphorus, |>otassium. amino 

acids, co-factors, metabolic triggers and other substances 

that feed Kush exactly vs hat it needs so i( lar exceeds its 

genetic potential. 

Using Kushie Kush, you gel gooey, glistening, resin- 

dripping, weighty, tight, dense, sticky Kusli buds. 

To understand liovv this 

Kush specific flower enhancer 

produces bigger buds, recall 

that major varieties of medical 

marijuana produce different 

medicinal effects by creating 

unique ratios and types of 

active compounds. 

These valuable compounds 

include THC, connubidkiL 

aromatics, terpenoids, essential 

oils and resins that inJis idunlly 

and logctJici hai e a u ide range 

of therapeutic effects, 

So how docs the Kush 

bloom booster work? By 

feeding the specific Kush 

processes [lint produce larger. 

Scientists grew dozens of Kush plants to 
discover the precise bloom booster ingredients 
that make larger, wore valuable Kush flowers. 

Get the Advantages 

of Kush-Specific 
Ingredients 

One thing tn notice is that 

while Kush growers have 

spent man} years and dollars 

using other bloom products, 

never before has anyone given 

Kush cultivators a bloom 

booster that specifically 

pumps more value, yield and 

potency into their beloved 

Kusli buds. 

metabolic pathways and 

more price 111 Kusli buds 

And you bet you It feel 

-—- .—--- your medical problems very' 
quickly recede when yoifve inhaled your tasty bowl of 

custom-fed Kush medicine. 

What Makes Your Kush Tick St 

Now Can You Give Your Harvest Value a Kick? 

Hydroponics experts at Advanced Nutrients saw that 

Kush is a must have for the medical community, so 

company co-founder Michael "Big Mike" Siruumietis 

asked his team of plain scientists to immediately liud 

what makes Kush lick and what lires up Lis Dower-making 

machinery. 

First the scientists gathered a vast array of seeds and 

clones of the most popular Kush sub-varieties and grew 

them in test labs. 

Every day they look plum tissue samples to discover 

Please take a moment right enjoy the fact that feeding 

Kushie Kush to your crops heralds an unprecedented new 

era in crop supplements with you wielding grandmaster 

control over the most intimate, flower-slokmg mechanisms 

youi Kush plants have deep inside ihein. 

Better yet. you're guaranteed at leasi 17,71# increase 

in hud weight, you'll be glad you use Kushie Kush to 

unleash your kush plants full genetic potential. 

Mease tune that Kushie Kush is a medical cannabis 

specific formutn only available to medical marijuana 

dispensaries. If your dispensary doesn't carry ift please 

ask them to contact Advanced Nutrients and get some 

for you right away. 



High Bred Seeds 
The Joint Doctor, the innovator behind High Bred Seeds, became an instant legend in 2003 

when he released the original Lowrider, a rudera//s-inflected strain that flowers automatically 

in any amount of light. This quick trigger enables growers in northern climates to harvest 

within their window before frosts and molds attack, while keeping the plants easy to conceal. 

The next generation of auto-flowering plants is quite possibly one of the biggest innovations in 

ganja genetics in many years. Europeans are delighted with the results of these seeds, which 

can go from planting to harvest in 90 days or less while staying short and stout. Despite some 

initial skepticism, the compact nuggets are getting stronger and stronger in potency and taste 

as new genetics are crossed into these strains. The latest High Bred catalog includes several 

new auto-flowering strains, including feminized versions of Lowryder #1 and Lowryder #2. 

“I’m honored by your selection of High Bred Seeds for the HIGH TIMES Hall of Fame. We at 

High Bred are proud to be associated with you longstanding innovators of the magazine biz, 

as innovation has also been the foundation of our success.”—JD 

Contact: lowryder.co.uk 

Subcool's Third Dimension 
(Apollo-13 x Space Queen), 
dry and ready to burn. 

Subcool Seeds/TGA/The Green Avengers 
Early in 2004, Subcool relocated out west, where he met 

the lovely MzJill; after the two started breeding hybrids, 

TGA was officially formed. TGA now has several proven 

hybrid strains, and they’ve developed quite a reputation 

for customer support. Their main goal when creating a 

new strain is combining the necessary characteristics to 

replicate as closely as possible a clone-only phenotype 

that’s already in demand by the growing public. The re¬ 

sults range from old favorites like Jack the Ripper, 

Space Queen and Purple Urkel down to their newest re¬ 

lease, Querkel. They make it a regular practice to donate 

free seeds to the medical community, and high-quality 

photos, descriptions and grow tips can be found on their 

daily forum. 

“It’s quite an honor to be nominated. We get much satis¬ 

faction from the feedback we receive from medical 

growers, but to be included with such established breed¬ 

ers as Serious, SSSC and Sensi Seeds in this Hall of 

Fame is more than we ever expected. I’d like to thank 

Danny Danko for being such a good friend and confidant 

over the years. Of course, I would also like to thank the 

thousands of Green Avengers that have taken on my idea 

to make high-quality cannabis available to anyone in 

need. In these distressing times, the need for fine genet¬ 

ics worldwide is greater than ever. Join us as we spread 

the seeds that will heal the nations.”—Sub and Jill 

Contact: cannaseur.com, breedbay.co.uk, hempdepot.ca 

TGA genetics can also be found in seed and clone form in 

many California dispensaries like the Blue Sky Cafe. 

Always purchase cannabis seeds in their original packaging 

from a trusted supplier or directly from the breeding company. 
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For centuries, the complex 
role that cannabis played in 
the early days of Hinduism, 
Taoism, Zoroastrianism, 
Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam was shrouded in 
mystery. But thanks to Chris 
Bennett’s relentless research, 
it now appears that the plant 
had a powerful impact on 
them all. By Steven Hager 

This story starts on the banks of the Dnieper 

River, near the world's shallowest sea, the Sea of 

Azov in Ukraine, around 4000 BCE. Recent evi¬ 

dence suggests that it was here that horses were 

first domesticated—and it is here that cannabis 

spirituality emerges from prehistory, since 

there's a possible connection between the first 

horse riders and the early use of hemp as rope. 

Today, this culture is known as Sredny Stog, after 

the Ukrainian village close to the spot where 

some of the best artifacts have been found. 

In fact, the early use of horses may be the 

primary reason why cannabis spread from 

Russia throughout Europe, the Middle East, 

China and India, argues Bennett in his forth¬ 

coming book, Cannabis and the Soma Solution: 

“With the spread of cannabis came a religious 

cosmology often based around the plant itself. 

The late archaeologist Andrew Sherratt re¬ 

ferred to the discovery of a 5,500-year-old 

smoking cup, which may be the oldest existing 

evidence of the use of cannabis for its psy¬ 

choactive properties." 

□ver the course of a few thousand years, 

the Sredny Stog culture evolved into a people 

known as the Sakas or Scythians, named after 

an agricultural tool likely invented for har¬ 

vesting hemp. Thanks to the famous Greek his¬ 

torian Herodotus, writing in 430 BCE, the Sakas 

have gone down in history as the world’s first 

documented stoners. 

"Hemp grows in Scythia,” Herodotus wrote. 
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Above: Frieze Carpet depicting a horseman approaching the great 
Goddess who holds the Tree of Life. 400 BC. 

Below: Tent frame and bronze vessels for cannabis burning that 
were discovered with the Frieze Carpet in a burial mound in Siberia. 

Although cannabis 
intoxication may 
have started wiui 

flowering tops being 
thrown on open fires 

(and later burned 
indoors in pottery 
braziers and metal 
censers), at some 
point a cannabis- 
infused beverage 
became preferred. 

"It is very like flax; only that it is a much coarser 

and taller plant.... The Scythians, as I said, take 

some of this hemp-seed, and, creeping under the 

felt coverings, throw it upon the red-hot stones; 

immediately it smokes, and gives out such a 

vapour as no Grecian vapour-bath can exceed; 

the Scyths, delighted, shout for joy...." 

Although cannabis intoxication may have 

started with flowering tops being thrown on 

open fires (and later burned indoors in pottery 

braziers and metal censers), at some point a 

cannabis-infused beverage became preferred. 

"Sherratt was the first to suggest that the 

cannabis-burning braziers eventually went to 

the wayside, replaced by a beverage,” says 

Bennett. "The disappearance of ceramic bra¬ 

ziers was followed by the appearance of pot¬ 

tery drinking vessels ornamented with im¬ 

pressions of twisted cord.” Some researchers 

believe the hemp-like decoration suggests that 

these vessels were used to consume a 

cannabis-infused drink. 

It now appears likely that a cannabis-and- 

milk beverage was first used in Russia and 

then other parts of Europe, eventually spread¬ 

ing all the way to China before returning via 

India and Afghanistan as a worshipped deity. 

This beverage, variously known as soma, huma 

and hoama, set off waves of religious fervor in 

China, India and the Middle East before being 

prohibited by Catholics and Buddhists alike. 

As it happened, the identity of this original 

sacrament of some of the world’s major reli¬ 

gions became so muddied that, until recently, 

its very identity remained in doubt. 

According to ethnobotanist Christian 

Ratsch, the ancient pagan culture of Germany 

honored the goddess Freya through cannabis: 

"It was believed that Freya lived as a fertile 

force in the plant's feminine flowers and, by in¬ 

gesting them, one became influenced by this 

divine force." These traditions would have been 

handed down directly from the Sakas, whose 

extensive trade routes once stretched from 

Germany in the west, to China in the east, to 

Egypt in the south. Had the Sakas ever become 

politically unified, they would have been a 

dominating empire; instead, they remained 

clustered in nomadic tribes. And little is known 

for sure about them, because the Sakas never 

developed a written language. 

Since it is now indisputable that some of 

our most respected spiritual traditions once 

held cannabis as a central part of their culture, 

continued research is necessary to understand 

how and why all knowledge of the plant’s con¬ 

tributions to the evolution of religion seem to 

have been systematically effaced or ignored 

throughout subsequent history. 

THE HORSE PEOPLE 
Considering that they laid down a cultural 

foundation still evident in myths and rituals 

today, it's amazing how obscure the Sakas are 

to most of their descendants on the planet. In 

their day, the Sakas were immediately recog¬ 

nizable by their distinctive pointed caps, the 

sort of gear later associated with witches. In 

Europe, their immediate descendants became 

known as the Goths, Saxons and Jutes. The 

Sakas wore a lot of gold, most of it fashioned 

into ornate jewelry and armor embellished 

with fantastic animal motifs, including griffins 

and other mythical creatures. These images 

were also tattooed on their arms and shoul¬ 

ders, and some of them bear an eerie resem¬ 

blance to the psychedelic imagery of the '60s 

counterculture. 

The Sakas were formidable warriors, as well 

as one of the few cultures that allowed women 

to fight alongside men. But when they were not 

at war, they were famous for being law-abiding 

and civil. The Sakas wore trousers and drank 

an early version of bhang in ceremonial cups 

(including some fashioned from the skulls of 

their enemies). Their highly regarded shamans 

were known as enarees, which translates as 

"men-women" or "half-men.” The enarees spoke 

in high-pitched voices, wore women’s clothes 

and employed cannabis as part of their magi¬ 

cal rituals. 

The first recorded encounter with the Sakas 

occurred when the Persian King Barius in¬ 

vaded their lands in 514 BCE. Since they built 

no cities or temples and lived in covered wag¬ 

ons pulled by oxen, the Sakas simply withdrew 

to safer ground as a Persian army of 700,000 

advanced into their territory. Barius repeat¬ 

edly tried to force a battle, but the Sakas just 

kept retreating. Finally, Barius sent an envoy 
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to the Saka chief and received the following 

message: "There is nothing new or strange in 

what we do. We follow our mode of life in peace¬ 

ful times. We have neither towns nor cultivated 

lands in these parts which might induce us, 

through fear of their being ravaged, to be in 

any hurry to fight you. But if you must needs 

come to blows with us speedily, look about you, 

and behold our fathers’ tombs. Attempt to med¬ 

dle with them and you shall see whether or not 

we will fight with you.” Eventually, Darius’s 

army was forced to retreat to Persia, at which 

point the Sakas turned around and dogged its 

every step back home. Darius would never dare 

invade the Russian steppes again. 

There are amazing parallels between the 

Sakas and the Indians of the American West. 

The Sakas took scalps in battle and hung these 

grisly souvenirs from their bridles to display 

their prowess. They had no stirrups but were 

famous for being able to shoot arrows in rapid 

fire while riding on horseback. They built 

teepees, using them primarily as cannabis-in- 

halation tents. Unlike the Greeks and Romans, 

who established a vast pantheon of gods and 

goddesses, the Sakas recognized only the sa¬ 

cred energies of earth, sky, sun, moon, fire, 

water and war. Ironically, the Sakas also had 

some resemblances to the European pioneers 

of the American West: When threatened, they 

would arrange their four- and six-wheeled mo¬ 

bile homes into large circles. One can only 

imagine the impact one of their wagon trains 

might have had upon arriving in a community 

unfamiliar with horses, wagons and psyche¬ 

delic tattoos. 

CELTS IN CHINA 
Cannabis also had a major impact on the devel¬ 

opment of religion and medicine in China. The 

ancient Chinese word for cannabis is the pri¬ 

mordial ma, symbolized in writing by a pic- 

togram that resembles two plants hanging 

upside-down, as if being dried for intoxicating 

purposes. 

Shen Nong Shi—these days generally 

known as Shennong— was the emperor of 

China nearly 5,000 years ago. Today, he is a 

quasi-legendary being who is venerated as the 

founder of Chinese agriculture and traditional 

Chinese medicine. His name translates as the 

"Emperor of the Five Grains.” He is believed to 

have introduced the technique of acupuncture, 

and was the first person in recorded history to 

scientifically study herbs for their medicinal 

qualities. He was also reportedly the first per¬ 

son to brew tea. 

Shennong classified cannabis as one of the 

"Superior Elixirs of Immortality” and recom¬ 

mended chu-ma (female cannabis) for absent- 

mindedness, constipation, malaria, beri-beri, 

rheumatism and menstrual cramps. Two thou¬ 

sand years after his reign, Chinese Taoists cre¬ 

ated the first modern pharmacopoeia. Tao 

Hongjing produced the famous Shennong Ben- 

cao Jing, the classic work of Chinese herbal 

medicine named in honor of Shennong, adding 

3E5 herbs and bringing the total number of 

known medicines to 730. 

Interest in medicine was closely guarded 

by the Taoists, who were associated at the time 

with the highest levels of Chinese royalty and 

government. According to historian Joseph 

Needham, the famous master Yang Hsi (these 

days spelled Zhuangzi) attributed the founding 

of the first major Taoist center to a cannabis- 

based vision. And in the sixth century, the 

Taoist encyclopedia Wu-shang Pi Yao recom¬ 

mended that two types of cannabis be burned 

in the ceremonial incense braziers called 

boshanlu. One branch of Taoism, the Mao Shan 

or “Supreme Clarity,” even elevated cannabis 

into a goddess known as Ma-Ku or the “Hemp 

Damsel.” Ma-Ku was depicted as a beautiful 

These discoveries continue to 
support the hypothesis that a 
cannabis cult exploded out of 
the Hindu Kush and spread 

east to India and west to Iran. 

young woman with bird claws instead of feet. 

However, theories about the origins of hemp 

intoxication in China are currently being re¬ 

vised due to the discovery of hundreds of Cau¬ 

casian mummies from the Bronze Age along 

the ancient Silk Road in the Taklamakan Desert 

in Western China. Some of the mummies were 

dressed in Celtic-style Tartan cloth nearly 

identical to the clothing used in the region of 

Europe now occupied by Austria over 3,000 

years ago. One of the women was wearing a 

conical hat—the distinctive emblem of the 

Sakas. “Archaeologists found a sack of mari¬ 

juana leaves buried alongside one mummy," 

writes Bennett, referring to a two-pound stash 

of female cannabis flowers that were some 

2,700 years old, "as well as a mortar and pestle 

that was used for grinding the plant matter." 

The mortar and pestle would indicate that a 

soma-like beverage may have been consumed 

by the Sakas in Western China, where they are 

believed to have lived since 1800 BCE. 

THE RIG VEUR 
The Rig Veda is one of the oldest religious docu¬ 

ments in the world, the Did Testament of both 

Hinduism and Buddhism. And the central sacra¬ 

ment in the Rig Veda is soma, which is referred 

to as "the king of the healing plants.” Many re¬ 

searchers throughout history have suggested 

the obvious: Soma is cannabis, which was used 

in the preparation of bhang, an intoxicating bev¬ 

erage still widely consumed in India today, espe¬ 

cially at ceremonies honoring Shiva. However, in 

the 19G0s, an amateur historian named R. Gor¬ 

don Wasson became the first to theorize that 

soma was actually the Amanita muscaria mush¬ 

room. Before he retired in 1963, Wasson had been 

a vice president at J.R Morgan, one of the world’s 

most powerful international banks. His contacts 

in the publishing world were extensive, and de¬ 

spite having a poor understanding of Sanskrit, 

Wasson was able to convince many Western his¬ 

torians to accept his mushroom theory. However, 

Bennett shows without a doubt that Wasson's 

theory is seriously flawed. In fact, the Rig Veda 

clearly describes soma as a greenish-gold plant, 

not a mushroom. And today in India, one finds 

the Kumbh Mela, the world's largest spiritual 

event, which takes place every several years. 

Though smoking cannabis and drinking bhang 

are widespread in India to this day, particularly 

at the Kumbh Mela, mushroom use is rare. It is 

difficult to understand why Wasson and other 

Western researchers on Vedic culture seem to 

have had such an intense aversion to recogniz¬ 

ing the central role of cannabis in the Rig Veda. 

THE BMAC TEMPLES 
In the Kara Kum desert in Turkmenistan, near 

where cannabis is believed to have originated, 

lies the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Com¬ 

plex, a recently discovered temple the size of a 

football field. Dated to 2000 BCE, it is the oldest 

and most elaborate temple devoted to the 

drinking of soma, the most influential pre-bib- 

lical sacrament in world history. After the re¬ 

mains of cannabis, ephedra and poppies were 

discovered on the temple grounds, in vessels 

used to prepare the ceremonial drink, Wasson's 

40-year-old mushroom theory should have 

been forever laid to rest. Unfortunately, the 

ramifications of these recent findings at Kara 

Kum have not yet fully penetrated the aca¬ 

demic mainstream—but these discoveries con¬ 

tinue to support the hypothesis that a 

cannabis cult exploded out of the Hindu Kush 

and spread east to India and west to Iran, caus¬ 

ing cannabis-based religious cultures to blos¬ 

som in both areas. 
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ZOROASTRIANISM 
Zoroastrianism was the world’s most powerful re¬ 

ligion from 500 BCE to 550 CE. It had a major in¬ 

fluence on the development of Judaism, 

Christianity, Islam and other religious faiths. 

According to historian Mary Boyce, “It has had 

more influence on mankind, directly and indi¬ 

rectly, than any other single faith.” 

Think of Zoroastrianism as the Old Testa¬ 

ment’s Old Testament. The Magi who attend the 

birth of Christ were Zoroastrian priests. And 

wouldn’t you know it: There’s a central sacra¬ 

ment in Zoroastrian culture, a milk-based intoxi¬ 

cant called haoma. According to the Avesta, the 

Zoroastrian Bible, haoma is a tall, fragrant, 

greenish-gold plant with leaves, stems and 

fiber—one that grows like a weed, possesses 

healing powers, and stimulates awareness and 

sensuality without negative side effects. Later 

Zoroastrian literature also makes mention of 

mang, an intoxicating drink long assumed to be 

the Iranian version of bhang. Bennett theorizes 

that the prophet Zarathustra made changes in 

the official haoma recipe after its use became too 

widespread. This theory is based on the fact that 

although haoma appears as a central part of the 

Avesta, it doesn’t appear in later official texts. In 

fact, over the years, many attempts seem to have 

been made to muddy the waters as to haoma's 

original composition, which was undoubtedly 

cannabis-based and related to the Indian soma. 

Such a change in the haoma recipe is sup¬ 

ported by the findings at Kara Kum, where 

cannabis seems to have been eventually replaced 

by ephedra (and, in some cases, possibly the addi¬ 

tion of poppies). Today, most mainstream Zoroas- 

trians recognize only ephedra as being part of the 

haoma ceremony, just as some renegade sects 

have always recognized only cannabis. 

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS 
In the February 2003 issue of HIGH TIMES, Ben¬ 

nett published a groundbreaking article, “Was 

Jesus a Stoner?”, in which he examined the evi¬ 

dence of cannabis use revealed in the Dead Sea 

Scrolls. The Jesus portrayed in these scrolls is a 

In 1990, while working at a West Coast fishplant, 
Chris Bennett had a revelation that the Tree of Life 
mentioned in the Bible (Revelation 22:2) is cannabis. 

much different figure from the one described in 

the standard Christian Bible. Bennett con¬ 

cluded that Jesus was anointed with a sacred 

oil by John the Baptist, and that the recipe for 

this oil could still be found in Exodus 30:23. 

In Exodus, Moses is instructed by the voice 

of God, emanating from a burning bush, to mix 

myrrh, cinnamon and six pounds of cannabis 

(“250 shekels of keneh bosem”) into about a gal¬ 

lon and a half of olive oil. "The Greek title 

‘Christ’ is the translation of the Jewish term 

‘Messiah,’" says Bennett, "which in English be¬ 

comes ‘the anointed one' and makes specific 

reference to the cannabis-based oil described 

in Exodus. In fact, there is evidence that many 

of the so-called miracles performed by Jesus 

and his followers were accounts of actual med¬ 

ical applications of this topical oil.” 

According to Bennett, the sacred anointing 

oil had fallen into disrepute with the Jewish 

priesthood during the time of Jeremiah and 

wasn’t revived until the emergence of John the 

Baptist. In the hundred years following Jesus’ 

execution, dozens of Christian sects appeared, 

many of which were Gnostic (meaning that they 

placed an emphasis on knowledge rather than 

faith). Many Gnostics were also known for sacra¬ 

mental drug use involving cannabis and mush¬ 

rooms. This trend peaked with the rapid spread 

of Manichaeism, a synthesis of Zoroastrianism, 

Buddhism and Christianity that eventually was 

intensely persecuted by all three religions. 

Bennett’s theory on the use of cannabis in 

the Bible received a major boost when one of the 

foremost scholars in the field—Carl P. Ruck, a 

professor of classical mythology at Boston Uni¬ 

versity—agreed with him in an interview with 

the London Sunday Times. Ruck is most famous 

for being part of the team that coined the word 

entheogen. “There can be little doubt about a 

role for cannabis in Judaic religion,” said Ruck. 

"There is no way that so important a plant as a 

fiber source for textiles and nutritive oils and 

one so easy to grow would have gone unnoticed 

... the mere harvesting of it would have induced 

an entheogenic reaction.” 

ISLAM 
Although the Koran expressly forbids the use of 

alcohol, it makes no mention of cannabis. This 

seems strange, for two reasons: First, Islam was 

constructed upon the foundations of Zoroastri¬ 

anism, which, in its early days, used cannabis as 

its central sacrament; and second, cannabis has 

a long and well-documented history of use in the 

Arab world. However, it isn't until the Middle 

Ages that cannabis emerges in Arab literature. 

“Mohammed’s potential relationship with 

cannabis has been more fully explored recently 

in Yoel Natan’s Moon-o-Theism," writes Bennett. 

“Natan is amongst those who have seen the ori¬ 

gins of Islamic cannabis use with the Zoroas¬ 

trian haoma tradition. He also believes that 

Koran references to Mohammed rubbing devo¬ 

tees may be evidence that the Prophet was 

using the cannabis-based ointments of the He¬ 

brews and Christians, and moreover, that the 

Islamic sacred site of the Kaaba was nothing 

more than a medieval hashish den!” 

CONCLUSION 
Many of the world’s largest religions were ini¬ 

tially shaped or even created by the sacramental 

use of cannabis. Yet in every case where 

cannabis and religion converged, those cultures 

that initially embraced cannabis intoxication 

seem to have eventually forbidden it. Whether 

this happened at the instigation of a corrupt 

priesthood trying to hide or monopolize access to 

enlightenment, or came about simply as a reac¬ 

tion against mass intoxication as a lifestyle, we 

may never know. Whatever the reason for reject¬ 

ing these sacred intoxicants, the reality is that 

they offer a potential direct connection to the di¬ 

vine—and this is a door that most mainstream 

religions prefer not to open. "I believe the change 

happened as shamanism made the transition 

into organized religion,” says Bennett. “Little 

room was left for the ecstatic visions of cannabis- 

and other entheogen-imbibing prophets and 

seers, and the focus turned to the construction of 

a monopolistic hierarchy, rules of conduct, and 

how much of one’s wages were to go to the priest¬ 

hood! Thus the living religion dies, and we are left 

with its petrified corpse in the form of unchang¬ 

ing, outdated religious doctrines.” ^ 
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When I was just a wee little rocker of about 15, my dad took me to 

see my first live concert—Dr. John, Buddy Guy, Junior Wells and 

headliner Johnny Winter. I'd barely heard of the albino axeman be¬ 

fore that night, but after hearing his Southern slide style and watch- 
y Black; 

ing his lightning-fast fingers tickle out guitar solos that would leave 

Eddie Van Halen in the dust, I acquired a profound new appreciation 

for the blues—and for the long-haired, tattooed virtuoso who’d 

Fhofo: 

turned me on to it. So when Johnny’s manager contacted me about 

an interview, I naturally jumped at the chance. 

You can’t help but look with awe upon this unlikely icon: a pale, 

frail Texan who’d struggled through alienation, addiction, injuries and 

illnesses to become one of the greatest guitarists of all time. From his 

humble debut playing with his brother Edgar in the early ’50s, to his 

historic performance on the final night of Woodstock in '69 and be¬ 

yond, Johnny Winter has entertained audiences for over half a cen¬ 

tury with an incredible legacy of soulful blues and rock music. 

Sadly, like many other bluesmen before him, Johnny developed 

problems with heroin and alcohol. But eventually, after many years 

of addiction and depression, he finally kicked the junk in 1973, and 

celebrated by recording Still Alive and Well with his longtime friend 

and collaborator, Rick Derringer. He would again battle addiction in 

the early '90s (this time anti-depressants), as well as injuring his 

hip (which forces him to perform seated). But with the support of 

new manager and bandmate Paul Nelson, Johnny is now clean, rela¬ 

tively healthy and touring again. 

Winter’s long career has been filled with honors. In July 1980, 

his image graced the cover of the very first issue of Guitar World 

magazine; in 1988, he was inducted into the Blues Foundation Hall of 

Fame; and in 2005, he became a part of the Southeast Texas Walk of 

Fame. He’s also been nominated for numerous Grammy Awards 

over the years, winning three for the albums he produced with his 

longtime hero, Muddy Waters. Tonight, just a week after his 65th 

birthday, he’d be adding a new, smokeable trophy to that collec¬ 

tion—the HIGH TIMES Doobie Award for Lifetime Achievement. 

HT associate publisher Rick Cusick and I headed down to the Fill¬ 

more NY bristling with excitement—not only at the chance to see 

Johnny and Edgar perform, but also to meet and interview this most 

unique guitar-slinger. But despite being the politest of Southern 

gentlemen, Johnny turned out to be a man of few words—very, very 

few words. I was desperate for him to relate some revelation he’d 

had, or some wild time backstage, but no. I kept fishing, but he just 

wouldn’t bite. He seemed either too humble or too shy to talk about 

himself, and I must confess to feeling a bit exasperated. That is, 

until he took the stage later that night. As I sat there next to my par¬ 

ents watching him perform (as I had 20 years earlier), I realized that 

there was no mere quote or anecdote he could have told me that 

could ever compete with that electric hum of a bottleneck scraping 

down the neck of his trademark '63 Gibson Firebird. Whatever 

Johnny needed to say, he said it with his music. 

After their set, the band invited us onstage to present the Doobie 

Award to Johnny in front of the cheering capacity crowd. And though 

we were technically there to honor him, the honor was all ours. 

“When I get the blues, there are two things that are absolutely 

guaranteed to make me feel better,” confessed Cusick. “One: really, 

really good marijuana. And two: every time, without a doubt—the 

music of Johnny Winter.” 
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What was it like for you, growing up in Texas? 

Did being different make it hard for you as a kid? 

Oh yeah, it definitely did. But it was a pretty good 

place to grow up, though. There was a lot of good 

music around. People like the blues in Texas. 

What was the first blues record you ever heard— 

do you remember? 

Umm ... yeah, it was “Somebody Walked In My 

House" by Howlin’ Wolf. 

How old were you when you started playing guitar? 

Twelve. 

How much did you practice? 

About six or eight hours a day, at least. I practiced 

all the time. 

Were you a natural, or did you have to work at it? 

I worked at it real hard, but I was pretty good by 

the time I was 15. 

How old were you when you played your first gig? 

Fifteen. Well, I’d played little gigs before that, but 

that was when we started our first club gig— 

Johnny and the Jammers. 

Did you and your brother start playing together 

right away in the beginning? 

Yeah, we played ukuleles and sang together when 

we were about eight or nine. 

Your axe of choice was always the Gibson Firebird, 

and then later you kind of switched over to the 

Erlewine Lazer. Is there a technical advantage to 

having a guitar without a peghead? 

Nah ... it just sounds real nice. It’s just a good¬ 

sounding guitar... easy to play. 
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"I got so high that X 

couldn't even stand up." 

How many guitars do you own? You played with Eric Clapton at his 

I probably have 50. I’ve got five Fire- Crossroads concert, right? What 

birds, several Lazers, and four or was that experience like? 

five Nationals. And a Thunderbird Oh, that was great. I got to play 

bass. But I pretty much stick to with Derek Trucks—he’s one of 

those same two. my favorite new guitar players. 

He’s really good. 

You’ve collaborated with some 

amazing guitarists over the years Had you played with Clapton 

... Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, before that? 

Duane Allman and, of course, your Yeah ... once with Muddy, 

idol, Muddy Waters. Who was the 

most fun to jam with? What about Woodstock? Who did 

Probably Muddy. He was a lot of you hang out with? Who had the 

fun to play with. best drugs? 

I don’t really remember. 

Would you say you learned any¬ 

thing from playing with him? You didn’t take any brown acid, 

I’d pretty much learned it all al- did you? 

ready by listening to his records. No, I don’t think I took any acid at 

By the time we started playing Woodstock, 

together, I already knew all of 

his stuff. But you have tried acid? 

Oh yes, I took plenty of psyche- 

How much of the blues can be delies. I liked them, 

taught, and how much has to come 

from inside? Do you remember the first time 

I think everything has to come you ever got stoned? 

from inside. You just can’t teach Yes, sir—it was in New Orleans, 

somebody to play the blues. LA. It was a joint. I was about 22 or 

23 ... something like that. We were 

In the past few years, you’ve shied playing in New Orleans at the 

away from playing your rock time, and another musician 

songs and just played blues. Was turned me on to it. I’d smoked a 

this a conscious decision to go couple times before and didn’t 

back to your roots? never get high, so I wasn’t expect- 

I just love the blues—it’s just my ing much. But I got so high that I 

favorite thing. couldn’t even stand up—I had to 
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www.drgreenthunrib.com 
Unique, high-potency genetics, available nowhere else 

Henne of the super-potent Endless Sky, one of the most 
extremely potent high-yielding plants on earth. Other 
fine strains include; Bubba Kush, OG Kush, Big Purps 

Columbian Skies Huge, Iranian anon season Cheese 
Matanuska ifnmmsm**, OhZone Chemdawg Kush 

New For Fall 2008 

Original C99 ^ 
An old favourite back by pop¬ 
ular demand from a vigorous 
and very potent phenotype 

Genuine G-13i-.„ 
Worlds tiKjEihiHl indoor yiaider 

Superb potency and taste 
September fimsh outside 

Free world-wnJe shipping Express shipping available 
For a catalog, including a StO off coupon Bend S& 1o 

RWJ, Box -37065, Ottawa .On.. k1v0w9 Canada 

Information or phone orders call; 613-330-2404 
"best steoith shipping m tho business 

Trusted since 1996 m- w- 
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$ 
Johnny performing with brother Edgar at the Fillmore NY. 
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2L time when I didn't 

like smoking weed." 

lay down. I loved it 

like that before. 

I’d never felt 

How influential would you say 

marijuana’s been in your life and 

career? 

I’d say it’s helped me a lot... 

mostly just to relax. And I think it 

enhances music—makes it a lot 

more fun to listen to. 

was going to die. They talked me 

into going into rehab, and it 

worked. I was in rehab in New Or¬ 

leans for nine months. 

A lot of people that were into 

heroin back then didn’t like weed. 

At the time, I liked both of them. 

There never was a time when I 

didn’t like smoking weed. 

How often do you smoke? 

About every hour. I usually smoke 

about half an hour before I go on, 

but I don’t smoke right before. 

So all you do now is smoke weed? 

Yeah, that’s it—just weed. 

I heard you have a prescription 

card for medical marijuana. Is 

that true? 

Yeah, for glaucoma. 

For some stoner musicians, their 

bong can be as dear to them as 

their axe. Did you ever have a fa¬ 

vorite pipe or bong? 

No, not really. 

You struggled with heroin addiction 

earlier in your career... what’s the 

biggest difference between being 

high on heroin and on weed? 

Heroin’s just not a good thing at 

all. It makes you feel good at first, 

but then pretty soon you get used 

to it and you have to use it just to 

feel normal. You don’t even get 

high anymore. I hated it. 

Well, you do now! [Cusick hands 

him the Doobie Award.] 

Yes I do, that’s for sure! That’s so 

nice—thank you. 

Did you ever have an epiphany mo¬ 

ment when you said to yourself, 

“That’s it—I’m done with this shit’’? 

Yeah. I went back to Beaumont 

and told my parents I thought I 

For some people, winning a Doo¬ 

bie Award might be considered a 

somewhat “dubious” honor. How 

do you feel about getting an award 

from a marijuana magazine? 

I’m very happy about it—I don’t 

think it’s dubious at all. Thank 

you, HIGH TIMES! 

See the video of Johnny receiving 

his Lifetime Achievement award 

at hightimes.com/doobies. 
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Stop wasting your money on adulterants and detoxiflers! Labs now 
their presence. Instead, give them what they really want: 

3 Completely undetectable even under obser 
ing. Available in frozen or dehydrated form. Call 1 -877-REAL-PEE 
..... . . . ........i! 

i It’s easy to order from UrineTheClear.com: ! 
I 1. Order at www.UrlnoThoCleor.com and save $S.QO < 
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Cotton Mouth Candy Rippin* Raspberry 
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PteW njjp} Chronic Hypnotic 
Awesome Apple California Orange 

Plmpy Fresh Peach 
Crazy Coconut 
Spiffy Spearmint 
Chick Magnet Cherry 
Chumpy Chocolate 

Mango Tango 
Ghetto Grape 

Silly Strawberry 
Blueberry Thrill 

H9@@9f6@ PfilMslMi 
Convicted Melon 

<fl GE, S^EGM 
Available in 6 Flavors 

Just a few dro^ flavors any Tobacco: 
Cigars * Cigarettes • Roiling Tobacco 

Favorite Legal Herbs 
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Finally, You ran now buy the absolute best of the best hydroponics 

systems, lights, and LED's from Call Growers Wholesalers. The 

letfendary iupplitfrt. Ihdt ist^l ONLY award winning ar-ti Lop of the 

line hydro 4K|urprnent are Opening their floors to the public- They give 

you the absolute best prices and products because they work directly 

with manu&H iurers AND growers, and demand every product they will 

comes with a IS year warranty. 7F they don’t sell it, do your research 

If they sell it, make sure you get ill 

CALI GROWERS' HID CHOICE- AUTOCODES 
AuluAir-Cuulud, Uu lt lri 1 an, 4Jtk.-r tiJU LiCjhLuLm, 
Complete with tan, duct, bulb, harlast, tube- up to 
70% cooler and 30% less electricity than older 
lights, includes a free rock-solid 5 year Warranty. 

400 MH/HPS AUTOCool- $239, 
600 HPS AUTOCool- $295, 

CALI GROWERS' LED CHOICE Cult Growers rt?i.ummends growing 
with MH nr HPS light'; rwr LEEft unless you grow In a hot place. They 
only recommend and sell the Tl SmartLamp SCO for $H45.oo and the 
new S watt LumiGrow LfcU (replaces up to 100QHPS) for S164S.QQ. 

CALI GROWERS" HYDRO CHDICE- 
SUPER PON ICS" Hydroponics z.G" 

Combines aero, bubble, n!tf and top feed, In 
one easy automated systeml Grows up to 
3*5 X faster, and ^ J rated "Black Design" 
keeps out light & bacteria. Also comes with 
nutrients, PH kit, anti HuwZGruvi OVD. 

1-6 plant Super pomes System* $149, 
24 plant with 16 9a!, reservoir- $495, 

You may order by calling 1 877 402 4639, or 
through their website at www.caligrowers.com 

TOr ioTir5TO 

FICICYOUKBOX 

It, $ estimated you will save 1-3 years on the "Seaming hew ia grow* cumj AND production 

by choosing the perfect, all-in-one, fully assembled, fully automated* hydropofiios cabinet 

Follow Lheye top 15 grow bps, when choosing your ided perfect nmmete with benefits: 

i. 'The Lu»k" you want to make surf your rabiner looks like one, nor like a 
futuristic bme machine with controls on the front. Make sure it is 100% light 
tight, 16 gauge 'Cool-Running" metal* and looks like it bdgngs in your house. 

7, Dime nitons - Be aware vf misleading fkcturei. Realise that 24 inch deep 
cabs grow 33% more than generic IB inch deep ones. The major factor of 
how much you g raw 15 by Huiqhth, Width, AND Depth of your cabinet, 

3. Airflow - Lights are PROPERLY air-cooled 
by bringing dir m from outside the chamber, 
then pushed out as well. Some only hnng air 
from inside the unit itself* then through the 
light. You do not want this. Also, make sure 
ynur cab is '‘Cross Comer Ventilated” AND 
has an adjustable internal circulation tan. 
The output air should go out through a 
professionally mode carbon filter. 

4. Ease and Expertise Make sure your 
system is user friendly and the company 
knows what they aw talking about, Your Superclo&et scored a 
cabinet should come and look piofessior aity perfect 10 out of 10, 
assembled, automated, and easy to grow. 
5. Net trellis and adjustable lights- you grow up to 50% more when using 
a not trellis. A bonus is if both the light and veg, chamber is adjustable 
to allow for maximum heighth and lumen intensity. 

6. Comes with Everything- Let them Shop for you. You wont every possible 
thing you need to start growing the day you get it, including an automated 
Cloning Machine, nutrients, DVD, TD5 meter, PH kit, Make sure it is fully 
assembled, automated, and ready to grow with ease and confidence 

7. Good Warranty* Make Sure the company backs your investment with 
at least a 3 year warranty arid excellent lifetime customer support - for free. 

fl. Mrtrfc in USA - Thai is if you are in the US, For obvious reasons, such ns 

supporting the economy, it also- means not worrying with US Bonder Customs 
did such when dealing with your warranty and replaceable; parts, 

9. Customer Support- Prompt phone and email service, knowledgeable 
support and replies. Accredited by the Better Business Bureau with little 
to no complaints over th^ past 3 years, Friendly and helpful alw a muSL 

10. Options- Make sure you have the choice to switch from soil to hydro, and 
can decide between ebb n flow for taller units, and aero for the shorter ones. 
Pay attention the detail*. Now saw a year or two start growing1 

SUPERCLOSET CELEBRATES WITH "GROWTH STIMULUS PACKAGE' 
Rated #t overall system and customer support for 5 years in a row, Superdoset is celebrating with the deal of a lifetime. 

For a limited time, when you buy a Superdoset you qet a $500 Rebate Voucher towards groceries, along with a free TDS 

Meter, OVD, PH kit, nutrients for one year, 3 Year Warranty, the famous auto-Superdoner, and everything else you need 

to grow, from Beginner to Pro, from Pro to Easier. Your Superdoset arrives professionally assembled and fully automated. 

Your special limited offer (while available), call 1-877-GROW-SUPER, or through superdoset,com. ?. * *_.* JUJ JL5 J 77 

Mini-File- $195* 
15" x 19* x 2T 

SuperFHe- $695* 
15" x 19* x 47" 

5-File has 2 chambers; 
Top- fluorescent veg. 
Bottom-150 HPS flower 

*Your net cost after you collect your $500 grocery rebate. 

SuperFlower- $1895 
48" x 36" x 46" Add $150 for 600HPS upgrade and $200 forC02 

Trinity- $3295* 
72" x 36**72* 

Trinity has 3 separated 

chambers: fluorescent, 

flOOMH/HPS, & 600HPS 



Acclaimed mternalicmat ganjg guide Jorge 

Cervantes proudly pro sente this Collector?" 
Edili-on BoaSe!, which includes hue first l wo 
best-Beiling DVD*far HIGH. TIMES. plus a 
bund muw bonus disc featuring never-before 
seen garden lours and growing tips, hilarious 

outtakes. advice on how to build a wheelchair* 
dctessihle garden, a video biograph/ and 
Jorge's definitive guide to Amsterdam. 

Disc One, (Jifirnafc Grow? Indoor Marijuana 
Horticulture, (jets you slanted with a complete 
overview afth# cannabis plant and its lifecycle 
□lit Two, Ultimate Grow: Hydroponic Cannabis 

indoors it Organic Manjuana Outdoors, features 
Jorge on a magical tour of the best gardens in 
his home country of Spain. 

The CoHectors' Edition Bov Set also comes 
with 2 beautiful, lull-color 49-page booklet (hat 
includes the be hind-Ihe-scenes story nf these 
infocnative DVDs, plus a selection of Jorge's 

best articles lor HIGH TIMES magazine. $4?.?5 

DISC TWO INCLUOE5: % Outdoors vs. indoors 
Hydroponics and organic hydro 
PLANTING GUERILLA GARDENS MAKING SOIL 
JUDGING CONNOISSEUR CANNABtS 

4 PLUS: CLONING & HARVESTING BONUS FEATURES! 

Hydroponic cannabis indoors $ 
• organic marijuana outdoors 

Jo net's guide to 

DISC OME INCLUDES: building a growroom 
LIGHTS, LAMPS AND ELECTRICITY SEEDS, CLONES 

and Seedlings Vegetative Growth and Flowering 
Pests & Diseases Harvest, Drying and Curing 
plus: Special Hash-making bonus! 

IM CI.UDES: Guide to Amsterdam 
Bonus Gardens Unreleased scenes 
Hilarious Quttakes Jorge bio 
Helpful hints 
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TOOTHSOM (Above) 

Here's a pic of some Sweet Tooth right at harvest.—Soda Pop 

ALOHA! (Left) 

This is an eight-inch long Holland's Hope top bud. It is dried and ready to smoke. 

It still has a beautiful pine smell. I took it outside at sunset and got this photo in 

my garden using only the natural light of nature. So beautiful.—South Bay Ray 
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THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT 
This is my second home in Humboldt County, USA. 

—Mr. Garth-Culti-Vader of the Dank Amumni 

BIG ISLAND BUDS (Left) 

Mahalo from Hilo Hawaii where plants grow colorful and 

sweet.—MeloYelo 

BOSTON RED HAIRS (Above) 

In our hands is our first crop of Diesel Ryder by the Joint Doc¬ 

tor. At the left, Kalichakra by Mandala Seeds. And to the right 

another Diesel Ryder. All 100% organic and from Fox Farm. 

Thank you HIGH TIMES, couldn’t have done it without you. 

—Dr. Bones & Prof. Skunk 

Pix of the Crop is reader-driven. Your submissions make all the stoners of the world dream of kind nugs. Send pictures (no Polaroids), tips, questions and stories to: HIGH TIMES, 

419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Digital photos can be e-mailed to maibag@hightimes.com and must be hi-res for publication. Remember, by submitting 

photograph(s) you thereby grant permission to the publisher to reprint photograph(s) in HIGH TIMES, as well as in any other Trans-High Corp. publication. 
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Don't leave home without them! 
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CCIMMCI9I5 CLINIC 

BY NICO ESCONDIDO 

Welcome to our latest mini-section, 
devoted wholly to medicinal strains, 
news, uses, developments, activism, pol¬ 
itics ... everything and anything, really, 
that is medically related to marijuana. 
This is your new Cannabis Clinicl 

Study Shows THC Has 
Anti-Cancer Effects 
Doctors and scientists at the Com- 

plutense University of Madrid in 

Spain have recently provided evi¬ 

dence showing that cannabinoids 

like 9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 

the main active component in mari¬ 

juana, can trigger the destruction of 

cancer cells in humans. 

In the study, THC was found to 

induce the death of various brain- 

cancer cell lines by a process 

known as autophagy. Autophagy 

(from the Greek for "self-eating”) is 

a cellular process in which cyto¬ 

plasmic materials are sequestered 

into double-membrane vesicles and 

delivered to lysosomes for degrada¬ 

tion or recycling. 

Sound about right? In other 

words, autophagy is a process by 

which the body disposes of unwant¬ 

ed cellular materials—and THC 

acted as a catalyst to promote 

autophagy in cancer cells. In fact, 

the administration of THC to mice 

implanted with human tumors not 

only decreased the tumors’ growth, 

but actually induced the cancerous 

cells to undergo autophagy-mediat- 

ed cell death. 

Additionally, the tumors from 

two patients with highly aggressive 

brain cancer who were given 

intracranial THC showed signs of 

autophagy as well. The authors of 

the study are hopeful that the use of 

cannabinoids may provide a suc¬ 

cessful new approach to targeting 

human cancers. 

Federal Monopoly Obstructs 
Medical-Marijuana Research 
Americans for Safe Access, the 

national medical-marijuana advo¬ 

cacy group, issued a report in 

Washington, DC this summer aimed 

at drawing attention to the federal 

government’s monopoly on the pro- 

Super resinous with 
shades of red and 
an earthy, woody 
fragrance—Mazar 
is a gourmet strain 
for patients. 

MEDICINAL STRAIN OF THE MONTH: MAZAR 
It’s no wonder that reports out of numerous medical states show 

Mazar popping up all over the radar. Once a rarity in North America, 

Mazar is a heavily medicinal strain with strong, sedating properties. 

The potency of this legendary strain comes from an Afghani 

mother (of course), while the father is none other than Skunk #1. 

The Afghani genetics make her almost a full indica, with an exact 

ratio of 80/20 on the indica/sativa scale. The body stone that accom¬ 

panies Mazar’s high is perfect for patients who are battling physical 

pain but can’t afford to get couch-locked, as her sativa heritage is 

expressed in an uplifting mental state. 

Taking home a second-place finish in the 1999 Cannabis Cup, 

Mazar is usually grown indoors in Holland. However, the plant 

flourishes in the warmer climates of places like California and 

Spain—and because of her unusually late finish outdoors, Mazar 

makes an excellent choice as a greenhouse flower. 

The original Mazar can be obtained from the Dutch Passion Seed 

Company in Holland. Her stone is recommended for patients who 

need a body sedative, muscle relaxation, or are looking for help 

falling asleep at night. 

duction of marijuana for research. 

The 14-page report, entitled 

"Obstruction of Medical Cannabis 

Research in the U.S.,” also expos¬ 

es a conflict of interest for Univer¬ 

sity of Mississippi professor 

Mahmoud ElSohly, who holds the 

only license to cultivate marijuana 

issued by the DEA. 

"In the United States, research 

is stalled,” said Caren Woodson, the 

ASA’s government-affairs director. 

“And in some cases, research is 

blocked by a complicated federal 

approval process, which restricts 

access to research-grade marijuana.” 

Specifically, the report empha¬ 

sizes the way in which government 

agencies—namely the DEA and the 

National Institute on Drug Abuse— 

selectively delay the process by 

which researchers can obtain mar¬ 

ijuana for FDA-approved studies. 

The report also highlights a federal 

"double standard” on medical mar¬ 

ijuana, as illustrated by testimony 

from public officials who will con¬ 

cede to marijuana’s therapeutic 

efficacy—as long as it’s pharma¬ 

ceutically produced in pill form. 

The report also cites a 2007 rul¬ 

ing by the DEA’s own administrative- 

law judge, Mary Ellen Bittner, that 

"the existing supply of [research- 

grade] marijuana is not adequate,” 

and that an expansion of such 

research is "in the public interest.” 

(Yes, you read that right.) Judge Bit¬ 

tner’s recommendations were 

issued in response to an application 

by Lyle Craker, a professor in the 

Department of Plant, Soil and 

Insect Sciences at the University of 

Massachusetts at Amherst, to 

become a cultivator of marijuana 

for FDA-approved studies. The 

application was denied by the DEA 

in the final weeks of the Bush 

administration and is currently 

being appealed. 

Perhaps most disturbing is the 

report’s exposure of the federal 

license that enables Mahmoud 

ElSohly, a research professor at 

the University of Mississippi—and 

the director of his own private 

company, ElSolhy Labs Inc.—to 

exclusively produce marijuana for 

the pharmaceutical company 

Mallinckrodt, a subsidiary of Tyco 

International. This arrangement 

appears to be for the purpose of 

bringing to market a generic form 

of Marinol (a pill that uses THC, the 

active compound in marijuana, sus¬ 

pended in oil), which is due to go 

off-patent in 2011 —thereby direct¬ 

ly enriching ElSohly at a price that 

he and/or the federal government 

will set. 

The ASA report concludes with 

a set of proposals for the Obama 

administration, which include 

implementing Judge Bittner’s 2007 

recommendations; streamlining 

the approval process for those who 

wish to obtain research-grade 

marijuana; and removing marijua¬ 

na from the federal government’s 

list of Schedule I substances (i.e., 

dangerous and addictive drugs with 

no medical use whatsoever)— 

which would allow it to be made 

available to all who could benefit 

from its therapeutic properties. 

"The current research challenge is 

to conduct large-scale human clin¬ 

ical trials that evaluate the 

remarkable range of potential 

applications for cannabis-based 

treatments to specific medical con¬ 

ditions,” the ASA’s Woodson 

stressed. And we couldn’t agree 

more. ^ 

For more information, and to read 

the ASA's full report on the 

obstruction of medical-cannabis 

research in the US, go to 

AmericansForSafeAccess. org. 

Got medical questions? Pass 'em 

over to Nico at nicofdhightimes.com. 
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Consult your local physician about issues associated with Medical Marijuana use. 

To advertise on this list, call Michael Czerhoniak, Advertising Director, 212-387-0500 ext.240 

866.632.6627 

fx 209.521.1065 

MediCann 

21712 Devonshire St. 

Chatsworth, CA 91311 

866.632.6627 

fx 818.718.1492 

MediCann 

936 Atlantic Ave 

Long Beach, CA 90813 

866.632.6627 

fx 562.495.4741 

MediCann 

862 N.Winchester Blvd #1A 

San Jose, CA 95128 

866.632.6627 

fx 408.244.9983 

MediCann 

2600 Park Ave. #102 

Concord, CA 94520 

866.632.6627 

MediCann 

Coming Soon 

Hayward, CA 

866.632-6627 

THCF Medical Clinic 

647 N. Main St #1-B 

Riverside, CA 92501 

CA [951)782-9898 

Fax[951)782-9889 

Holistic Health 8 Healing Center 

5280 Kanan 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

818-706-1120 

Fax 818-706-1189 

OREGON 
THCF Medical Clinic 

105 SE 18th Ave. 

Portland, Oregon 97214 

OR (503)281-5100 

Fax(503)235-0120 

WASHINGTON 
THCF Medical Clinic 

1813130th NE #210 

Bellevue, Washington 98005 

WA (425)869-6186 

Fax(425]869-6378 

COLORADO 
THCF Medical Clinic 

4485 Wadsworth Blvd #302 

Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 

CO (303)403-9996 

Fax(303)403-9998 

HAWAII 
THCF Medical Clinic 

345 Queen St #900 

Honolulu, HI 96813 

HI (800)723-0188 

Fax(503)235-0120 

NEVADA 
THCF Medical Clinic 

10161 Park Run Dr. #150 

Las Vegas, NV 89145 

NV (800) 723-0188 

Fax(503) 235-0120 

ALASKA 
State Registration Program, 

Dept of Health and Social Services. 

(907) 465-5423 

Or check out the State website 

http://www.hss.state.ak.us/dph/b 

vs/marijuana.html 

Attention: Terry Ahrens 

terry_ahrens@health.state.ak.us 

CALIFORNIA 
CENTRAL VALLEY 

Free Herb Recipe 

Emmanuel Caregivers 

Dr.Etta 6 Perky Pierie 

Connoisseur's 

Yumyumgoodies.com 

Emmanuelcaregivers@yahoo.com 

(650)-336-3139 

Delivery and shipping to home- 

bound Prop 215 patients. 

EXETER 

JSJ Compassionate Care 

Information Center 

960 South Spruce 

Exeter, CA 93221 

(559) 592-0420 

9:30am - 8:30pm, 7 days a week 

Free internet in the lounge. 

New patients must arrive before 

4pm for Prop. 215 Verification. 

GARDENA 

420 Highway Pharmacy 

18710 South Normandie Ave, 

Suite D. 

Gardena, CA 90248 

(310) - 808-0420 

(310)- 808-0215 

Open 7 days 8am - 8pm 

LAKE FOREST 

Lake Forest Compassionate 

Caregivers 

24370 Lake Center Drive, Suite 100 

Lake Forest, CA 91630 

(949) 859-1158 

NORTHERN CALI 

MJ's Place 

9449 Main Street 

Upper Lake, CA 95485 

707-275-9291 

OAKLAND 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 

37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) - 251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat 

Open 10am - 6pm Sunday 

www.Oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

SAN DIEGO 

San Diego Holistics 

Interstate 805 and Balboa Ave. 

San Diego, CA 92111 

619-804-9100 

Highest quaility 8 lowest prices 

Open 10am-6pm Mon-Sat 

PICK UP OR DELIVERY 

VENDORS WELCOME-CALL AHEAD 

Greenlight Deliveries 

909 9th Ave 

San Diego, CA 92101 

619-602-1713 

Serving medical patients the 

highest quality meds since 1997. 

Open 7 days a week 10:30 am - 

6:30 pm 

420greenlight@gmail.com 

SAN FRANCISCO 

www.5starcannabis.com 

Free Delivery to SF 6 South Bay 

Area. Open 9am - 10pm Daily. 

415-424-5189 

The Green Cross 

1230 Market #419 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

415-648-4420 

SILVER LAKE 

Higher Path Holistic Care Collective 

2227 Sunset Blvd. 

Silver Lake, CA 90026 

(866) 420-PATH or (213) 484-1001 

www.Thehigherpath.com 

VAN NUYS 

Valley Patients Group 

8953 Woodmen Ave, Suite 101 

Arleta, CA 91331 

818-332-0736 

Open 7days week, 7 am to 10 pm 

WEST HOLLYWOOD 

Alternative Herbal Health Serv. #2 

7828 Santa Monica Blvd. 

West Hollywood, CA 90046 

323-654-8792 

COLORADO 
State Registration Program, 

(303) 692-2184 

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/hs/ 

medicalmarijuana/ marijua- 

nafactsheet.asp 

Patients info: (720) 890-4247 

www.sensiblecolorado.org 

HAWAII 
State Registration Program, 

(808) 594-0150 

www.dpfhi.org 

MONTANA 
State Registration Program, 

(406) 444-5622 

To download a state application go to: 

http://www.dphhs.mt.gov/medical 

marijuana/applicationform.doc 

Caregivers Montana 

406-600-2981 Livingston,MT 

www.caregiversmontana.com 

A Kinder Caregiver 

The statements in the name. 

To uphold the spirit of Initiative 148 

AKinderCaregiver@yahoo.com 

www.montanamedicalmarijuana.net 

406-333-2295 

NEVADA 
State Registration Program 

Contact Dept of Agriculture, 

(775) 688-1180 

Hit zero on the phone. 

Then ask operator for Jennifer 

Bartlett. Or e-mail her at Jbart- 

let@agri.state.NV.us 

Visit the state website for current laws: 

http://agri.nv.gov/ADMIN_MedMar 

ijuana.htm 

OREGON 
Oregon Medical Marijuana Program 

www.HealthOregon.org/mm 

(877) 600-6767 

EUGENE 

Eugene Compassion Center 

2055 W. 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541) 484-6558 

PORTLAND 

MAMA Clinic [Mothers Against 

Misuse and Abuse Clinic] 

5217 South East 28 th Ave. 

Portland, OR 97020 

(503) 233-4202 

RHODE ISLAND 
http://www.health.state.ri.us/ 

Application form available at 

www.health.ri.gov/hsr/mmp/index. 

php or by visiting room 104 at the 

Health Department, 3 Capitol Hill, 

Providence. 

VERMONT 
Vermont Marijuana Registry 

Department of Public Safety 

(802) 241-5115 

www.dps.state.vt.us/cjs/marijuan 

a.htm 

WASHINGTON 
Green Cross Patient Advocates 

(206) 766-8155 

www.Seattlegreencross.org 

Washington State 

Department of Health 

1112 SE Quince St. 

P.O.Box 47890 

Olympia, WA 98504-7890 

(800) 525-0127 or (360) 236-4052 

Attention: Glenda Moore 

http://www.doh.wa.gov 

CANADA 
Canadian medical clubs rarely 

except US Medical Marijuana ID. 

Prior arrangements need to be 

made prior to your visit by con¬ 

tacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 

P.O.Box 47023, Stn. 425 

220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, ON M5B 2H1 

Office 416-367-3459 

Fax 416-367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

wwww.cannabisclub.ca 

CALIFORNIA 
MediCann 

8099 La Plaza #H 

Cotati, CA 94931 

MediCann 

9701 Elk Grove Florin Rd #100 

Elk Grove, CA 95624 

MediCann 

2315 Dean Street 

Eureka, CA 95501 

MediCann 

6670 Reseda Blvd. #103 

Reseda,CA 91335 

Medi Cann 

1000 South Anaheim St. #301 

Anaheim,CA 92805 

MediCann 

1814 Franklin CA #420 

Oakland, CA 94612 

866.632.6627 

fx 510.257.8421 

MediCann 

1509 Seabright Ave #C2 

Santa Cruz, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

fx 831.460.1053 

MediCann 

557 E. Perkins 

Ukiah, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

fx 707.468.7801 

MediCann 

2120 N. Winery Ave. #103 

Fresno, CA 93703 

866.632.6627 

fx 559.452.1562 

MediCann 

4295 GesnerSt. #1B 

San Diego, CA 92117 

866.632.6627 

fx 619.275.2178 

Medi Cann 

1107 Greenacre Ave. 

West Hollywood, CA 90046 

866.632.6627 

fx 323.876.5264 

MediCann 

1426 Fillmore #206 

San Francicso, CA 94115 

866.632.6627 

fx 415.440.0946 

MediCann 

5202 Old Redwood Highway 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

866.632.6627 

fx 707.750.2706 

MediCann 

3449 Freedom Park Dr. 

Sacramento, CA 95405 

866.632.6627 

fx 916.338.3057 

MediCann 

72518th St. 

Modesto, CA 95354 
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Seed Company 
Producing lbe lined quaJitr sinL'tf i<X>6 

We all want the best; 
we all deserve the best. 

Want your pinnts to grow large 
buds, have great taste, 
and a kirk-ass high? 

We’re here to help you succeed, 

Our seeds are bred from 
original strains: 

# Colombian Gold (saliva) 
# Blue Mmm lain Jamaica 

(saliva) 
* Skunk (indiva) 

llieso superb strains earn' 

desirable traits unique In their 
outtnlry of origin. 

"SS Ear|vBud is 
our early matt up 
winner lor the 
northern climate. 

Ymi'U flitt] u [ 31 Icti-rrli JI vr>tl i*rv r' <' I n.K;ii its 

.iiicE vM'itin^ new bt-nuLir> .it W iUJ Ksfjm,-. 

Ontario Seed Hank (Toronto) 
33$i Lake Shore Blvd West 

416.255.5355 
Vancouver Seed Bank: 

www wan lou versec dbar ik. ea 

778.329.1930 
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COMFORTING POT PIE 
Enjoy a satisfyingly stony meal with ganja-infused comfort food. By Ashley Boudreaux 

The gastronomical gurus in this fine 

nation have declared that the hottest 

culinary trend of 2009 is a return to 

good old-fashioned comfort food. 

Blame it on the recession, blame it on 

nostalgia, or blame it on a collective 

weariness with the celebrity-chef cul¬ 

ture and its trappings of pomegranate 

foam and towering conglomerations 

of exotic garnishes. Doesn’t matter 

what you blame it on, really—the fact 

is that people are clamoring for 

slightly more sophisticated versions 

of their favorite childhood foods. They 

want things that are filling and simple. 

I thought this recipe was simple. 

At least it sounded simple when I 

was smoking that Sour Diesel and 

laughing at the double-entendre. 

Pot pie—now why hadn’t anyone thought of that 

before? Maybe because it’s, like, substantially 

more involved than pot brownies? Hmm .... 

In any case, this recipe is well worth the 

time and effort involved in preparing it. And 

unlike most of the things I concoct, this one can 

be cooked in mixed company without fear of 

discovery: The garlic, onions and wine totally 

mask the smell of the weed. 

POT PIE 
4 tbsp salted butter 

Vi oz commercial-grade ganja (or 1/8 oz high- 

grade weed), cleaned and finely chopped 

1/3 cup red wine 

2 palm-sized pieces of thin-cut eye of round steak, 

diced into Vi-inch cubes 

2 heaping tbsp minced garlic 

1/3 to 1/2 cup red onion, minced into Vi-inch chunks 

1/8 tsp salt 

Vi tsp pepper 

1/3 to V2 cup baby carrots, sliced into rounds 

1/3 to V2 cup potatoes, minced into Vi-inch chunks 

1/3 cup green peas 

1 package of powdered brown gravy mix 

4 oz sharp Cheddar cheese, grated 

2 deep-dish pie shells (but if you want to make this 

truly from scratch, feel free—and ganja butter can 

certainly be used in the pie crust as well to get that 

extra punch) 

** Procure an egg and one extra pie shell if you’re 

feeling especially artistic. 

Pulling It All Together 

Okay, the ratio of veggies is just a basic guideline: 

If you hate carrots, leave them out and increase 

the amount of onions. If you hate peas, use more 

potatoes. You get the idea. Whatever makes your 

tummy happy is what works best. 

Throw the first eight ingredients into a crock- 

pot and cook on low, stirring occasionally, until the 

meat is thoroughly browned and beginning to soft¬ 

en. If you don’t have a crockpot, use a heavy pot 

and keep the temperature very low, monitoring it 

closely for any signs of scorching. (Scorching is 

bad—high temperatures degrade the THC, and 

you don’t want that.) Once the meat is browned, 

add the potatoes and carrots and give it a good 

stir. A million years later, when the potatoes have 

become semi-soft (half-cooked), sprinkle in the 

brown gravy mix a bit at a time. Stir well, and keep 

adding gravy mix until the butter/wine/meat juices 

thicken substantially. You’ll want the concoction to 

look thicker than beef stew. Remove it from the 

heat and stir in the grated Cheddar cheese. 

While the filling cools, thaw your pie shells 

for 10 minutes. Preheat your oven to 350°F. 

Prick the bottom of one of the shells with a 

fork, then put it in the oven for 10 minutes or 

until it’s golden brown. Remove it from the 

oven, reduce the temperature to 300°F 

degrees, and let the pie shell cool. This is how 

you keep your bottom crust from getting soggy. 

Next, fill the cooked pie shell with the 

meat/veggie/ganja mixture. Cover it with the 

other, uncooked pie shell, pressing down the 

edges with a fork. Make sure to vent the center of 

the pie with your fork as well. 

(**Here’s an extra, optional step if you want 

to give the pie a little visual pizzazz. Take that 

optional third pie shell and cut out a pot leaf or 

whatever other shape amuses you. Set it on top 

of the filled pie and use a fork to vent around it. 

Separate an egg and brush the egg white on top 

of the uncooked pie shell. This will give your 

dish a beautiful, glossy appearance.) 

Return the pie to the oven and cook until the 

top crust is golden brown. Remove it from the 

oven and let the pie cool for 10 to 15 minutes; this 

helps it set, so it will retain its wedge shape upon 

serving. If you cut the pie too soon, it falls apart a 

little; it’s still delicious, but not as pretty. 

And there you have it: pot pie for grownups. 

Stones 4-6. 
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Ouch! The War on Cannabis Still Hurts 
Pot cant kill you, but prohibition can. 

Even in these heady days—when 75 

percent of the public supports medical 

access to cannabis, 73 percent sup¬ 

ports decriminalizing possession for 

adult use, and nearly 42 percent sup¬ 

ports legalizing, regulating, and taxing 

cannabis like alcohol, tobacco and 

pharmaceutical products—the 

cannabis community still needs contin¬ 

ual reminding that, while marijuana 

will never kill you, prohibition can. 

Sound a bit hyperbolic? Not when you consider a 

few brief examples from just the past few months: 

In Pennsylvania, two corrupt judges in the juve¬ 

nile court system in Wilkes-Barre were convicted of 

receiving at least $2.6 million in kickbacks from the 

builders and owners of private prison facilities in 

return for sentencing young people for minor 

crimes—most notably cannabis offenses. 

Three former Atlanta cops pleaded guilty to fed¬ 

eral conspiracy charges for planting baggies of 

cannabis on 92-year-old Kathryn Johnston after 

killing her in a hail of bullets during a search for 

drugs on a "no-knock” warrant. The cops received 

sentences ranging from five to 10 years. 

Sam Lindsay-Brown, a 24-year-old world-class 

mountain biker and trail architect who’d never run 

afoul of the law, ended up hanging himself in a 

Spokane County, WA, jail cell after getting caught 

red-handed in the midst of a bold plan to helicopter 

430 pounds of cannabis across the Canadian border. 

Tempted by the hyper-quick profits provided by 

cannabis prohibition, Sam got popped by the DEA 

and, confronted with a mandatory 10 years to life in 

jail, chose to kill himself instead. (Had he been 

caught on the Canadian side of the 

border—or in most any country in 

Europe—he'd likely have faced a 

multi-monfb sentence, not 10 

years to life.) 

Finally, as the experience of 

our current Freedom Fighter of the 

Month, Derek Copp, proves (see 

below), even in the United States 

with Barack Obama as president 

and the highest percentage of Americans supporting 

cannabis-law reform ever recorded, a college stu¬ 

dent can still be "chillin' at home” one minute and 

shot in the chest by police the next—for no greater 

"crime” than the possession of a few grams of dried 

vegetable matter with mild psychoactive properties 

(and, ironically, terrific untapped therapeutic effects 

and industrial uses). 

Does all of this make you sick and tired of cannabis 

prohibition after 70 years? Are you ready to come out 

of your smoke-filled closet? Did you ever want to 

attend a huge, fun and informative conference with 

like-minded cannabis consumers? Then make your 

plans ASAP to attend the 38th annual NORML confer¬ 

ence this September in San Francisco, so that Ameri¬ 

ca—in our lifetime—will finally stop shooting peaceful, 

pot-smoking college students, framing little old ladies 

as drug dealers after they’re killed by police, and 

allowing corrupt judges to send our youth to private, 

for-profit prisons on minor cannabis charges. 

Alien St. Pierre is the Executive Director of NORML 

Details about NORML's national conference in San 

Francisco can be found at www.norml.org, or by calling 

888-67-NORM L. 

College students protest a pot-related police 
shooting in Michigan. 

FKEE110M FIOHTEH 
DEREK COPP From victim to activist 
Grand Valley State University student Derek Copp was relaxing in his apartment 

on a typical Wednesday evening when five members of the West Michigan Enforce¬ 

ment Team approached his sliding glass patio door. As Derek opened it, the cops 

shined a flashlight in his face—and when he raised an arm to shield his eyes, one 

of the officers fired a shot into his chest. The bullet tore through his right lung and 

liver and broke two ribs. 

Derek was immediately taken to the hospital, where doctors managed to stabilize his condition. The 

cops, however, didn’t bother notifying Derek’s parents, who only learned about their son’s shooting six 

hours later—from a nurse at the hospital. 

While the unnamed deputy who fired the shot with his Glock handgun remains on paid administrative 

leave, Derek has plunged headfirst into activism. Grand Valley students held a rally after the shooting, 

and Derek addressed them by speakerphone, calling for nonviolent protest and saying, “We have to give 

peace a chance.’’ Two weeks later, he appeared at a press conference and told Michigan’s Grand Rapids 

Press that “I’m just a piece in this puzzle. Being part of it is really powerful. I enjoy what people are trying 

to do to change things." 

Derek’s attorney, Fred Willey, stated: “To my knowledge, the raid resulted in the seizure of a few 

tablespoonfuls of marijuana, and nothing more.” This story stands as one of the worst among many 

recent cases in which responsible cannabis consumers have been terrorized in their own homes by 

unnecessary and overaggressive police tactics. But with activists like Derek Copp working for reform, we 

can at least make sure it’s one of the last. 

Russ Belville is NORMLs Outreach Coordinator and hosts NORML’s Daily AudioStash podcast (d norml.org. 

Ask Dr. Mitch 
Dr. Mitch, 

Was marijuana ever used as 

a truth serum? 

0. Dewoskin 
Hid., 

In World War II, the US government 

tried using marijuana as a truth 

serum. It turned out to be great for 

making people talkative, but 

provided no guarantee that their 

ramblings were true. 

I heard a radio ad about pot that was filled 

with lies. Aren’t there truth-in-advertis- 

ing laws against this? 

DJ Workin' 

Hi DJ, 

I wish this sort of thing never happened, 

since it kills legitimate efforts to address 

real drug problems. If you want to sue 

the government for telling lies, be my 

guest: Most truth-in-advertising laws 

relate to business practices (i.e., when a 

company is selling a product directly to 

consumers), so it would be an uphill bat¬ 

tle. Plus violators usually just have to 

change their ads. In the meantime, let’s 

keep spreading the truth. 

Can you weigh in on the use of words like 

“stoner" and "pothead"? 

L.B. Feldman 

Hi LB., 

Research on pejorative slang terms for 

groups suggests that they have a bad 

impact, even within the group. Attempts 

to create new monikers that can identify a 

group without the negative connotations 

often backfire, too. For example, the 

word “retarded" replaced the technical 

term “idiot" because the latter had taken 

on too much baggage—and now “retard¬ 

ed" has become objectionable as well. My 

own students have taken to calling mari¬ 

juana users “scholars." I hope this term 

catches on as a replacement for the ones 

with negative connotations. Of course, 15 

years from now, we might need yet 

another new way to refer to each other. 

Is pot legal in Portugal now? If so, are 

people freaking out? 

Zorro 

Hi Zorro, 

Portugal decriminalized the possession of 

small amounts, so there’s still a potential 

fine. The bottom-line result: It’s all good. 

If you want to know more, you can read 

Glenn Greenwald’s excellent report at 

cato.org. 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine, Ph.D., is an associate 

professor of psychology at SUNY Albany. He 

is the author of Understanding Marijuana 

and The Parents’ Guide to Marijuana. Got 

a question for Dr. Mitch ? Email him at 

420research(dgmail. com. 
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ALABAMA 
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Omar Figueroa Fax:510-272-0711 Port Richey. Board Certified 
Alan R. Elledge, Attorney at Law 

7404 Hwy 43 

Florence, AL 35634 

Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

506 Broadway 

PollockEsq0aol.com Criminal Trial Lawyer 

San Francisco CA 94133 EricShevin Bjorn Brunvand 
(256) 757-4007 

Fax: (256) 757-4003 
(415)986-5591 (510)649-0420 15260 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1050 615 Turner Street 

omar0stanfordalumni.org Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 Clearwater, FL 33756 
aelledge1380hotmail.com 

www.omarfigueroa.com Phone:818-784-2700 Phone:727-446-7505 
Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense’ 
Graduate of Stanford Law School Fax:818-784-2411 Fax:727-446-8147 

and Gerry Spence's Trial eshevin0aol.com bbrunvan0tampabay.rr.com 

ARIZONA 
Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

3029 N. Alma School Rd, Ste 216 

Lawyer’s College, specializing in 

cannabis cultivation and medical 

www.shevinlaw.com www.acquitter.com 

marijuana cases. Free case con- Law Offices Of Greg M. Lauer 

sultation. jYo hablo espanol! Sean Tabibian & Associates Law Offices of Greg M. Lauer P.A. 

Chandler, Arizona 85224-1475 
6794 La Jolla Blvd., #201 320 Southeast 10th Court 

P: 480-820-3300 
Paul L. Gabbert La Jolla, CA 92037 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 

goodazlawyers.com 
2115 Main Street Call Toll Free: 1-800-658-1500 954-559-0647 Fax: 954-251-4787 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 www.WeDefendYou.com greg0gregmlauer.com 

310-399-3259 Call us for a free guide "People vs. **Former State Drug Trafficking 

Lee Phillips 

Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

PLGabbert0aol.com You" a guide for the accused Prosecutor 

National criminal defense practice **Free initial consultation 

323 N. Leroux St., Suite 101 since 1977. Specializing in federal Sean Tabibian, Esq. 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 and state asset seizure and forfei- Tabibian & Associates Donald A. Lykkebak 

928-779-1560 ture defense. Millions of dollars in 9000 West Sunset Blvd., Ste #407 390 N. Orange Ave., 

www.notguiltyl .com currency and property returned. Los Angeles, CA 90069 

1-800-658-1500 

Suite #2100 

Orlando, FL 32801 

Marc Victor Christopher M. Glew www.wedefendyou.com 407-425-4044 

3920 S. Alma School Rd., Suite 5 1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 Your freedom to smoke is no joke. lykkebak0bellsouth.net 

Chandler, AZ 85248 Santa Ana, CA 92705 Herbal defenders on your side. http://www.druglawexpert.com 

Phone:480-755-7110 Fax:714-648-0501 "Board certified criminal trial 

Fax:480-755-8286 Phone:714-648-0004 COLORADO lawyer with 30 years experience." 

marc0attorneyforfreedom.com marijuanalawyer0yahoo.com Robert J. Corry, Jr. 

www.attorneyforfreedom.com www.glewkimlaw.com 600 17th Street, Ste 2800 

South Tower 

David Raben 

Robbins, Tunkey, Ross, Amsel, 

Michael Walz Law Offices of Denver, Colorado 80202 Raben & Waxman, P.A. 

Law Offices of Michael Walz Vincent J. LaBarbera, Jr. Tel:(303)-634-2244 2250 SW 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor 

45 W. Jefferson, Ste. 412 600 W. Santa Ana Blvd., Suite 950 Fax:(303) 260-6401 Miami, FL 33129-2095 

Phoenix, AZ 85003 Santa Ana, CA 92701 email: robert.corry0comcast.net Tel: 305-858-9550 

602-254-8861 Phone:714-541-9668 www.robcorry.com Fax:305-858-7491 

wmwalz0aol.com Fax:714-541-4322 Graduate of Stanford Law daveraben0crimlawfirm.com 

Roadside assistance statewide. vlb0labarberalaw.com School, specializes in criminal 

defense and civil rights, free 

Experienced and aggressive 

defense of drug cases in State 

CALIFORNIA 
Bob Boyd 

Allison Margolin 

8484 Wiltshire Blvd., Suite 660 

initial consultation and Federal Court. 

107 West Perkins Street, Suite #17 Beverly Hills, CA 90211 Sean T. McAllister, Esq. Jeffrey Reisman 

Ukiah, CA 95482 Phone:323-653-1850 Founder of Sensible Colorado 304 S. Westland Ave. 

707-468-0500 Fax:323-653-1225 Phone:970-453-6594 Tampa, FL 33606 
mendocinolaw0comcast.net allisonbrandi0mac.com Fax:970-453-6877 877-283-5333 or 813-258-5333 

www.mendocinolaw.com allisonmargolin.blogspot.com mclawoffice0comcast.net 

www.mcallisterlawoffice.com 

www.tampadruglawyers.com 

State & Federal Defense Free 
John Duree Bruce Margolin Offices in Denver and Brecken- consultation 
428 J St., Ste. 352 8749 Holloway Dr. ridge 
Sacramento, CA 95814 West Hollywood, CA 90069 Roger Scott, Jr., P.A. 
916-441-0562 310-652-0991 or CONNECTICUT Scott & Medling, P.A. 
jduree0pacbell.net 800-420-LAWS Russell & Pastore, LLC 1515 E Livingston St., 
Practice limited to criminal bmargolin0aol.com Law Offices of James Pastore Orlando, FL 32803 
defense. www.1800420laws.com 66 Field Point Road 407-894-0055,(Fax) 407-894-0053 

www.margolinlawoffices.com Greenwich, CT 06836 RogerScott0cfl.rr.com 

Anthony J. Feldstein 

Law Offices of Anthony J. Feldstein 

Marijuana and criminal defense 

since 1967. Director, L.A. NORML 

203-661-4200 www.orlandodruglawyer.com 

300 Montgomery St., Suite 660 Call for a free guide to marijuana FLORIDA Robert Shafer & Associates, P.A. 

San Francisco, CA 94104 laws in all 50 states . Robert 0. Bauer, Jr. Robert Shafer, James Davis 

415-N0T-GUILTY or 415-668-4845 Bauer, Crider, Pellegrino & Parry 24 North Market Street, Suite 305 

Fax:415-474-4882 Randy Sue Pollock 1550 South Highland Avenue, #C Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Email: ajfeld980aol.com 2831 Telegraph Ave Clearwater, FL 33756 Tel: 904-350-9333 

^Specializing in Criminal Defense Oakland, CA 94609 (727) 446-4800 Fax: 904-633-7820 

**Free initial consultation 

\_ 

Phone:510-763-9967 Offices in Clearwater, Tampa & website: shafercriminallaw.com 
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email: robertshafer0bellsouth.net 

Criminal defense only. 

Focusing on drug charges. 

John H. Trevena 

801 West Bay Dr., Suite 509 

Largo, FL 33770 

Phone:727-581-5813 

Fax: 727-581-7758 

TrevenaLawldaol.com 

www.trevena.com 

ILLINOIS 
Jeffrey B. Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, Ste 200 

Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawell0fawell.com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Peter J.Vilkelis 

53 W. Jackson Blvd. Ste. 1430 

Chicago, IL 60604 

312-408-0258 

pvilkelis0sbcglobal.net 

Illinois NORML Board member. 

INDIANA 
Stephen W. Dillon 

Dillon Law Office 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

dillonlaw0prodigy.net 

www.dillonandthomas.com 

Chair, NORML Board of Directors. 

KANSAS 
Chris Meek 

1031 Military Ave. 

Baxter Springs, KS 66713 

Phone:620-856-2771 

Fax:620-856-2772 

ninsky130hotmail.com 

William (Billy) K. Rork 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rork0rorklaw.com 

www.rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful drug 

defenses on 1-70/1-35 vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 

Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., P.0. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

calwilliamsesq0hotmail.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 
David E. Kindermann 

15 West Montgomery Avenue, 

Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 

www.KindermannLaw.com 

dave0kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in Maryland, D.C. and 

Federal Courts incl. U.S. Supreme 

Court. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Rodriguez, Lunt & Duncan 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone:617-742-6020 

Fax:617-742-3269 

nzalkind0zrld.com 

MICHIGAN 
Matthew R. Abel, Attorney at Law 

450 W. Fort Street, Suite 200 

Detroit, Ml 48226 

248-866-0864 

www.cannabiscounsel.com 

attorneyabel0comcast.net 

Specializing in marijuana defense 

Jason Barrix, Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm P.C. 

2828 Kraft Ave. SE #290 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49512 

1-877-4-BARRIX or 1-877-422- 

7749 

616-456-1900 

Barrixlaw0aol.com 

Practicing Marijauna and Criminal 

Defense Statewide. Since 1993. 

Thomas Deinek, Attorney 

Criminal Defense east of 1-75 

Offices in Detroit & Alpena 

yourmouthpiece0yahoo.com 

(313) 965-1144 

Telecopier: (313) 331-5979 

Solid legal defenses & easy 

access to counsel. 

Kronzek & Cronkright P.L.L.C. 

Phone:1-800-576-6035 

Michigan Criminal Defense 

Attorneys 

Kronzek0KronCron.com 

www.AggressiveCriminalDefense.com 

Tough representation throughout 

Michigan. 

Michael A. Mclnerney, Esquire 

Law Office of Michael A. Mclnerney 

139 Pearl Street NW, Suite 400 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

(616)776-0200 

Fax: (616) 776-0202 

mamgrlaw0sbcglobal.net 

Mark A. Satawa 

Kirsch & Satawa, PC 

3000 Town Center, Suite 1700 

Southfield, Ml, 48075 

248-356-8320 

mark0kirschandsatawa.com 

www.kirschandsatawa.com 

Be sure to check out our new 

website! 

Law Office of John Targowski, P.C. 

310 East Michigan Avenue, Ste 501 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007-3840 

Voice: (269) 290 5606 

john0targowskilaw.com 

www.targowskilaw.com 

2008 NORML Hunter S. Thompson 

Scholar, Medical Marijuana 

Defense Experience 

MISSOURI 
K. Louis Caskey 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, M0 64106 

Phone:816-221-9114 

Cell Phone: 816-536-1411 

Fax:816-220-0757 

klouie7110aol.com 

www.caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 

331 Madison Street, Suite A 

Jefferson City, M0 65101 

573-636-9200 or 800-DODSON-1 

dd0danieldodson.net 

www.danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

573-443-6866 

danviets0justice.com 

Former president of M0 Assoc, of 

Criminal Defense Lawyers and 

NORML Board Chair. 

NEVADA 
Scott N. Freeman 

'Defender of the Year 2008' 

556 California Ave. 

Reno, NV 89509-1450 

Phone: 775-786-4788 

Fax:775-786-9333 

defense0freeman-law.com 

www.freeman-law.com 

Nancy Lord, Ltd 

NancyLordLtd.com 

nancylord0mindspring.com 

775-751-3636 

Located in Pahrump, NV 

Defense of cases in Las Vegas, 

Pahrump, and all of rural Nevada. 

-\ 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Ste. 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

603-686-5454 

Fax: 603-319-4832 

mimirblue0comcast.net 

NEWJERSEY 
William H. Buckman 

110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone:856-608-9797 

Fax: 856-608-6244 

wbuckman0whbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Fred DiMaria, Jr. 

Law Offices of DiMaria & DiMaria 

111 Grove Street 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Tel: 973-777-6422 

Fax: 973-365-4080 

freddydi0aol.com 

Nathan Kittner 

131 Main St. 

Hackensack, NJ 07601 

201-488-5565 

vlsgrad0prodigy.net 

Criminal defense litigation. 

Get defended. 

Frank T. Luciano, Esq. 

147 Main St., Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-0004 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

ftluciano0aol.com 

www.ftlucianolaw.com 

"Over 30 years of defending drug 

prosecutions. Free book on drug 

cases in New Jersey." 

Allan Marain 

100 Bayard St. 

P.0. Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

info0NJMarijuana.com 

www.njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not an 

option. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesner0aol.com 

NJ State & Federal Criminal 

Defense 

_) 
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NEW MEXICO 
David C. Serna Serna Law Offices 

725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

www.sernalaw.com 

Board-certified criminal-defense 

specialist. NORML lawyer since 

1985. 

NEW YORK 
Roger Blank, Esq. 

142 Lexington Ave., Suite 2007 

New York, NY 10016 

Phone:917-720-5724 

rogerblankesqOmac.com 

Former Assistant District Attorney, 

Bronx County & attorney for the 

New York City Police Department, 

prosecuting police corruption and 

official misconduct. 

David C. Holland, Esq. 

David C. Holland, P.C. 

419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerOaol.com 

Federal Practice Only in New York 

OHIO 
Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd FI 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax:419-242-3442 

scocovesOgmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal Defense, 

OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 
M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

email: mikearnett10juno.com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

(w) 405-231-4343 (f) 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyerOthedruglawyer.com 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an Option 

Douglas Parr 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

Phone:405-528-1018 

legalminds30juno.com 

OREGON 
Thomas K. Coan, Attorney at Law 

1001 SW Fifth Ave., Suite 1400 

Portland, OR 97204 

503-221-8736 

tomkcoanOcomcast.net 

Experienced Professional 

Criminal Defense in State and Fed¬ 

eral Courts 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone:503-227-6000 

Other Phone: 919-720-2513 

johnOlaw420.com 

www.law420.com 

"Medical Marijuana and Drug Crime 

Defense Throughout Oregon" 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Simon T. Grill 

104 S. Railroad 

Myerstown, PA 17067 

888-333-6016 

STG1300Oepix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

Patrick K. Nightingale, Esquire 

210 Grant Street, Suite 401 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Phone:412-454-5582 

Fax:412-454-5583 

pknightingaleOmac.com 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
J. Kirk Fisher, Esq. 

Cox & Fisher, LLC 

115 Broadus Avenue 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel: 864-242-4711 

Fax: 864-242-2937 

jkirkfischerObellsouth.net 

TEXAS 
Johnathan Ball, Attorney-at-Law 

1115 Cardinal Ave. 

McAllen, Texas 78504 

(956)501-6565 Phone 

johnOjohnballattorney.com 

www.mcallendruglawyer.com 

Jeff Blackburn 

718 W 16th 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone:806-371-8333 

Fax:806-350-7716 

blackburnOwtxinnocence.org 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladdenOairmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandHOaol.com 

Michael C. Lowe, Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

www.DallasJustice.com 

Board certified in criminal law by the 

Texas board of legal specialization. 

David P. O'Neil (managing partner) 

Habern, O'Neil and Buckley LLP 

PO Box 8930 

Huntsville, Texas 77340 

1-888-942-2376 toll free 

doneilOparoletexas.com 

Over thirty years experence in 

state and federal courts in the 

greater East Texas Area. 

Paul Quinzi 

821 West 11th St. 

Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:512-535-1081 

Fax:512-535-3386 

paulOpq-law.com 

Larry Sauer 

Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave, Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

sauerlawOwdo-law.com 

Criminal defense. 

WASHINGTON 
Jeff Steinborn 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudeaOearthlink.net 

www.legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WISCONSIN 
Morris D. Berman 

306 E. Wilson St. 

Madison, Wl 53703 

608-256-7765 

mbermanOtds.net 

Criminal defense and forfeitures. 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

414-273-0373 

rjdvorakOexecpc.com 

Representing the accused since 

1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, Wl 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslawOameritech.net 

www.richardslawl .com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

Stephen Don Smith 

214 Dwyer, Suite 303 

San Antonio, TX 78204 

Phone:210-561-7798 

Fax:210-587-2430 

TexlawsmithOhotmail.com 

VIRGINIA 
Adam B. Crickman 

Law Office of Adam B. Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

www.BUSTEDINVA.com 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

David Downes 

14 Chester St. 

Front Royal, VA 22630 

540-636-8500 

dadownesOshentel.net 
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Reefer Refrigeration by Jef Tek 
Anyone who’s ever stuck a 400-watt light 

into a closet can tell you how hot that space 

gets when the door is closed. Don't think of 

it as light—think of it as installing a 400- 

watt heater and you’ll get the point. And if 

you step up to the traditional 1,000-watt 

bulbs and ballasts, you’ll definitely need to 

consider where all that heat winds up. 

Before we go any further, do you know 

why most grow lamps have remote bal¬ 

lasts? So you can mount them remotely! Re¬ 

moving the ballasts from the environment 

you’re trying to grow pot in will eliminate a 

considerable heat source as well as free up 

precious growroom space—plus it makes 

changing the ballasts when they eventually 

expire a real no-brainer, because you can do 

it when the lights are off and in another 

room. This simple trick also makes things a 

little safer should a ballast burn out—the 

smell won’t cling to your medicine. I put all 

my ballasts in the garage for ease of service 

and noise control. (Yes, I still use coil/core 

ballasts, and won’t switch to digital until the 

lamp manufacturers do.) 
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Anything less than 2,000 to 3,000 watts of 

light/heat in the average-sized bedroom/budroom 

can usually be mitigated with simple venting, and I 

have found that venting or air-conditioning the 

whole room is far superior to venting the lights 

separately. Also, subterranean growing (i.e., 

growing in the basement) is far superior to grow¬ 

ing on, say, the second floor, since being below¬ 

ground equalizes the temps—as opposed to an 

exposed apartment that has the sun blasting on it 

all day long. 

But any growroom setup over 3,000 watts defi¬ 

nitely needs dedicated air-conditioning. Luckily for 

me, I just happen to be a certified HVAC-R techni¬ 

cian guy. (That stands for “Heating, Ventilation, Air 

Conditioning & Refrigeration.”) That’s originally 

where I picked up the “Tek” part of my name. You 

may need to employ the services of an air-condi¬ 

tioning serviceman, as well as a certified electri¬ 

cian for proper safety, when installing a grow 

setup or adding air-conditioning. 

I use 8,000 watts of light in a 12-by-18-foot 

growroom that is completely sealed when the 

door is closed. In my opinion, venting is counter¬ 

productive when you’re augmenting the environ¬ 

ment with CO2 enrichment. Once I installed a 

proper natural-gas CO2 generator, I quickly real¬ 

ized the folly of venting, since it creates more 

problems than it solves. Venting can cause molds, 

pollen, fungi, bacteria and critters to be sucked 

into the growroom, while allowing telltale smells 

to slowly waft out like a visible cartoon ribbon, 

drawing all sorts of unwanted attention. Also, the 

filters need to be changed religiously, and even 

the most pragmatic venting system will still need 

to have a few lights switched off in the hell-heat of 

summer. Forget that lowly window A/C, unless it’s 

your only option, because the front isn’t sealed off 

from the back, which means the smell of your op¬ 

eration will come out with the condensate water. 

Plus they look suspicious when they’re running all 

winter—always a dead giveaway. 

But fear not, grasshopper: The simple solution 

is the new generation of 9,000- to 12,000-Btu 

portable air conditioners. These portable units 

can be used with up to 3,000 watts of lighting, and 

I’ve found they work especially well in a veg room. 

My own veg room is 100 square feet (10’ x 10’), 

with 600 watts of fluorescent T5 bulbs and one 

400-watt metal halide (MH) bulb, for a total of 

1,000 watts. A 9,000-Btu portable air conditioner 

set at 72°F handles this setup easily, no matter 

what the temperature is outside. Instead of ex¬ 

hausting through the supplied window vent, I sim¬ 

ply drilled a 5-inch hole through the wall and 

mounted a standard clothes-dryer vent outside, 

disguising it nicely. To negate the smells of vege¬ 

tative plants, I use a 5-inch-diameter activated- 

charcoal carbon filter attached to the A/C’s intake, 

which hangs high in the room to suck out the 

hottest air. I also installed a 10-inch axial fan cov¬ 

ered with a simple box filter to blow fresh air into 

the room; this pressurizes the veg room, which in 

turn forces air through the carbon filter, then 

through the air conditioner and out the wall. The 

result is a filtered, fresh-air environment with lit¬ 

tle maintenance and only minor smells exiting. 

For a 200-square-foot room with 8,000 watts of 

lighting, on the other hand, you’ll need 3 tons of 

cooling at a minimum. That’s because 3 tons of 

cooling equals 36,000 Btu, or just over 10,500 

watts. By using only 8,000 watts of light, you’ll allow 

some leeway for the inevitable high ambient tem¬ 

peratures that always occur during these doggy 

days of summer, and also make up for the small 

amount of heat produced by the CO2 generator and 

the dehumidifier. Keep in mind that for awesome 

buds and happy plants, the ideal temperature to 

aim for is 72°F, with about 55% humidity. 

For three years, I used a 3-ton, water-cooled, 

self-contained air conditioner. These units have 
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become increasingly popular with home growers, 

because they need only electricity, a drain and 

fresh water to keep the compressor cool. A "water 

waster” is what I called it, because it required huge 

amounts of fresh, cold city water to keep the heat 

from my 8,000 watts of lighting at bay. Last sum¬ 

mer, while undergoing emergency water-main re¬ 

placement, I had my water shut off several times, 

and within minutes it was over 100°F in the bud- 

room. Fortunately, my regulator safely shut down 

the lights for me; without high-temperature shut¬ 

off protection, a fire could easily result. 

Just a few months ago, I decided to recycle my 

much-used-and-abused A/C unit and replace it 

with a traditional split system by Trane. A "split 

system” is just what the name implies: The com¬ 

pressor/condenser sits outside your house, while 

the blower/evaporator sits inside. The indoor and 

outdoor units need to be connected with copper 

refrigeration tubing. This has to be professionally 

brazed, pressure-tested and evacuated for proper 

operation, in addition to having the correct electri¬ 

cal hookups installed in and out, as well as a ther¬ 

mostat connection and a condensate drain. As 

opposed to the one or two 10-hour days it took to 

install my old system, this one took me 10 days to 

complete. But it was more than worth it. 

Without shutting down production, I made all 

my preliminary placements, connections and fit¬ 

tings; then, in one 45-minute operation, I discon¬ 

nected the "water waster” hung horizontally from 

the ceiling and connected the new Trane 

blower/evaporator unit. The electrical hookups 

were switched and resized, because the blower 

only requires 15 amps at 220 volts. The outside 

The temperature of the air coming from 

the new A/C is 38°F to 48°F when the out¬ 

side compressor cycles on, at under 35% humid¬ 

ity. When this cool, dry air mingles with my happily 

transpiring plants, which are using 1,800 to 2,000 

ppm of CO2 to build strong buds, the heat from the 

lights is instantly negated. The room never goes 

above 78°F, which is the optimum temperature for 

CO2 enrichment. 

That’s why I say: Keep it cool! 

This unit cools a growroom 
while heating an outdoor pool! 

unit uses a 40-amp circuit, and it's much more ef¬ 

ficient than the system it replaced, cycling Freon 

gas under high pressure from the outside to the 

inside unit, removing unwanted heat and humid¬ 

ity, and saving thousands of gallons of clean cold 

water in the process. The old A/C ran almost con¬ 

tinuously all day and night trying to keep up with 

the heat load of the budroom, with barely a five- to 

10-minute rest in between cooling cycles. 

The new A/C runs for only 10 minutes at a 

time, easily satisfying the needs of my 

room. For the sake of comparison, a 3-ton 

air-conditioning system should be enough 

to cool a small house nicely—but I used it 

to cool just one room! The new system is so 

efficient, in fact, that for the first time in 

years, I actually had to reconnect a dedi¬ 

cated humidifier to keep the room at a 

happy 55% during the day. 

After connecting the condensate drain 

and checking for proper operation, I rigged 

the CO2 generator’s venting to draw en¬ 

riched air through the A/C, efficiently dis¬ 

persing heat and CO2 with the fresh, cool air. 

Again for comparison’s sake, venting will 

bring in ambient air that may be no cooler 

than the temperature in your room; you 

might need to vent 100% of the volume of 

your room just to keep it below the required 

72°F—and when the outside temp rises 

above 72°F, there will be no headway. Then 

the question becomes: How do you keep your 

room below 80°F when it’s 80°F outside? 

_ 
Water-cooled lights allow more 
lumens at plant level. 

Water-Cooled Cannabis 
by Growing Slow 
Every indoor grower knows that heat is your 

worst enemy! Go above 85°F and you’ve suddenly 

become a non-grower; eliminate heat stress, on 

the other hand, and your girls will grow thick and 

plentiful. Your growroom’s air temperature 

should be 78°F to 80°F (25°C to 27°C), but the 

temperature inside a high-intensity discharge 

(HID) bulb can reach almost 2,200°F (1,200°C)— 

and the summer’s in full swing. So how do you 

keep cool with HID lights inside and summer 

roasting outside, but without constantly running 

a 900-watt air conditioner? 

For years, I used a 1,000-watt air-cooled high- 

pressure sodium (HPS) light with a magnetic ballast, and I always had prob¬ 

lems with the summer heat: My plants looked stressed and, though the 

yields were decent, they were not what I wanted. Last summer, I got tired of 

this situation—and since the technology was available to do something 

about it, I purchased the following: 

A water-cooled 600-watt HPS light for 

flowering 

A 600-watt digital ballast 

A 400-watt water chiller 

54-watt T5 high-output (HO) fluores¬ 

cent lamps for the vegetative room. 

Water-cooling allows me to put the 

plants within 6 to 8 inches of the light in¬ 

stead of 2 to 4 feet. Artificial light is in¬ 

tense up close but fades very quickly. So 

if heat requires you to keep your plants 

4 feet away from the lights, they’re only 

receiving about 6% of the light they’d be 

getting if they were only 1 foot away, be¬ 

cause the light is spread over 16 times 

more space. 

Water-cooled lights work best in 

conjunction with a chiller to cool down 

the water that cools the bulbs. Your 

chiller temperature will determine 

how long the chiller runs and how 

much energy it uses. Mine runs at 70°F 

(21 °C), so I can have the lamps as close 

as possible to get the most lumens to 

my plants. The chiller does produce 

heat, however, so keeping it outside 

the room is recommended. I also keep my 55-gallon reservoir in the room 

opposite the growroom to keep the water temperature low. My yields are 

up 20% since this heat reduction, so I’m cool as a cucumber these days— 

and so are my happy pot plants. 
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BY DANNY DANKO 

PRESSURE DROPS 
We’ve always wondered why companies like Ziploc, Phillies and Visine won’t acknowl¬ 

edge the huge impact that the stoner market has on their profits. Now, headier com¬ 

panies are filling the void by marketing directly to the marijuana community. Case in 

point: Check out Irie Eyes eye drops, a newly created formula to relieve the itching and 

redness associated with “chronic” cannabis use. The company’s attitude is nearly as 

refreshing as their eye drops—as they put it, "You don’t have to look irie to feel irie!” 

Price: single bottle, $5.95; case, $59.76 

Contact: Irie Eyes Eyedrops, 831-420-7397, irieeyes.com 

STONE COLD 
The water pipe’s ability to cool down smoke has long been 

prized by generations of tokers. Now these 100% recycled 

glass stones from Stones Diffusion create even smaller bub¬ 

bles with more surface area, allowing the water to cool the 

smoke more effectively than ever before. After some hours 

of testing in our HIGH TIMES product lab, we found that the 

stones delivered as promised, providing puff after puff of 

cool, smooth hits. They’re available in black or white. 

Price: small pack, $9.95; large pack, $19.95 

Contact: Stones Diffusion, stonesdiffusion.com 
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GOOD NUTES 
We’re always on the lookout for simpler and better ways to 

increase harvests and decrease work time, so we’re happy to 

see what the scientists at Advanced Nutrients have come up 

with. Their new nutrient and additive formulas were developed 

for hydroponics, soil or sphagnum growing and actually control 

pH and ppm levels (parts per million of the nutrients), so you 

don’t have to monitor or adjust anything. The folks at AN are 

releasing different bundles for the hobbyist, expert, grandmas¬ 

ter and professional grower to choose from, as well as a whole 

array of new products geared specifically for marijuana pro¬ 

duction. They even guarantee an increase in yields with their 

no-risk, full-money-back policy. 

Price: various 

Contact: Advanced Nutrients, advancednutrients.com 

MIGHTY MOUSE 
Keep your friends close and your scale 

even closer with this ingenious device that 

looks and feels like a computer mouse— 

but open it up and the backlit LCD display 

shows weights up to 500 grams with 0.1 - 

gram accuracy. A USB cable charges the 

scale, increasing its ability to hide in plain 

sight while allowing you to check the accu¬ 

racy of your dealer’s or dispensary’s count 

without replacing the batteries. The 10- 

year warranty means that you don’t have to 

worry about it failing—or you ever coming 

up short again. 

Price: $59.95 

Contact: American Weigh, 843-225-7282, 

american weigh, com 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
Patient Safety Alert 

Med Pot Warning: 
What Are You Really Smoking? 

By Alex Allan Anderson 

re you aware of what you’re really smoking? Can you 
recall a time when you took a hit of what you thought 

was going to be some great smoke only to find yourself 
choking and gagging? Even worse it was hard to keep lit, 
tasted terrible, irritated your throat and lungs and produced 
a heavy black ash. 

Licensed medical cannabis 
patient and grower Gino 
Yordanov offers you an insider’s 
look at the direct causes of 
poor-quality medicine. That’s 
because Yordanov is co-founder 
of Advanced Nutrients, the 
only hydroponics company 
that’s logged nearly a decade of 
cannabis growing research into 
plant quality, yields and potency. 

“I always wondered what 
caused that stinging harshness 
in my throat when I medicated 
myself with buds I purchased,” 
Yordanov recalls. “So I had my 
team of scientists find out the 
causes. And here’s what they 
discovered...” 

You're Smoking Too Much Phosphorus 
One of the main causes of all that hacking and coughing is 

plants are grown with too much phosphorus. Another critical 
finding that made a significant difference was the particular 
forms of phosphorus and nutrient ratio’s used to grow with. 

Even more troubling, what are the rest of the fertilizer’s 
essential ingredients “cut” with? Take calcium nitrate for 
instance it’s made up of 15.5% nitrogen and 11% calcium, 
so what’s the other 73.5% made out of? 

Well, as it turns out, actually it matters a lot, especially the 
composition and purity level of that “cut.” 

“When calcium nitrate is not analyzed or sourced 
incorrectly, the remaining percentage of filler material 
slows crop growth and adds harshness to your buds. And 
calcium nitrate is just one example - what about all the other 
ingredients in a nutrient? Obviously it all matters. 

But here’s the most important part... the correct ratios of a 
cannabis fertilizer’s macro and micro nutrients make a huge 
difference in your medicine’s smoothness. Plus it’s a known fact 
that the further you move away from feeding cannabis plants 
their ideal nutrient ratios, potency and yield rapidly deteriorate. 

You see, cannabis uses a small amount of phosphorus 
during flowering, what it really loves to use is nitrogen and 
potassium. We discovered this because our scientists have 
taken thousands of weekly tissue samples from buds, stems, 
leaves and roots of many varieties using gas chromatography 
analysis throughout all phases of cannabis growth. 

Nutrient Companies Are Harming You 
And to make matters worse, nutrient companies are over¬ 

providing phosphorus in hydroponic bloom fertilizers. And 
to compound problems, they use high levels of ingredients 
like mono ammonium phosphate (MAP) or diammonium 
phosphate (DAP). These harshness culprits will make you 
cough a lung out. Really, it’s that bad. Hey, I realize this may 
sound a bit self serving but obviously I care about what patients 
and I are smoking and of course the facts are the facts.” 

The good news is Yordanov’s 
researchers found combinations 
of specialized nutrients, plant and 
mineral extracts, root enhancers, 
vitamins, inoculants, growth and 
bloom co-factors that consistently 
produce bigger yields, higher 
amounts of THC, sweeter smelling 
aromatic compounds and tastier 
smoother smoking buds. 

In fact, when Advanced Nutrients 
formulas were tested by Dr. 
Mahmoud A. ElSohly, (Director 
of the US government’s marijuana 
research farm at the University of 
Mississippi), ElSohly discovered 
that Advanced Nutrients increased 
THC percentages by 40% while 

increasing plant and bud biomass by 21% compared to the 
formulations he was using. In the interest of full disclosure, Dr 
ElSohly is now an Advanced Nutrients customer. 

And Yordanov requires his company’s scientists and quality 
control technicians to continually upgrade formulations to 
produce the absolute maximum bud weight and quality. 

Your Only Clean Safe Source 
For Pure Grown Medicine 

As the only hydroponics nutrients company founder who 
is also an officially-govemment licensed medical cannabis 
patient and grower, Yordanov pledges it’s his solemn duty to 
guarantee Advanced Nutrients produces clean, convenient, 
yield-boosting formulas that ensure patients’ health and safety. 

“I want the finest medicine for myself and all patients. 
Whether you purchase from a medical cannabis dispensary 
or grow your own, clearly this is so important to your health 
that you should insist your buds were grown with hydroponics 
nutrients designed and tested specifically for medical cannabis.” 

Ask If Your Dispensary Medicine Was Grown 
With Advanced Nutrients... 

• Because you want your buds to taste great, and you 
want your buds grown with fertilizers that contain superior 
sources of phosphorus and contain top quality, analyzed 
ingredients that don’t contain any poor quality filler. 

• Because you want your buds to have the highest potency 
genetically possible and grown with the correct fertilizer 
ratios of macro and micronutrients. 

• Because you want the safest, smoothest smoke and the 
quality of your health demands it. 
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Licensed Medical Cannabis Grower and Patient 
Gino Yordnaov gives you an insider’s look on 
how you’ll absolutely ensure you’re getting safer, 
smoother and more potent medicine. 
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Roll a joint, pack a bowl, smoke a bong, fire up the vaporizer and 
then get comfortable on the couch, because HIGH TIMES' Greatest 
Hits: On DVD compiles all of the best excerpts f rom HIGH TIMES' 
original DVDs and "potcasts" into one danktastio package that will 
keep you laughing and learning, smoking and smiling, for many 
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Simple words + Quick photos = Easy success! 

Marijuana Grow Basics 
The EASY Guide for 

Cannabis Aficionados 

by Jorge Cervantes 

$21.95 
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ALL YOU NEED TO GROW This wheelchair-accessible 
garden is in the garage— 
the only place in the house 
that stays naturally cool. 

BURNED LEAVES 
This is the first time I’ve grown indoors. I removed 

the males, but my females seem stressed. Some 

of the bottom leaves are wilted and falling off. Is 

this normal? Any suggestions? 

Beth 

Via Internet 

Dear Beth, 

Your plants are probably about two months old. 

This is when the first male and female pre-flow¬ 

ers are visible, and it’s also the time to remove 

the males. Salts from fertilizers and water have 

had a chance to accumulate in the medium after 

two months of growth, and the lower plant leaves 

are showing signs of this buildup. The problem 

has existed for at least a month, but you are just 

seeing the symptoms now. Older bottom leaves 

are affected first; as the soil continues to increase 

in toxicity, newer foliage higher up the plant is af¬ 

fected. These effects start at the bottom and 

move upward. 

The solution is simple: flush out the toxic salts 

using clean water. The built-up salts in the soil are 

water-soluble and will hitch a ride or be washed 

out when you irrigate with three times the amount 

of water as the volume of growing medium. (For 

example, a 3-gallon container requires 9 gallons 

of water for a proper flush.) Set the pots in a bath¬ 

tub or shower and let the salt-laden water drain 

from the bottom. You should see results in about 

two weeks. Resume normal fertilization after two 

weeks, and continue to flush your containers 

monthly to avoid future problems. 

AMENDED SOIL 
I have some plants growing in a mix of Miracle Gro 

soil, cow manure, perlite and vermiculite. They’re 

in 5-inch peat pots. The indica-dominant Skunk 

plants are about four weeks old. The bottom 

leaves are starting to turn yellow, with a blackish- 

gray spot on the tips. What is this, and how do I fix 

this problem? 

Homer 

Via Internet 

Dear Homer, 

The vermiculite is holding too much water and, 

along with it, excess fertilizer nutrients. Miracle 

Gro soils are impregnated with enough fertilizer 

to last the first few months of cultivation. They 

also contain a wetting agent as well as plenty of 

coconut and/or peat moss to retain water and nu¬ 

trients. Always be sure to read the information on 

the bags of soil you use and, if possible, talk to 

people at the nursery where you bought it about 

how to grow in it. 

This type of soil is meant to be complete for 

the first few months, supplying everything the 

plant needs except water. Plus when you add ver¬ 

miculite and cow manure, they cannot be re¬ 

moved—cow manure releases nutrients for 

several months, so the problem could persist. If it 

does, you’ll have to flush your plants, as de¬ 

scribed in my answer to Beth above, every two to 

three weeks. From now on, use a liquid fertilizer, 

which is much easier to control, and use cow ma¬ 

nure and other blended-in fertilizers only when 

you don’t plan to add supplemental nutrients. 

OVERCOME POWDERY MILDEW 
I have your book, Marijuana Horticulture (a.k.a. 

“the Bible”). I also have powdery mildew. I’m an 

organic gardener. Help! 

O.C. 

Via Internet 

Dear O.C., 

You know the unpleasant news from reading Mar¬ 

ijuana Horticulture: Once powdery mildew sets in, 

it continues to grow until it destroys plants. I’ve 

been seeing more and more of it (and other fungi) 

across Europe and North America these days. 

Every year, it appears to get worse, and plants 

that were immune to fungal attacks before are 

contracting several different fungi now. 

Prevention is the key when it comes to fun¬ 

gus. There are several organic products on the 

market that help plants to form defenses against 

fungal invasions. The best book on the subject is 

Teaming with Microbes: A Gardener’s Guide to the 

Soil Food Web by Jeff Lowenfels and Wayne Lewis 

(Timber Press). Another useful source of infor¬ 

mation is the website soilfoodweb.com, the lead¬ 

ing resource on the subject of “quick composts” 

full of beneficial life. The microbes, bacteria and 

other life contained in these composts form bar¬ 

riers against the bad guys and feed on and dis¬ 

place them, too. You can find out all you need to 

know on that site. 

Once you’ve seen the first indication of infec¬ 

tion-small spots on the tops of leaves—the dis¬ 

ease has been inside the plant a week or more. 

(And keep in mind that powdery mildew isn’t al- 
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ways limited to the upper surface of foliage.) The 

spots will eventually become a fine, pale, gray- 

white powdery coating on growing shoots, leaves 

and stems. Growth slows, leaves yellow, and 

plants die as the disease advances. Occasionally 

fatal indoors, this disease is at its worst when the 

roots dry out and the foliage is moist. 

You can prevent this mildew by avoiding cool, 

damp, humid or dim growroom conditions, as well 

as fluctuating temperatures and humidity. Low 

light levels and stale air also invite this disease. 

Increase air circulation and ventilation, and make 

sure the light intensity is high. Space your con¬ 

tainers far enough apart so that air flows freely 

between plants. Allow the foliage to dry before 

turning off lights, and remove and destroy any fo¬ 

liage more than 50% infected. Finally, avoid ex¬ 

cess nitrogen. 

Copper and sulfur-lime sprays are a good pro¬ 

phylactic. For biological control, apply Serenade 

[Bacillus subtilis) or spray with a saturation mix of 

baking soda and water; sprays like Bordeaux mix¬ 

ture may also keep this mold in check. A satura¬ 

tion of baking-soda spray dries to a fine powder 

on the leaf; the baking soda changes the surface 

pH to 7, and powdery mildew cannot grow. 

DRYING AN OUTDOOR CROP 
I've carefully planned my entire growing process, 

and I foresee it going very well—except for the very 

last part, drying and curing. I can’t bring my crop 

indoors at all, so I was wondering if there are any 

successful methods you know or ideas you’ve had 

about drying outdoors? So far, the best I’ve been 

able to come up with is using a tent. Needless to 

say, any advice would be greatly appreciated. 

M. McC. 

Via Internet 

Dear M., 

Curing and drying can make or break the taste of 

a crop! Once your plants are harvested, remove 

all the big leaves by hand or with scissors. Be 

sure to remove the leaf stem (petiole), too. Next, 

use scissors to manicure the freshly harvested 

buds. Single branches cut from plants are easier 

to handle. Manicure each branch and set it aside 

in the shade; continue manicuring the bud-laden 

branches until you’re finished. If you have a small 

volume of buds, you may be able to hang them in¬ 

side cardboard boxes. If you need to dry larger 

quantities, then setting up a small tent or green¬ 

house is a good way to go. The main thing is to 

keep them out of the wind and direct sunlight. 

Once buds are dry, the branches should snap 

rather than bend. Remove buds from branches 

and store them in airtight containers. Let the 

buds “sweat” inside the container for a few 

hours, then open it for a few minutes. Repeat this 

process until the buds have evenly dried. 

GIANT PLANTS 
You mentioned a friend in Spain who achieved a 

yield of 1 gram per watt (gpw), correct? What do 

top commercial growers yield per plant? I’ve seen 

articles in the magazine that appear to show 

yields of up to 7 pounds per plant. California out¬ 

door growers raise plants from 4 to 6 feet in diam¬ 

eter, 16 to 25 square feet in size, and yield 3, 5 or 

even 7 pounds per plant—yes or no? What’s the 

absolute highest gpw yield and most poundage 

you’ve seen from one plant? 

Thanks, and keep up the great work! 

JM 

Via Internet 

Dear JM, 

These calculations are often confusing, especially 
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since growers use different scales and interpreta¬ 

tions. A very good yield indoors for a medium-to- 

heavy strain that flowers in eight to eight and a half 

weeks is 1 gram per watt. The only time that is 

counted here are the 60 days of flowering, so this 

amounts to 0.5 gpw per month. For example, if a 

grower is using a 600-watt lamp, he or she would 

harvest 600 grams (1 gram per watt) every 60 days 

of flowering. 

Most often, growers in North America calculate 

their harvest in pounds per 1,000-watt lamp; you’ll 

hear things like “I got a pound per light.” But a har¬ 

vest of 1 pound (454 grams) per 1,000-watt lamp in 

60 days of flowering totals 0.45 grams per watt— 

not a very good yield. A respectable harvest is 2 

pounds per 1,000-watt lamp every 60 days. 

European growers measure yield in grams per 

square meter (an area of 40 x 40 inches). You’ll see 

this statistic in many seed catalogs—for example, a 

given strain will yield 400 to 600 grams per square 

meter. European growers generally use 400- or 

600-watt lamps to illuminate a single square meter. 

When you extrapolate the figures, a 400-watt lamp 

over a 1-square-meter garden produces 400 grams 

(about 14 ounces) in 60 days of flowering. 

I’ve seen an outdoor plant that weighed in at 8 

pounds, and I’ve heard of another from a reliable 

source that produced 11 pounds of dry buds. Out¬ 

doors, of course, it’s an entirely different story: 

Plants grow longer, their roots aren’t confined by 

containers, and their foliage flourishes under the 

bright natural sunlight. Indoors, none of this is 

true. A properly cultivated outdoor plant in North¬ 

ern California can easily weigh in at 5 pounds. But 

growing a few super plants is hard work and takes 

time: You have to watch them closely and treat 

them like precocious and demanding infants. (It’s 

kind of like growing a giant pumpkin.) So people 

tend to grow smaller plants because they’re easier 

to manage. 

LOW-HUMIDITY ROOM 
Is it bad if the humidity in my room is only 20% to 

25% and the temp is around 79°F to 82°F? 

E. Kappa 

Via Internet 

Dear E., 

Plants will grow slower and require more water in 

these conditions. They’ll also be more prone to spi¬ 

der-mite infestations. You can increase the humid¬ 

ity easily and, in turn, lower the temperature in the 

growroom by setting a circulation fan over a bucket 

of water. The fan will evaporate the water and dis¬ 

perse it into the room and at the same time lower 

temperature. You can also put a towel into the 

bucket so that it stays wet and then train the fan on 

the towel; this will increase humidity more. But you 

may need to increase ventilation in conjunction with 

the humidity. Adding a humidifier or air conditioner 

is another option. You can also turn the lights on at 

night when the temperatures are cooler. And be 

sure to place heat-generating ballasts outside the 

growroom. 

FLOWERING AND PRUNING 
I hope you can respond via your HIGH TIMES column, 

as I have tried extremely hard but have been unable 

to find solid answers to my questions. I rarely have 

access to a computer now, so thanks again in ad- 
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vance—you are my inspiration for success! 

We’re using a medium made of Pro-Mix, some 

extra perlite and Ocean Forest Fox Farm. We 

move our plants from an aero-cloner to 4-inch 

containers, then transplant them into 1-gallon 

containers before putting them in either 2- or 3- 

gallon containers to finish. Because of limited 

space, we’re inducing the plants to flower right 

after transplanting them into their final (2- or 3- 

gallon) containers. 

Should we leave them in veg longer after their 

final transplant, so they can get adjusted to their 

new pot and recover from transplant shock, be¬ 

fore sending them into the final stretch? I usually 

cut most of the wispy smaller branches off the 

lower portion of the plants as late as two weeks 

into the flowering cycle; the goal is to get them to 

finish with one huge cola (we’re using Durga Mata 

and Chronic at the moment). 

Am I hurting my plants when I remove their 

lower growth so they turn into one big bud? 

Irie Lion 

Via Internet 

Dear Irie Lion, 

Let the overall harvest answer your questions. 

When clones are induced to flower too soon, they 

don’t have a chance to develop strong roots and 

green foliage. Green growth turns into branches 

and budding sites; strong roots supply more nu¬ 

trients for vigorous growth and bigger buds. The 

rule of thumb for many indoor growers is to keep 

plants in the vegetative-growth stage for two 

weeks after transplanting. Two weeks is enough 

time for roots to grow and establish themselves, 

and it also allows plants to put on enough green 

growth to produce many more buds. So my advice 

to you is to try growing both ways and see which 

one is more productive. Also, you should cut the 

bottom growth from the main stem if it’s sickly or 

yellowing—this growth will not develop into good 

buds. You should also take off sickly growth a 

week into flowering. Remember, though, that 

over-pruning your plants will result in a lower 

overall yield. 

LIGHT SHOCK 
If I veg my babies under a metal halide (MH) lamp 

using a straight 24-hour "day” schedule, then 

change over to a 12/12-hour day/night light 

schedule under a high-pressure sodium (HPS) 

lamp, will they go into shock? It seems like a dra¬ 

matic change, given the fluctuation in light inten¬ 

sity, spectrum and frequency. I just purchased 

two 1,000-watt switchable-ballast high-intensity 

discharge (HID) lamps, and I want my first garden 

to set the standard for years of medical growing. 

What can I do to safeguard my plants from the 

stress of that switchover—or am I just being 

overly paranoid? 

David F. 

Via Internet 

Dear David, 

There’s no problem here, so you can leave your 

paranoia outside the growroom. Plants can suffer 

many kinds of shock, but going from 24 hours of 

one kind of light to 12 hours of light in a different 

spectrum isn’t one of them. Changing the light 

schedule from 24 to 12 hours (with 12 hours of 

darkness) is the signal to marijuana plants to 

start flowering. In the great outdoors, Mother Na¬ 

ture induces this gradually as the days grow short 

and the nights long. 

Marijuana plants will be shocked by being com¬ 

pletely deprived of light for more than three or four 
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days, or by having the photoperiod changed from 

24 to 12 hours of light for a week or two and then 

back to 24 hours. Cannabis is also often shocked by 

extremes in temperature and humidity. 

SHORT, FAST, POTENT FEMALES 
I’m looking for seeds—preferably feminized— 

that will produce small, bushy plants (3 feet or 

less) with an extremely high THC content. I’d like 

the plants to be very resinous and high-yielding 

and produce an almost narcotic high. I plan to 

grow them indoors using a hydroponic system. I 

will only be growing two plants at a time—just 

enough to keep me in bud, but I want that bud to 

be the best. Any suggestions? 

Joe Dirt 

Via Internet 

Dear Joe, 

The quickest, easiest option is to grow one of the 

new auto-flowering feminized strains. The third 

generation of these strains is truly impressive: 

They go from seed to finished bud in 70 days. 

Each plant produces 30 to 50 grams (just under 2 

ounces) and tops out at 35 to 40 inches. The 

beauty of these strains is that you start from 

seed and don’t need clones. You can also grow 

feminized seeds that take 100-plus days from 

seed to mature harvest. (To date, however, regu¬ 

lar feminized seeds are a bit more potent than 

the auto-flowering feminized seeds, which con¬ 

tain ruderalis genetics, the least potent form of 

cannabis.) Most seed growers now offer femi¬ 

nized seeds, and there are a growing number of 

suppliers that offer feminized seeds exclusively. 

The first big company to sell them in Europe can 

be found at vu-du.com. 

By nature, indica strains grow shorter than 

sativas. The trick to keeping plants short is to 

grow an indica-dominant strain and induce flow¬ 

ering with a 12/12-hour day/night light schedule. 

You can start the plants flowering when they’re 

short, say 9 to 10 inches tall—but remember, they 

will take a little longer to flower. If plants don’t 

stay under the desired 36-inch mark, you can al¬ 

ways start bending branches. You may want to try 

the Screen of Green (ScrOG) method, which con¬ 

sists of a horizontal trellis suspended over a few 

plants. Individual branches are trained to grow 

between the openings in the trellis. This means 

the plants stay short, and the profile of the garden 

is kept even. 

Ortega (Dutch Passion), White Russian (Seri¬ 

ous) and Nebula (Paradise), among indica-domi- 

nant strains, are the heavyweight candidates to 

consider. ^ 

Jorge Cervantes is the author of Marijuana Grow 
Basics: The Easy Guide for Cannabis 
Aficionados (July2009), Marijuana Horticulture: 
The Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower’s Bible 
(January 2006), Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow 
DVD (shot in BC) and Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate 
Grow DVD II (shot in Spain), Indoor Marijuana 
Horticulture: The Indoor Bible, Marijuana In¬ 
doors: Five Easy Gardens, Marijuana Outdoors: 
Guerrilla Growing and Jorge’s Rx. He writes for 
20 magazines in seven languages. Jorge’s books 
are published in Dutch, English, French, German, 
Italian, Russian and Spanish. Hit marijuanagrow¬ 
ing.com for more information. 
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OUTDOORS 
Weather gets hot this month! 
Global warming continues to 
bounce the climate around—but, 
in general, hot temperatures are 
the norm in August. Do your part 
to slow global warming and 
plant more marijuana! 

Hot weather slows cannabis 
growth. Temperatures above 
85°F cause growth to virtually 
stop. Giving your plants shade 
from the midday sun lowers 
water consumption and helps 
them continue to grow. Shade 
plants discreetly in guerrilla 
gardens: bend tree and bush 
branches from the surrounding 
foliage or, if possible, string up a 
shade cloth above them. You 
can find shade cloth at most 
retail nurseries. Be sure to buy 
a color that blends in well with 
the natural surroundings. 

Irrigate plants that receive less 
than 1 inch of rainfall per week. 
Giving plants shade and apply¬ 
ing mulch around their base will 
help conserve water. Water 
plants in guerrilla patches slow¬ 
ly and deeply. 

Change to a high-phospho- 
rus/high-potassium fertilizer 
now. Plants need much less 
nitrogen and more phosphorus 
and potassium during flowering. 
Adding a P/K 13/14 supplement 
is also a good idea—but proceed 
with caution, and be sure to fol¬ 
low the instructions on the 
package, because it’s easy to 
over-fertilize your plants. 

Longer nights and shorter days 
trigger marijuana to start flow¬ 
ering. Early-flowering varieties 
will show well-formed female 
and male flowers this month; 
later-flowering strains show the 
initial settings or pre-flowers. 
Female flowers are white, hair¬ 
like pistils protruding from seed 
bracts; male flowers are small 
pods full of pollen. Remove any 
and all male plants! 

Mulch around the base of plants. 
Mulch is essential to keeping 
moisture contained in the soil, 
where plants can use it. 
Mulching heavily is one of the 
simplest, easiest and cheapest 
things you can do for your out¬ 
door plants. My favorite mulch is 
old grass dippings. Native 
foliage works well and helps 
keep the site discreet, but it 
takes a while to collect. You can 
also use rocks, paper, wood, 
plastic, etc., for mulch: The goal 

is to cover the soil and slow down 
the rate of evaporation. Pile any 
foliage used as mulch 6 to 12 
inches high and spread it all the 
way to the perimeter of the plant. 

Preventing the wind from hit¬ 
ting your plants will lower their 
water consumption. A small 
windbreak can save you gallons 
of water, as well as the effort it 
takes to transport it to the site. 
Wind can increase your plants' 
water consumption by three to 
five times or more! 

Be careful when visiting your 
patch—you may not be alone! 

INDOORS 
Hit hightimes.com and read 
HIGH TIMES magazine for sea¬ 
sonal advice and the best grow 
information. 

Prepare your garden for vaca¬ 
tion! If you plan to be away for a 
few days or weeks, make sure 
your girls don’t suffer while 
you're out enjoying Mother 
Nature. An automatic watering 
system is a must if you’re leav¬ 
ing for more than three days. 
Plants that are allowed to dry 
out will weigh less at harvest. 
Top off hydroponic reservoirs 
and add a second tank if neces¬ 
sary. Use trays under pots and 
fill with water to tide your plants 
over for a few days. Make a test 
run the week before leaving so 
you’re sure all systems are go. 
Remember to double-check 
your security! 

Shutting your growroom down 
is a good idea if you’ll be gone 
for a month or longer during hot 
weather. Hot temperatures can 
wreak havoc on an unattended 
growroom, even if it’s well 
equipped. 

Pests and diseases are at their 
peak in August—the ideal out¬ 
door conditions make them 

multiply exponentially. Keep 
them outside! Practice normal 
sanitary precautions and put a 
nylon stocking over intake 
vents. Spray outside around the 
growroom. Inspect for pests 
regularly, especially spider 
mites and their eggs, and spot- 
spray problem areas. Look for 
bud mold and cut out any infest¬ 
ed areas you find. And keep your 
pets out of the growroom. 

Give plants more water and less 
fertilizer as the weather warms. 
Marijuana needs more water to 
transpire and stay cool now, 
while too much fertilizer will 
cause the leaves to curl up and 
could possibly burn their tips. 
Keep an eye on the pH and EC 
(ppm) levels of the nutrient solu¬ 
tion. Top off reservoirs with plain 
water daily. Flush grow medi¬ 
ums with extra water to leach 
out any built-up fertilizer salts. 

Vent and circulate air longer 
now. You may have to add 
another ventilation fan to keep 
the room cool. Be sure to vent 
humid air after the lights go out. 

The ideal temperature in the 
flowering room is 75°F, with 
relative humidity at about 50%. 
Once the temperature climbs 
above 80°F, growth slows a lot. 

Take clones for the next crop. 
Grow clones for two to three 
weeks, at least until they have a 
strong, healthy root system. 

Harvest ripe, resin-squirting 
buds and plants and get ready 
for the next crop! 

Harden off clones, seedlings 
and old mother plants to plant 
outdoors for a short crop. 

Clean up your growroom and 
keep it that way! Cleanliness 
always means fewer 
problems, ik 
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INTRODUCTION TO INDOOR GROWING, Simple Guide, High Grower, DVD...$30 
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MUSHROOM GROWING MADE EASY, Complete Guide, High Grower, DVD...$36 

OUTDOOR GROWER, Small to Large-Scale Gardens, High Grower, DVD.$30 
HIGH YIELD HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS, All About Hydro, High Grower, DVD...$30 
SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #1,15 LBS. in 80 Days!, Easy Green, DVD 49 Mins....$25 
SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #2, Growing Marijuana, Easy Green, DVD 73 Mins...$25 
SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #3,, The Perfect Garden, Easy Green, DVD 77 Mins...$25 
THE ULTIMATE GROW DVD, Jorge Cervantes, 100 Mins....$20 _Vol. #2.$20 
THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE #2, Full Color Edition!, Greg Green, 402 pgs....$25 
THE CANNABIS BREEDER’S BIBLE, Marijuana Genetics, G. Green, 237 pgs..$22 

_CANNABIS CULTIVATION 2, Complete Grower’s Guide, M. Thomas, 247 pgs.$17 
MARIJUANA NEW SCHOOL, Indoor Cultivation, Jeff Mowta, 272 pgs.$20 
MARIJUANA NEW SCHOOL, Outdoor Cultivation, Jeff Mowta, 157 pgs.$17 
MARIJUANA GROWER'S GUIDE, Color Ed, Mel Frank, 330 pgs.$20 
ORGANIC MARIJUANA SOMA STYLE, Chemical Free!, Soma, 128 pgs.$18 

MARIJUANA GROWER'S HANDBOOK, Indoor Ed., Ed Rosenthal, 261 pgs.$20 
BIG BOOK OF BUDS 3, Full Color, Quick, 234 pgs..$23_BBB2...$23_BBB...$23 
THE CLOSET CULTIVATOR, Expanded Edition, Ed Rosenthal, 128 pgs.$16 
MARIJUANA HYDROPONICS, High-Tech Culture, Daniel Storm, 117 pgs.$18 
CULTIVATING EXCEPTIONAL CANNABIS, Expert Breeder, DJ Stort, 102 pgs.$16 
DANK, The Quest For The Best Marijuana, Subcool, 192 pgs.$30 
THE GOOD BUD GUIDE, The Worlds Best Marijuana Strains, Albie, 208 pgs..$20 
HYDROPONIC HOT HOUSE, Low Cost, High-Yield, James DeKorne, 178 pgs.$16 
MARIJUANA HORTICULTURE, Indoor/OutdoorGuide, J. Cervantes, 512 pgs..$30 
HASHISH, The Joy of Making and Curing, Cherniak & Dronkers, 64 pgs.$25 
MARIJUANA GARDEN SAVER, Handbook 4 Healthy Plants, Stitch, 150 pgs...$17 

MARIJUANA INDOORS, Five Easy Gardens, Jorge Cervantes, 143 pgs.$15 
_MARIJUANA LAW, How to Avoid Busts, Richard Glen Boire, 271 pgs.$18 
.MARIJUANA CHEMISTRY, Hashmaking & Oil, Michael Starks, 199 pgs.$24 

THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK, Uncensored Ed., William Powell, 160 pgs.$35 
.HYDROPONIC HEROIN, Grow Opium Poppies, Robert Neil Bunch, 94 pgs....$39 
OPIUM FOR THE MASSES, Cultivation & Harvest, Jim Hogshire, 112 pgs.$35 

_OXY, Narcotic Synthesis From Oriental Poppies, Otto Snow, 264 pgs.$32 
THC & TROPACOCAINE, THC From Olive Oil, Otto Snow, 182 pgs.$31 
PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY, Lab "Cookbook", Michael Smith, 194 pgs.$32 
PRACTICAL LSD MANUFACTURE, Third Edition, Uncle Fester, 135 pgs.$25 

.LOVE DRUGS, How To Make MDMA From Scratch, Otto Snow, 242 pgs.$36 
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES, Second Edition, Jack B. Nimble, 124 pgs...$27 

.SOURCES, Reference of Supply Houses & Resources, Strike, 226 pgs.$35 
GROWING WILD MUSHROOMS, Simple Indoor Guide, Bob Harris, 94 pgs.$15 
THE MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR, Paul Stamets & J.S. Chilton, 415 pgs.$39 
PSILOCYBIN MUSHROOM HANDBOOK, Easy Cultivation, Ogame, 208 pgs....$20 
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_THE HYDROPONIC HOT HOUSE, 178 pgs _PRIVACY POACHERS, 155 pgs 
.GROWING EXTRAORDINARY MARIJUANA, 84 pgs  STONED FREE, 160 pgs 
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NEXT MONTH IN 

GEAR OF THE YEAR! 
Every year, the HIGH TIMES Cultivation Department field-tests and high¬ 

lights the best cultivation products on the market. In our September 

issue, we present the 10th Annual STASH Awards (for Significant Techno¬ 

logical Achievements in Sinsemilla Horticulture). Check out the latest in 

trimmers, nutrients, lights and growing systems—all great gear for the 

discerning dankster! 

HAWAII IS GROWING 
For years, helicopter crackdowns threatened to destroy the thriving pot 

culture on the Hawaiian Islands. However, since the state passed its med¬ 

ical-marijuana law in 2000, medically licensed ganja growers are once 

again producing some of the world’s finest pot. 

THE NEXT BIG THING! 
Cultivation editor Nico Escondido uncovers the latest revolution in lighting 

technology, and—get ready—it’s not LEDs! Learn all about the biggest 

news in cultivation since cloning as we examine the newest strategy for 

indoor growing—one that focuses on real full-spectrum light, unique 

delivery systems, and the truth regarding bulb compatibility and electronic 

ballasts. The future is finally here! 

THE WORLD STONER GAMES R 
Last year at the World Stoner Games, a five-way tie among contestants 

resulted in a smoke-off to determine who would win a trip to the Cannabis 

Cup. The action was literally breathtaking, and so this year, we’ve once 

again decided to round up the highest athletes on the planet to determine 

just who is the World’s Top Stoner. 

MONSTER PIPES 
What actually inspires glassblowers to give life to the darkest nether- 

worlds of their imagination? Senior editor Dan Skye takes a haunting look 

at eerie smokeware. 

NO ILLUSIONS: PENN JILLETTE 
Even though magician Penn Jillette (of the legendary Penn & Teller) has 

never touched a bud—let alone smoked a joint—in his entire life, his 

articulate support of marijuana and the right of people to use it as they 

see fit is nothing short of magical. 

ON SALE JULY 14TH D0N’T MISS IT! 

no HIGH TIMES 



THE WORLD'S GREENEST MAGAZINE 
JUST GOT EVEN GREENER! 
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With an online subscription to 
the digital edition of HIGH TIMES 
you'll get all the expert grow 
information, cannabis news and 
counterculture features HI has 
to offer in an environmentally 
friendly digital format. 

SUPER DBGAMEHEW)T£ 

DIGITAL FEATURES 

• ACCESS 
Can't get hard copy issues of HIGH 
TIMES where you live? Now you can 
get it delivered directly to your 
computer anywhere in the world! 

GLASS OF 

q/fifallfT 

GROW 
I BOXES 

• SEARCH 
Can't find an article, grow tip or 

strain? HI Digital has a searchable 
database so you can locate what 
ycuYe looking for fast! 

* PRINT 
Want to take HIGH TIMES into the 
growrocm, bedroom or bathroom? 
Print out an article and bring it with you, 

Subscribe now to HIGH TIMES 

Digital and get the best-selling 

Best Of HT: Jorge Cervantes' 

Grow Guide issue freest 

• ANNOTATE 

Find a helpful grow tip. interesting 
tidbit or amazing pic? Make your own 
notes right on the page or highlight 
points of interest, then save or print! 

'■ foi 

HIGHTIMES.COM DOWNLOAD 



FRONT BACK 

College Of 

Bud Knowledge 

OFFICIAL TASTE 
TESTER T-SHIRT 
M. Color: Moss. Sizes: M, L & XL 

$18.99 

A—L. Choose from a wide variety of 

shirts, hats and bags: Bob Marley, 

Willie Nelson, Jimi Hendrix, Janis 

Joplin, Johnny Cash plus, your 

favorite stoner movies. Shirts avail¬ 

able in men’s and women’s sizes. 

Check out headshop.hightimes.com 

for a complete listing of colors, 

sizes, styles and prices. 

COLLEGE OF BUD 
KNQIAILEDGE T-SHIRT 
N. Color: White. Sizes: M, L & XL. 

$18.99 

Unisex GOT GRASS T- 
shi (Above) Super Soft, 
Machine washable, no 
shrinkage. Color: Bark 
Brown. Sizes: Adult M, L, 
XL $26.00 

SUPER SKUNK PUZZLE 
(Above) Full-color cannabis puz¬ 
zle comes complete with over 
500 pieces. $19.99 

(Above) The game of growers and 
stoners who buy, sell and 

trade while running a budding 
business. $34.99 

So you think you have heard every name out 

there for marijuana? Some are funny, some 

are creative and some are just out there—but 

what people don't know is that the United 

States government keeps an official list of all 

these names. We are proud to 

offer "The Marijuana Leaf." ere' 

ated using the official United 

States government list of the 

647 "street terms" for marijua¬ 

na. 24” x 30” poster. $13.99 
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NEW RELEASES 
BOOKS OFFICIAL HIGH TIMES 

POT SMOKER’S HANDBOOK 

! Lgh Times 
POT SMOKER S 

HANDBOOK 

Since 1974, High Times 
magazine has covered marijuana 
in all its aspects and wonders, 
from cultivation to legalization to 
the herb's enduring (and exalted) 
place in popular culture. Packed 
with inside information, The Offi¬ 
cial High Times Pot Smoker's Hand¬ 
book rolls up all of this collected 
wisdom into one indispensable 
ganja guide. With a life-changing 
list of 420 things to do when you're 
stoned, this is truly, finally, the 
ultimate guide to green living. 
$19.95 

ZOTH 
ANNIVERSARV 
CANNABIS CUP 
BUD Loaded with over 60 

minutes of performances, 

interviews, and non-stop 

smoking of the biggest and 

best buds in the world. 

Relive the magic or see 

what you missed—this DVD 

is a must-have for any 

stoner. $16.99 

TCTALLV BAKED 
DVD 
Prepare to get fired up while 

comedians and stoners alike 

join forces in this insanely 

irreverent comedy. Their 

common goal is smoke the 

lid off the truth about weed. 

Totally Baked wants you to 

decide for yourself.. .should 

we legalize, or idolize it? 

$19.99 

MISS HIGH TIMES 
Z008 

SHIIMSUIT VIDEO 
DVD 
Welcome to pothead par¬ 

adise! A full hour of buds, 

bongs and babes on the 

beach at the 2008 Miss HIGH 

TIMES Pageant in Negril. 

Jamaica! Includes $100 

coupon for the 2009 pageant. 

$16.99 

GANJA GROWING 
CULTIVATION BOOKS & DVDs 

The Easy Guide 
for Cannabis Aficionados 
Packed with more than 700 
full-color illustrations and 
photos that detail more than 
150 affordable marijuana 
grow setups, this practical, 
informative book is essential 
for new growers! Design and 
set up your grow room with 
supplies from your local 
hardware store and garden 
center. Plus troubleshoot 
problems and control com¬ 
mon pests & diseases! $21.95 

l|row busies 

■ EuiMffi . 

COMPLETE BOX 5ET 
Three-disc DVD box set includes 
Ultimate Grow: Indoor Marijuana 
Horticulture, and Ultimate Grow2: 
Hydroponic Cannabis Indoors & 
Organic Marijuana Outdoors, PLUS a 
full disc of never-before-seen 
bonus features! Extras include 
Jorge’s Guide to Amsterdam, 
helpful hints for your plants, and 
more garden tours! $49.95 

Z: HYDROPONIC MARIJUANA h INDOOR MARIJUANA HORTI- 

INDOORS&ORGANIC MARIJUANA CULTURE $19.99 

OUTDOORS $19.99 

HI-YIELD 
IHOMEMAD! 

nifriijill 

“ V- rM| 
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Marijuana Horticulture: The 

Indoor/Outdoor Medical 

Grower’s Guide 

Jorge Cervantes' best-selling 

book! $29.95 

Hi-Yield Homemade 

Hydroponics Our best-selling 

grow book, now updated with 

organic-hydro how-to infor¬ 

mation. $9.99 

■r I 
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Best of HT #48: 
Grow Guide 2008 
Seed Bank Hall of 
Fame, how to set 
up an indoor gar¬ 
den & more! $6.99 

Best of HT #52: 
Gear Guide 2009 

$6.99 
Hydroponics, D-l-Y 

projects, gear 
reviews, & more! 

Best of HT#51: 
Master Grower's 
Guide 2009 $6.99 
Aeroponics, lights, 
organics, breeding 

& more! 

Best of HT #50: 
Beginner's Guide 

$6.99 
All you need to get 
started growing! 
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PERSONALS 

V SfcXT PPMmJIHt H1T1BT WMNlfcH ^ 

ifY.irm,> Oet 
Naughty 
With You 

Right Now!Il 

NASTY GIRLS 
HARDCORE 

IWi UVE i ON t 

VS00-S72-8999 

HD r 

1-M0-M7-: 

EAVESDROP 
1—1IM EE 

Secretly listen in on LIVE, 
uncensored phone sex calls! 

1-800-655-5533 

PERSONALS 

FOTALLY FREE TALK! 
ii »H‘- HOT SIWGL£| In iw nreo TQHIGlfTl 
m f-Qit-f mt - mw cm 

mmimmt min 

1-270-250-6000 
I- klntaiqiiA Wtt.f*tkH^h««tl1LCMn 

FREE PARTY LINE 
1-775-533-3323 
NEVER ANY CHARGE 
ONLY* REGULAR Call to NEVADA 

inBiim*.nniiiini 
Connect uuith Real People 

NOUU for Wild live connections! 

1-206-203-7733 
18+ LD rates may apply 

over icxdoo 
real local OSRLS 

call daily i 

PERSONALS 

DIAL-A-BABE 
1-800-448- 

7588 (SLUT) 
99C/MIN. 18+ 

ATLANTIC FORCE 
12 4X6 PHOTOS OF BEAUTIFUL AND 

SEDUCTIVE WOMEN. THE KIND 
MEN LIKE! NUDE+SEMI-NUDE. 
SINFULLY DELICIOUS. TRY IT, 

YOU'LL LIKE IT. SEND CHECK OR 
M.O. FDR $21.99 TO: 

ATLANTIC FORCE 
PMB143,123 E. MAIN ST., SUITE 2 

DENVILLE, N.J. 07834 

NEUROTICA. FANTASY. FETISH. 
No Limits. Provocative talk with imaginative 
uninhibited beauty. 18+ 866-464-8487 

LOCAL GALS' SEXDATE 
1-888-699-2468; 1-509-252-1629 ($1.14 
pm+, phonebill], 18+. 

LIVE PHONE SEX -1-900-537-4000 
No CC Needed. Connect Instantly. 

UNLEASH YOUR DESIRES! 
Meet local men/women/couples! 
www.DesiredConnections.com 

NAUGHTY WIVES CLUB! 
Order 12-Hot, Raw, Color (4x6) Photos of the 
hottest Housewives in the Northwest, 
TOTALLY NUDE! $20: KLUB TANTRA, P.0. BOX 
297 BREMERTON, WA 98337 

114 HIGH TIME! 



CLE155IFIED5 To place a classified ad in HIGH TIMES, contact Matt Stang at 212-387-0500, ext. 206. 

PERSONALS 

ID,000+ ADULT MOVIES! 
No Memberships! No Monthly Fees! 

Watch online NOW! www.AdultFlixNow.com 

FREE CATALOG! 
Uncensored Adult DVDs, videos, magazines! 

FPHT, Box 191H, Montreal, Canada H3G3K7 [18+] 

FREE TOYS ADULT SHOP 
DVD's, Live Chat. Top Rated CASINO 

/SPORTSBOOK! www.PornDetour.com 

ADULT MOVIES ONLINE 
LINGERIE, TOYS AND DVDS OF EVERY 

DESCRIPTION. WWW.BUSTYYXXX.ORG 

TRAVEL 

ROAD TRIP 
We re looking for 18- 
25 adventurous adults 
to work / travel entire 
US. We offer 4 weeks 

paid training. Cash 
plus bonuses daily. 

No experience neces¬ 
sary. If you are enthu¬ 

siastic and free to 
travel Call 

1-800-949-1038. 

MERCHANDISE 

www.besl 
maryjane 
slore.com 

CREENPASSIONS 

MERCHANDISE 

PHANlUM VILIEU 

UMCUT ■si***#, flirt 4 

lit IttiM 
nn IJHRTYVfl CS|rtir.,tr4r 

iiM SAD V. J I 
wmr ictilMj 
Erfalnta PHA-^fTOH ViDPCl 

P-O tfcM ™ » iS#pi Ii 
Jupew Fl. 

www.haifpricepipes.com 
W* urt highi qujliiv 
gltll fmotuno pip*«for 
half <s# whit nufl ii. 

FUCK WORK 
UNAiMrracAfuxMvi EfirraiEMaams 

IXWZMZFH HMHIHIHI 
www.Rea Kavo.com 

4:30 
Kava Time 

Rigiriirjiixiiixi 

Forffth* original >l«v# symtamt 
liitd by HT cup wlnnan 

Mllnitor Company mm pollinator m 

MERCHANDISE 

PUREORGANICHONEYOILBIBLE.COM 
Connoisseur honey oil secrets revealed. Send 

$10 mo. to Great Grandpappy Abrams, 3883 

Bennett Rd., Suite 5, Cincinnati, Ohio 45345 

NONSCENTS 
Odor Free Ziplock Produce Plastic Bags. 

Undetectable By Animals. Three Sizes Available 

Oz. to Kilo Size. Details 1-304-853-3679 

MERCHANDISE 

OILS-NAG CHAMPA-PATCHOULI 
Handmade Camo, Apples, Rasta Hats 

Urbancrowns.com 

‘ODE TO THE NOBLE HEMP PLANT’ 
IR’s Big Hits (a) 1R Ryan.cc (a) iTunes.com G 

CDBaby.com. Neo-Beatnik Entertainment 

AIR PURIFIERS 
ELIMINATE MOLD G ODORS. Generates 003. 

3 DAY FREE TRIAL 808-965-1757 

LOOK! PASS DRUG TESTS 
Guaranteed method to pass any drug test, sim¬ 

ple and easy. For information send $3.00 cash, 

check, or moneyorder to Moon Enterprises, P.0. 

Box 335, Bristol IN. 4B5B7. Please allow 3-3 

weeks for delivery. 

DRUGTESTINGSECRETS.COM 
Learn How You Can Pass Any Drug Test. 

WWW.THE4SOSHOPS.COM 
BEST PRICES ANYWHERE. Great selection of I/D 

pipes, water pipes, digital scales, bubblers G 

accessories. 

METAL TOBACCO PIPES 
Assorted designs. Gend SASE to Behind The 

Lite, 7304 Carroll Avenue #134, Takoma 

Park, MD 30913 

DO YOU HAVE OLD DEBTS? 
Never Pay Back The Full Amount!!! 

1-800-808-5305 www.globaldebtinc.com 

HERBALSMOKESHOP.COM 
100% Legal Bud. Mood enhancement pills and 

aphrodisiacs. Flavored papers, Blunt wraps, 

huge online smoke shop. 

GLASS PIPES 
Great selection of I/O Pyrex pieces at unbeliev¬ 

able prices. Send $1.00 for your catalog today! 

To No Illusions P.D box 41386 Mesa, AZ 85374 

COMPLETE SET OF HIGH TIMES 
Magazines All in Binders. $10,000.00 or best 

offer. 369-793-6935 

GROW AIDS 

BEAUTIFUL POPPYSEEDS 
Easy to grow, call anytime [907] 776-7636. 

HYDROPONICS 
Complete 9 Plant system $190.00. Adjustable 

size from closet to filling bedroom. (817] 573- 

5330. www.turbofarms.com 

NOMOMOLD 
Mold Killer - Safe and Effective. Concetrate 

makes 5 gallons $39.95, 10 gallons $59.95. 

E-mail nomemoldxx@yahoo.com or call 

307-478-4803. Mail money order to: 

Nomomold, P.0. Box 93, Troy, ME 04987 

GROWROOM SUPPLIES SHIPPED FREE 
www.shop.hydroponicsandmore.com 

EXPERIENCED 
INDOOR HORTICULTURIST 

For Sale ultimate luxury growing area. Newly 

remodeled 3 bed 3 bath home on 1/3 acre 

irrigated, lush landscape. With 800 sq ft 

heated air-conditioned workshop. Secure 

entrance, gated. Previous production shop. 

9’x8’x35’ hidden safe room with bank vault 

door. Fire and theft proof. Phoenix, AZ 

GROW AIDS 

MUSHROOMS 
Dried amanita muscaria. shipping worldwide, 

free catalog, email jokerofdecay@aol.com 

MAGIC MUSHROOM SPORES 
Psilocybes, "POTENT" Cubensis ("POTENT" in 

caps) Azurescens, Tasmanian. "ACTIVE" 

Hawaiian Woodrose Seeds. Catalog $3.00 

Pacific Exotic Spora, P.0. Box 705, HI Lee's 

Summit, Mo. 64063 

GROW 10 POUNDS OF 
MUSHROOMS EVERY MONTH 

Complete setups, kits, miniature growhous- 

es, exotic growing supplies. Free catalog. 

Call anytime, [847] 419-1587. Magic, Box 

39K, Prospect Heights, IL 00070-0039. See 

us at mushrQommagic.com. 

LLAMAGUCCHIE 
"Garden Candies From The Andies" Llama 

Fertilizer Pellets Natural, Organic, Eco- 

Friendly. Visit www.Llamagucchie.com 

EXOTIC CANNABIS SEEDS 
Secure Worldwide Delivery • Over 400 STRAINS 

WWW.SEEDSXO.COM 

REAL ESTATE 

RAINBOW FARMS 
Property for Sale. 10 SECLUDED acres w/house. 

Vandalia, MI. First $150,000. Pam 339-849-3338 

COLORADO 5ac. $23,000 
Must sell/ very private,off grid. Minutes to 

air field,lake,town. Spectacular mnt,views. 

808=653 3159. 

FINANCIAL 

DIPLOMA FROM HOME 
6-8 Weeks Accredited. Low Cost. 

FREE Brochure. Call 1-800-304-8330. 

WWW.DIPLOMAFROMHOME.COM 

WWW.MARIJUANAMISC.COM 
for sale $5,000 through Escrow.com. 

Dale@Brokersofinsurance.com 

MAKE $20,000+ PER MONTH 
Ground floor opportunity. Distribute revolu¬ 

tionary new High Potent HERB Pills to Head 

Shops, Music, Body Piercing, Tattoo, Adult 

stores, etc. Areas going fast. $1,000 minimum 

investment, www.theherbconnect.com 

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! 
Assemble Products From Home. For Free 

Information Send SASE: Home Assembly-HT, 

Box 450, New Britain, CT 06050-0450 

BAD CREDIT? 
With this secret you’ll laugh at your bad credit! 

Free recorded message: 1-801-333-7800 (x313). 

www.Credit-Secrets-Bible.com 

CREDIT PROBLEMS? 
34-hr recorded message. 348-363-6818 Ad#155 

GRANT MONEY! 
From Many Sources. Personal Needs, Education, 

Business. SASE: Grants-HT Box 458 New Britain 

GT06050-0548 

AUGUST 2009 115 
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TIMES 

Inducting 
TOM FORCADE, 
HIGH TIMES founder 
info the 
Counterculture 
Hall of Fame 

Announcing our J |€$11 vzrrr:-in 
theme for 2009: i 

SMUGGLER’S 
CUP 
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Haarlemmerstraat 98 

AMSTERDAM 

www.barneysfarm.com 

info@barneysfarm.com 

Morning Glory Violator KUSH 

ACQUISITION OF UVC CANNABIS SEEDS fS ILLEGAL IN THE UN TED STATES l PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS PROM ANYWHERE iN THE WOftLG 



I SKUNK $250 w. WIDOW Ssw 

«£lNAmc«AG)NG! OBI WHITE WIDOW lfl 
OM flic tyffl 10 
0BJ NORTHERN LIGHTS 
0B4 H-PLANT 

085 SUPER SKUNK 

m PURPLr SKUNK 
OBT SWEET mm 
om SKUM#1 

Ot-ir JGCWZfl 

OBUi AFGHANI 

UB’j BLACK DDMJNA 

01 tornmm „ 

w C13 HAZE 
D3 cannalope 

W CONNIE CHUNG 
E5 ONLINE 

06 LA CONFIDENTIAL 
D’ MMG 
M RECON 

ROCKLOCK 
010 SHARKBREA7H 
DU SOUl?CREAM 
D« SUPERLDPf 

D13 SWEE7HA2I 

Pi belladonna ir>n 
p* OUffGA MATA ^ 
P3 DUTCH DRAGON 
N NEBULA 
p" SERSISTAR 
fM SHEHERWAOE 

P7 SWEET PURPLE 
PS WSTERBWR FLAME 
- SUGAR BABE 

-Q SWISS BUSS 
Pll MAGIC D 

BOX-NEW 
P!J SATIIIASPIRIT-HEiJ. 

SOI LAVENDER 

NVC DIESEL ' 
S03 SOMAN GO 
■i{14 BUDDHA'S SISTER 

&EJ CHRONIC 
bubblegum 

sn kali mist 

WHITE RUSSIAN 
SE5 AN 4? 

SOS Rocjffi 

amnesia HAZE 
SOT KAHUNA 
SOS CITRALAH 
m WHITE LIGHT 
SID SOMAUI 

WITH OBOEHS 
■T ' OVER $250 

m SKUNK#1 

POWER PUNT 
DP3 OASIS 
Lfr : CAL ORANGE 

DPS MAZAR 

OPt WHITE WIDOW 
°P? BUIEBERRT 

UPS fLO 

ops simiue 

DF STRAWBERRT COUGH 

iAokhaiO SEEDB4MK 

,N a sm twmmm 

PqpllTAWfl'SKsr 
SEED MDMJfy* 

AWARQ 
WINNING 
STKAJNS 

ONTAiJjOVagcj 

gj'TCHPftSSlON 

LJ Canadian owned and operated. 

Directions: Take QEW Toronto to Gawthra Rd exit, then south on Cawthra to Lakeshore BivU. 
Go east on Lake Shore Blvd for 5 miles. Look out for the neon '420' sign on the south side of the street 
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